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FOREWORD

This is an almost-verbatim transcript of a symposium held at Goddard Space

Flight Center (GSFC) on November 7 and 8, 1972. No attempt has been

made to introduce editorial or stylistic uniformity; on the contrary, an

effort has been made to retain the informality of the proceedings. The text

of the papers is substantially as given; but in some instances where a more

detailed paper has been prepared for publication, this paper has been sub-

stituted for the transcript.

A major change results from NASA policy, which now requires in all formal

publications the use of international metric units according to the Systeme

International d'Unites (SI). However, in certain cases, utility requires the

retention of other systems of units in addition to the SI units. The conven-

tional units stated in parentheses following the computed SI equivalents are

the basis of the measurements and calculations reported here.
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INTRODUCTION

This document presents the papers on scientific achievements at Goddard Space Flight

Center delivered at the annual Science and Technology Review on November 7 and 8, 1972.

The overall objective of the symposium was the presentation summarizing the major

advances at Goddard Space Flight Center during the past year.

The presentations for this review were selected from a considerably larger number of

proposed presentations. Unfortunately, time did not permit including the many other

advancements of which Goddard Space Flight Center is equally proud.

The papers were presented in five groups: High Energy and Solar Astronomy, with an

overview by Frank B. McDonald; Optical and UV Astronomy, with an overview by

Anne B. Underhill; Planetary, Lunar, and Cometary Studies, with an overview by Norman

F. Ness; Earth Observations, with an overview by William Nordberg and presented by

William R. Bandeen; and Earth Physics, with an overview by Friedrich O. von Bun.

The audience consisted of scientists and engineers who had interest in and responsibility

for the direction of space applications research and development. In addition to the many

Goddard Space Flight Center scientists and engineers, members of the audience came from

NASA Headquarters, other NASA Centers, and other Government agencies.



OPENINGREMARKS

John F. Clark

Director, Goddard Space Flight Center

Welcome to Goddard's annual Science and Technology Presentation. This title is hardly

a complete description, because of the nine sessions; three are science oriented, two

concern technology, one involves ground operations, and finally, we will have three

sessions in applications disciplines. So, one might, in order of the number of sessions,

more appropriately call this "science, applications, technology, and ground operations."

These talks are winnowed out from a considerably larger number of proposed talks; the

only rule is not more than five minutes and not more than three slides. When we started

this, five years ago, a lot of people said it was not possible to present anything of much

value in five minutes. But experience has taught us otherwise, and each year these

sessions have been more effective.

I would like to note that tomorrow's session will be under the chairmanship of Mr. Robert

Bourdeau, Director of Space Applications and Technology, and now let me introduce

today's chairman, Dr. George Pieper, Director of Space and Earth Sciences.



REMARKS

GeorgeF. Pieper

Director of Space and Earth Sciences

In past years, we have adhered very closely to a rule which is a rough equivalent to the

rule for writing a sonnet - five minutes, three slides. You will find that this year there

are some variations on the theme;this is by direction, not by a random occurrence. In par-

ticular the overview talks and one or two others have not been held to our usually strict

rule.

The first session this morning deals with the subjects of high energy and solar astronomy.

The director of our Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics will present an overview of

this area to introduce the subject to us.
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SECTIONI

HIGH ENERGY AND SOLAR ASTRONOMY



As we go to cosmic rays, the crucial problems become, "What is the interstellar energy

density of galactic cosmic rays? What is the charge spectrum?" And the most important

question is, "What is happening in the charge spectrum as we go to very high energies?"

I think one of the things we're seeing from Pioneer-10 is that the size of the modulation

region is far greater than what we've previously believed. The Pioneer-10 data indicate

that we are going to need the type of extended sweeps available, for instance, from a

Mariner Jupiter-Saturn mission that goes out even farther than Pioneer-10.

Another interesting development is that one can look at these same processes essentially

in a microcosm when one looks at large solar flares such as the giant flares of August 1972.

One sees there the X-ray burst, probably coinciding with the initial particle acceleration.

One sees nuclear gamma rays as the particles collide with the ambient plasma. And finally

one sees one AU, the great flux of particles coming from the event. It appears that solar

flares offer us one of the best ways of studying high energy astrophysics, and of under-

standing the nature of at least one mechanism of how particles get accelerated.

I would also like to point out one feature of our program this morning. Three of the

presentations, those by David Thompson, Axel Briskin, and Robert Silverberg, are based

on doctoral theses which these men have undertaken. They have been using the facilities

here at Goddard. We've found that this has been useful for them, but more useful for us.

The interaction with students, we feel, is what a laboratory like ours needs, and so we

decided that it would be worthwhile this morning to let you see that part of Goddard, too.



POSITRON ANNIHILATION RADIATION FROM NEUTRON STARS

Gerhard A. Borner

The work I'm going to report on was done jointly with R. Ramaty and Jeffrey Cohen. It

is concerned with an interpretation of balloon observations done by R. Haynes and co-

workers at Rice University. They observed a low-energy gamma-ray line from the galactic

center region, which was centered around 470 keV. The flux in the line was about 2 X 10 -3

photons cm -2 s"_.

We interpret that observation as the positron annihilation radiation line, which occurs at

511 keV, but we suggest that it occurs on the surface of old neutron stars, and is thus

red-shifted by the gravitational field of the stars.

The surface of these old neutron stars will consist mainly of iron, but then they will accrete

interstellar material, possibly at a rate of about 1011 grams per second, and the particles

from interstellar matter hitting the surface of the star will induce spallation reactions and

produce quite a different surface composition.

From Table 1, column 3 (or Figure 1) you can see the energies that are gained just from

the gravitational field of the neutron stars. If you have protons falling down onto a neu-

Table 1

Surface Redshifts, Incident Proton Energies, and Gamma-Ray

Yields as Functions of Neutron Star Mass

M/M®

0.37

0.55

0.77

1.00

1.24

1.44

1.56

1.68

1.72

Z

0.053

0.085

0.13

Ep

(MeV)

39

57

77

Q+

0.0062

0.015

0.028

Q(4.43)

0.003

0.OO5

0.006

0.18 103

0.24 130

0.31 160

0.38 184

0.45 208

0.51 230

0.048

0.070

0.095

0.12

0.14

0.18

0.007

0.008

0.009

0.01

0.011

0.012

Q(6.14)

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

0.006

0.007

0.008

0.008

0.009

Per proton of given energy, Q+, Q(4.43), and Q(6.14) are the yields for positron annihilation radiation,

4.43 MeV carbon line, and 6.14 MeV oxygen line, respectively.
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tronstar,thentheenergythattheprotongainsisdeterminedby themassof the star,and
youseethattheenergiescangoupashighas200meVperprotonfor neutronstarsof
about1.6solarmasses.
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Figure 1. Accreted proton energy and surface redshift
as function of neutron star mass.

Furthermore, the mass of a star determines the redshift of any radiation escaping from the

surface (column 2 in Table 1). The observation gives us a redshift of about 0.1. You see

that this corresponds to a neutron star mass of around 0.6 solarmasses. The energy that

the protons gain would be in the vicinity of 60 MeV.

Now for neutron stars of that mass and incident particle energies of that order, we made a

rough model of what the yield of positrons would be per incident proton. If one assumes

a surface composition consisting mainly of elements heavier than carbon, we find that we

get 0.02 positrons per incident proton (the Q÷ column in Table 1), and then you get

about 1033 photons per second from one neutron star.

To explain the observed flux, one needs many neutron stars in the galactic center; one

needs about 0.2 neutron stars per 3 X 1049 cubic meters (0.2 neutron stars per cubic

parsec), if one assumes that the disk thickness is about 1.5 × 10 _9 meters (500 parsecs).

Near the sun, one estimates that there are about 0.03 neutron stars per cubic parsec, and

so in our model, one needs an increase of the neutron star density towards the galactic

center region. The fact that a line has been observed has the interesting consequence that

the spread in mass of the neutron stars in the galactic center region is small; most of them

are centered around 0.6 m®.
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Goodtestsof that modelwouldbe theobservationof other lines of which two are

enumerated in the last two columns of Table 1. But to precisely determine what flux to

expect for these lines, one would have to know the precise surface composition, and we

are just working on that problem now. The flux would probably be on the order of 10 -4

photons cm 2 sl Thus the very interesting possibility of a gamma spectroscopy of these

distant neutron stars emerges.

A second test would be the observation of a redshifted line from the galactic disk, with a

flux of the order of 10-4 photons cm -2 s-I From the galactic disk, one should also see a

nonredshifted positron annihilation line with a similar flux which would come from the

annihilation of positrons in the galactic cosmic rays. So one has to wait for future meas-

urements to see if this idea really stands up to the expectations we have.

11



X-RAYOBSERVATIONS OF THE SUPERNOVA REMNANTS CAS A AND TYCHO

Axel Brisken

One of the best understood X-ray sOurces, the Crab Nebula, is a supernova remnant about

1000 years old. The pulsar in the Crab is believed to be the energy source for the nebular

X-ray emission. Using the Crab as a model, two younger supernovh remnants, Cas A and

Tycho, may also have a pulsar or rotating neutron star responsible for their X-ray emission.

The present observation of Cas A and Tycho is the most sensitive undertaken in the

1.5 to 10 keV X-ray band, utilizing a rocket-borne multilayer multianode proportional

counter experiment launched from White Sands, New Mexico, on May 19, 1972.

Since both Cas A and Tycho are younger than the Crab, one might expect pulsars with

higher frequencies. The data, however, show no evidence for periodic emission from

either Cas A or Tycho in the period range of 1 millisecond to 13 seconds. Figure 1 shows

99-percent-confidence upper limits to the pulsed fraction as determined by two independent

algorithms, direct fast-folding and Cooley-Tukey harmonic analysis. Here we define the

pulse fraction, f, as the ratio of events in the pulsed component to those in the temporar-

ily stable component. The pulse duty cycle,/3, is the fractional width of the pulsed com-

ponent over one period. Note that the harmonic analysis (represented by the solid lines)

is not dependent on/3, while the fast-fold analysis (represented by the dashed line) is, and

provides significantly lower limits for sharpei: pulses. These upper limits are more stringent

than the results of Gorenstein, and also cover a larger temporal range. In a previous rocket

flight by the Goddard X-ray group, the Crab was observed with a pulsed fraction of 18

percent and a duty cycle of approximately 40 percent.

The fact that no periodicities were observed does not exclude a pulsar model for Cas A or

Tycho. Even though they are younger than the Crab, they could have a slower pulsar,

which would most probably have a 1 percent or less pulsed fraction. Also, the earth could

be out of the pulsar beam.

Figure 2 shows the inferred incident photon spectra, dN/dE, for Cas A and Tycho, as a

function of energy, E. It is immediately apparent that the spectra are complex and cannot

be represented by a simple model. Attempts to fit the data with a single power law or

thermal bremsstrahlung model resulted in failure. This is in contrast to the Crab, which

can be represented by a one-component power law model. Taking just the 2 to 5 keV data,

however, both Cas A and Tycho can be fit very well with a power law as shown. In

addition, Tycho can also be fit with a thermal bremsstrahlung model at 4.6 × 106 K. The

rounding of the data at 2 keV and below represents absorption in the sources and galaxy.

The significant structure around 7 keV does not appear to be an artifact of the detector,

12
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Figure 1. Upper confidence limits (99 percent) to the pulsed fraction,
f, for Cas A and Tycho as determined by direct fast-folding and Cooley-
Tukey harmonic analysis.

as such an effect did not appear in calibrations or previous experiments. It does require

that another component be added to the spectral model.

The steep slopes observed take on increased interest when compared with radio observations.

Figure 3 shows the electromagnetic flux intensity as a function of frequency. The best

radio data for the Crab, Cas A, and Tycho are plotted on the left, with extrapolations

represented by the shaded areas. On the right, the best X-ray results for the Crab, plus

the new results for Cas A and Tycho are plotted. The usually accepted model for the

Crab, Cas A, and Tycho is a synchrotron source - continuous injection model which

could have a break in the spectrum, but only by one-half power, as is approximately the

13



casefor theCrab• The spectral breaks observed here are 2.3 for Cas A and 5.7 for Tycho.

If the injection of electrons ceased at some time in the past, one could still observe a

synchrotron source type power law with such steep spectra• However, these steep slopes

should be connected to the extrapolated radio observations by smooth rounded curves

covering several decades of intensity and energy, and most certainly should not be close

to or exceed the extrapolated radio data. In addition, ages of these supernovae and best

estimates of their magnetic fields suggest that the spectral breaks should occur at about

100 eV.

Consequently, on the basis of these data, simple synchrotron or isothermal models for

both Cas A and Tycho are ruled out. There appears to be no way of simply connecting

the radio and X-ray emission from these remnants, as one could for the Crab. There must

still be a contemporary source of energy in the source region, or else the steep spectra

would be inconsistent with their intensity. In the case of the Crab, the pulsar led to the

identification of the energy source, while with these data the additional structure in the

spectra may provide the clue.
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ATMOSPHERIC SECONDARY GAMMA RADIATION

David J. Thompson

The field of gamma ray astronomy has been recognized for many years as a research area

of great potential, but the development of experimental gamma ray astronomy has been

very slow. In fact, virtually the only points of general agreement among gamma ray

astronomers today are first, that cosmic gamma rays do exist, and second, that cosmic

gamma rays are very scarce.

The rarity of gamma rays outside the earth's atmosphere is the principal reason for the

slow development of astronomy in the high energy range. Nearly all cosmic gamma ray

detection experiments have been flown on high-altitude research balloons; and except

at the highest altitudes which can be reached, the flux of atmospheric secondary gamma

rays is considerably larger than the flux of incoming cosmic gamma rays.

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of how atmospheric secondary gamma rays are

produced. An incoming cosmic ray such as a proton interacts in the upper atmosphere,

producing a shower of secondary particles. These in turn either interact or decay. Notice

the wavy lines on the left side of the diagram; these lines denote gamma rays, which come

from decay of the neutral pi meson, or bremsstrahlung by an electron or positron.

This is the basic origin of the atmospheric secondary gamma radiation. Now, one way to

deal with the problem of atmospheric background gamma rays is to go to satellite detec-

tors such as the SAS-B experiment, which will be launched, we hope, in the next couple

of weeks.

In addition to this approach, our research group has been working for some time on

trying to gain a better understanding of the origin of gamma rays in the atmosphere.

We've attacked this problem from two directions.

On the one hand, we've used one of our balloon-borne detectors to study the atmospheric

radiation as a function of altitude, energy, and zenith angle. On the other hand we have

developed a theoretical model which is in the form of a three-dimensional Monte Carlo

calculation that starts with known cosmic ray flux at the top of the atmosphere and

follows particles as they interact within the atmosphere. This model enables us to pre-

dict the atmospheric secondary gamma radiation again as a function of altitude, energy,

and zenith angle.

Our experimental work is nearly complete, but we're having some problems with the

Monte Carlo calculation. The theoretical results I have here today are only preliminary,

and time permits only a sample of our experimental results.

16



The detector we used is a 15-centimeter-square digitized wire-grid spark chamber. This

was the original prototype of the SAS-B experiment. The spark chamber is sensitive to

gamma rays of energies above about 30 Mev, and measures both the energy and arrival

direction for each gamma ray.

SEA LEVEL

Figure 1. Cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere.
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Figure 2 shows the total flux of downward-moving gamma rays with energy greater than

30 Mev as a function of depth in the atmosphere - the top of the atmosphere is to the

left of the figure. The bars represent experimental data, while the triangles are the points

predicted by the theory.
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Figure 2. Photon flux versus depth in atmosphere (0 = 16°);

As you can see, the theoretical maximum falls deeper in the atmosphere than we have

found experimentally, but the results are still in fairly good agreement. As a point of

comparison in showing the importance of these atmospheric results, the OSO-3 measure-

ment of the cosmic gamma ray flux lies nearly two orders of magnitude below the

lowest point on this graph.

Figure 3 shows the gamma ray energy spectrum at one of the points in the atmosphere.

This is downward-moving gamma rays at a depth of 35 grams per square centimeter.

The X's are experimental values, while the dots are the results of the Monte Carlo

calculation.

Except for the absolute flux, you can see that the theory predicts the energy spectrum

quite well. We have every reason to expect that the problems in the theory will be

straightened out in the very near future. When they are, we will be able to go back and

apply the results to the background problem for balloon gamma ray astronomy results.

18



Also,sincethis isathree-dimensionalcalculation,wewill knowtheupward-moving,as
wellasthedownward-moving,gammarayflux. Thisgivesustheonly practicalin-flight
calibrationsourcefor satellitegammaray detectors- that is,thesecondarygammarays
escapingupwardfrom theearth'satmosphere.

In summary,theresultsof thisworkhavegivenusabetterunderstandingof the
atmosphericsecondarygammaradiation,andshouldbeavaluableassetin future
gammaray astronomy.
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY NUCLEI IN

HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

Jonathan F. Ormes

For several years now, we have thought that the composition of cosmic rays was inde-

pendent of energy. We thought that the spectral exponent that describes the energy

spectra was a property of the cosmic ray acceleration mechanism, and that all cosmic

rays come from the same type sources. I want to tell you about some recent results

which will greatly alter this simple picture.

Last year at this symposium, I described a balloon-borne experiment we used to de-

termine the cosmic ray composition above a few gev per nucleon. The energy of the

particles was measured with a 5000-pound block of iron, called an "ionization

spectrometer." Four separate detectors were used for measuring charge, and a spark

chamber was used for measuring particle trajectories and for rejecting background

events.

The charge resolution is shown in Figure 1. The abundance of the elements lithium,

berillium, and boron is large relative to any known possible source abundance. They

are always interpreted as being produced by spallation reactions of carbon and oxygen

on interstellar hydrogen and helium atoms. In a similar manner, most nuclei in the

charge range 15 to 23 are thought to be produced by spallation of iron. We interpret

carbon, oxygen, and iron as coming directly from the sources and as reflecting source
characteristics.

If one compares the abundance of carbon and oxygen to iron in the cosmic rays, and

in the universal abundance as derived from meteorites and observations of the sun, one

finds that iron is relatively more abundant in cosmic rays. This has been used as one

piece of evidence to suggest that cosmic rays originate in stars with a highly advanced

evolutionary state, such as supernovae and pulsars.

The result is that the enhancement of iron increases with increasing energy. This is

shown in Figure 2 where the ratio of carbon plus oxygen to iron is plotted versus energy.

The more iron, the lower the ratio. Over the range of our experiment - the solid dots -

the ratio decreases by a factor of three. And when lower-energy data is included, the

change in ratio becomes a factor of five or six.

In Figure 3 this can be seen in a different way. We have plotted the differential in-

tensities of these primary nuclei. The low-energy points are strongly affected by geo-

magnetic cutoff, but above a few gev per nucleon, the spectra can be fitted to power

laws. If these spectra continue, then iron will become as abundant as carbon plus

oxygen at a few hundred gev per nucleon, just off this scale.
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We can speculate that at the highest air shower energies, iron nuclei might even pre-

dominate over protons. In the table in Figure 3, we show the spectral exponents for

various nuclei of both primary and secondary origin. The nuclei in the column labeled

"secondary" are produced by spallation of the nuclei in the column just to their left

labeled "primary." The numbers in the boxes are the exponents for those nuclei.

In the last column, the spectral differences between the primaries and secondaries are

shown. They are just on the edge of being significant, and both Alvarez's group at

Berkeley and Meyer's group at Chicago have recently reported similar results. These

results can be understood in terms of a propagation effect by assuming an energy-

dependent length for particles to leak out of the galaxy.

In the bottom row of the table, the spectral differences between the two groups of

primary nuclei, carbon plus oxygen and iron, are shown. The difference between

carbon plus oxygen and iron is large, about half a power, and is confirmed in the
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difference between their secondary products. It is difficult to explain so large a difference

as being due solely to propagation effects.

The gyroradii of these particles in interstellar fields are much smaller than the scale

of the spiral arms, which is the smallest trapping region usually considered. The

fragmentation parameters which produced the secondary nuclei are energy-independent

of these energies, and the particles have only gone through a few grams per square
centimeter of material.

Therefore, we conclude that we are observing a source effect. If all cosmic rays come

from the same source, then preferential acceleration of heavy nuclei is implied. Maybe

the acceleration process itself is charge dependent. Maybe different nuclei are produced in

different sources. Only detailed examination of the spectra of individual nuclei will

resolve these questions.

We believe that this is major evidence that cosmic ray energy spectra are different for

different nuclei. Many of the questions that we can ask based on this data will have to

await answers from the cosmic ray composition experiment on the HEAO-A satellite.

At any rate, we expect these results to have a major impact on our understanding of

cosmic ray acceleration and propagation.
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PROGRESS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF HIGH-ENERGY

GALACTIC COSMIC RAY ELECTRONS

Robert F. Silverberg

The study of cosmic electrons has been going on since the existence of a finite flux of them

was established in 1961. Because they interact strongly with photons and magnetic fields,

electrons are an excellent probe into the galactic environment.

A detailed knowledge of the cosmic electron spectrum and the electron to positron ratio

could yield information about the energy balance in the galaxy and about sources of

cosmic rays. In particular, the extremely rapid energy depletion of high-energy electrons

should cause a break in the energy spectrum of cosmic electrons. The energy at which that

break occurs gives an accurate estimate of the mean age of cosmic electrons.

Any measurement of cosmic electrons is made in an environment filled with energetic

protons. The protons interact with matter in an explosive way, blowing nuclei apart.

Electrons also interact with matter, but in a more predictable fashion.

In the detector, the high energy electrons are scattered by nuclei, as shown in Figure 1.

Gamma rays are given off as a result of the acceleration experienced in the nuclear

collision. The gamma rays then interact in the detector, and produce electron-positron

pairs, which may again interact, producing more gamma rays and more electrons and posi-

trons. The number of particles begins to fall when the gamma rays produced in collisions

are no longer energetic enough to produce electron-positron pairs, or Compton electrons.

The electrons and positrons are dissipated in ionization loss.

A sample electromagnetic shower is indicated on the right-hand side of Figure 1. The

detector samples the shower and records points on the curve in sufficient detail to reproduce

the curve illustrated on the right.

Proton interactions are generally of a different character, but a fraction of them may closely

simulate electron showers. Since protons outnumber electrons by a factor of one hundred

or more, the fraction of proton interactions which do simulate electron showers is a cause

for serious concern in cosmic electron measurements. A large number of these false electron-

like showers are eliminated in this experiment by placing thresholds on individual detector

elements. Further discrimination against protons is provided by fitting individual events to

electromagnetic shower curves. Data obtained from a calibration of our experiment at the

Stanford linear electron accelerator has given us a measure of the goodness of fit that

typical electrons show. Flight particles which deviate excessively from these shower curves

are rejected as proton-induced events. Even further proton rejection is provided by using

the apparent starting point of these showers to discriminate against interacting protons.
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Figure 1. Schematic of detector and curve produced by a sample electromagnetic shower.

Figure 2 shows the starting point distribution of some inflight protons and some accelerator

positrons. Because of the distinct difference in these distributions, another large segment of

the remaining proton background can be eliminated, by demanding that acceptable events

be in the starting-point range observed at the Stanford accelerator.

The appearance of structure in the proton distribution gives an indication of the accuracy

of our fitting procedure. Some proton interactions in the plastic scintillator produce a

large pulse, which makes the showers appear to be well developed; thus there is a valley
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created near each scintillator due to the shift of the starting point away from scintillators.

The unique feature of this experiment is the total depth of four nuclear mean-free paths.

This allows the nuclear interaction secondaries to interact again, revealing themselves as

proton-initiated events. After all corrections are made, it is found that about 30 percent of

our electron-like showers are really proton-initiated events.

The final spectrum obtained is shown in Figure 3. While the agreement with the findings of

other researchers at about 10 GeV is quite good, the spectrum shows a consistent dropoff,

leading to a best fit at a power law of spectral index -3.2. Other researchers have measured
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spectralindicesin the 2.6to 2.8range,whichiscloseto theprotonspectralindexof-2.7.
Ourdatadoesnot fit apowerlawverywell,but indicatesaconsistentdropoffin intensity.
Thismaybein agreementwith anyof severaltheorieswhich indicatethat a breakin the
cosmicelectronspectrumshouldoccurabove10GeV.

A recentpaper,however,hasshownthat anysuchbreakin theelectronspectrumis likely
to occurovertwo ordersof magnitudein thespectrum.Althoughcurrentdatais insufficient
to fix preciselytheenergyof abreak,steepeningof a half apower,whichweobserved,may
indicatethat afull powerwill occuroverthenextdecadesothat thebreakiscentered
about100GeV. Thiscouldindicateacosmicelectronlifetime of about 3 × 106years.
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This is ingoodagreementwith theageof cosmicraysasdeducedfrom thelithium-
berillium-boronabundances.Furtherstudyof the cosmicrayelectronspectrumisrequired
to resolvethisbreak,or in fact, to verify that the breakis indeedpresent.TheHEAO-A
spacecraftis to containanimprovedversionof thedetectorweusedfor thisexperiment,
andhopefullywewill gainmorespecificdataaboutcosmicelectrons.
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THE FIRST INTEGRATED INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON SPECTRUM

Thomas L. Cline

I wish to report the first observations of a quiet-time interplanetary electron component

in the 20 keV to 2 MeV energy range. The measurements fill in the gap between the

highest-energy known solar wind and the lowest-energy previously observed electron

populations, and connect for the first time the entire solar-quiet interplanetary electron

spectrum over a dynamic range of nearly 1012 in energy.

The measurements come from experiments on the IMP-6 spacecraft, made in Mid-1971

at apogee, outside the magnetosphere and in the solar direction ahead of the shock front.

Our detector (Figure l) was designed to make a two-parameter measurement, analogous

to zxE versus E, but in the very low-energy region where the electrons cannot penetrate

two individual sensors. It accomplishes this with a stilbene crystal, inside the CsI anti-

coincidence, in which each stopping particle has both its energy loss and its rate of

ionization determined by measuring its pulse height and pulse shape. A sample of data,

also shown in the figure, includes a minimum-ionization line out of the noise, and a very

few protons. It indicates complete proton versus electron separation for all electron

energies above 50 keV, an order of magnitude lower than was previously possible. It

also indicates the low intensity of on-scale protons, as compared, for example, with a

flare event. The pulse decay in CsI is much slower than either lightly or heavily ionizing

particles in stilbene, so that all components in the entire arrangement can be resolved with

one photomultiplier tube. A second scintillator system was used to investigate the posi-

tron component by observing annihilation gammas; and a third phototube views a

separate stilbene system, symmetrically placed but closed off from incident electrons.

This was used to evaluate the local compton electron background, which was found to be

a small effect. The resulting spectrum of quiet-time electrons is shown as the Goddard

points of Figure 2, and is compared with the lower-energy data from K. Anderson and

R. P. Lin's University of California experiment on the same satellite. The excellent

agreement of the differential spectra observed by the two experiments is evident. In

addition, each one independently observed a bump in the 100 to 300 keV region,

which is seen to prevent the description of the spectrum by a single power law. Since

the evidence for this feature is in good mutual agreement, we view it as unlikely that the

bump can be due to systematic errors. It happens to occur at the appropriate energy

interval for somewhat energy-degraded neutron-decay electrons, since the neutron beta

spectrum peaks at 280 keV and ends at about 780 keV. Theoretical studies, however,

have ruled out the possibilities of an interplanetary component of the observed electron
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Figure 1. The electron d_tector on IMP-6, and a sample of raw data.

intensity from neutrons of either a terrestrial or a solar origin. It may, therefore, be

preferable to consider this bump as a shelf or cutoff between two power-law regions.

In order to provide the big picture, the quiet-time interplanetary spectrum, over all avail-

able energies is compiled in Figure 3, covering a range of 1026 in differential intensity.

Solar wind electron data departing from the theoretical 150,000 degree Maxwellian

(dashed line) are shown in the 1O0 eV region, continuing into the higher energy range

(using data from the Apollo 15 Subsatellite, which are not strictly quiet time as indicated

by the IMP-6 measurements, shown with diamonds, taken in the same period). In the

20 keV to 2 MeV region, the results presented here are the only quiet-time data, except

for two New Hampshire points in the several hundred keV region, which may represent

either a disagreement or a time variation, since they are from a period two years closer

to solar maximum. Our IMP spectrum joins smoothly onto the older IMP-4 and OGO-5

spectra at 2 MeV, which then continues with the high-energy cosmic-ray electron data

up to 1 TeV. This plot ranks as one of the widest dynamic-range measurements of any

single space phenomenon.
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The basic question is, of course, where do the solar wind electrons end and the cosmic

rays begin? One might be tempted to assume that the break occurs at about 20 MeV,

where the greatest change in slope takes place. However, this is taken as a modulation

effect, for several independent reasons. Cosmic ray electrons are then assumed instead

to merge with the solar component at a lower energy, at or below a few MeV. On the

one hand, the IMP-6 electron spectrum in the range of 0.3 to 2 MeV fits a power law

with negative index 3.2, substantially different from the negative index of 1.75 measured

for electrons from 2 to 20 MeV, possibly suggesting a noncosmic-ray origin for the

few-hundred keV region. On the other hand, the lack of short-time variations in the

0.3 to 2 MeV intensity during 1971 is more consistent with the behavior of the higher

energy >2 MeV cosmic-ray electrons. Only a thorough and detailed study of the time

variations of both regions over a protracted period will verify whether or not all the

nuances of temporal behavior above 300 keV are like those of cosmic-ray electrons.

Similarly, the presence of marked temporal variations in the electron fluxes between 18

and 100 keV indicate that these electrons are most likely of solar origin. They may

represent a high-energy extension of the solar wind, or they may be a separate component

related to solar active regions and storms. Thus, further studies of the time variations of

the entire 5 to 100 keV electron component will also be needed to clarify its origin.

Finally, the spectral bump at about 200 keV could be interpreted, in a manner consistent

with the demarkation just described, as a rather abrupt cutoff between two power law

regions of solar and of cosmic-ray nature, giving a picture in which only those electrons

of energy greater than about 300 keV enter the solar system from the nearby galactic

medium. Theoretical studies of interplanetary propagation by Ramaty and Fisk show

this to be quite plausible interpretation.
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MODULATION OF LOW-ENERGY GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS

OVER THE PRESENT SOLAR CYCLE

Michele A. Van Hollebeke

An important question concerning the modulation of galactic cosmic rays is whether there

is any change near the solar maximum and the solar minimum in the modulated cosmic

ray spectrum. For the first time, observations made with the Goddard Space Flight Center

experiments on IMP-3, IMP-4, and IMP-5 cover the entire period of the solar cycle and it

has been possible to answer this question.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the intensity of the galactic cosmic rays at two different

energies. The upper plot is the _ 10GV galactic proton intensity as represented by the

Deep River Neutron Monitor rate. The vertical bar indicates the upper and the lower ampli-

tude during the time interval of the low-energy intensity measurement. On the lower part

of the figure are the 60 MeV per nucleon proton and alpha intensities. As can be seen, the
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Figure 1. Variation of the intensity of the galactic cosmic rays at two different levels.
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higherenergyintensityis decreasingasthesolaractivity increasesfrom 1965to 1969,and
increasingafterthemaximumof thesolaractivity until the beginning of 1972. The 60

MeV Proton and Alpha follow the same trend; but while Deep River - on the upper part

of the plot - had reached the 1967 level by early 1971, the 60 MeV/Nucleon (or lower

energy component), had just begun a significant increase at that point in time.

What does the variation of this intensity and the different behavior at different rigidity

mean? One of the current explanations of the propagation of particles in the interplanetary

medium is described in Figure 2. Starting on the left is the Fokker-Planck equation which

allows for the effects of convection, energy loss, and diffusion. The intensity of galactic

cosmic rays observed, for example, near the earth, depends essentially on these three basic

effects illustrated in the simplified picture on the right. First, the radial outward streaming,

due to convection of particles in the solar wind, depends on V. Second, the size and the

frequency of the irregularities of the magnetic field by which the particles are scattered as

they proceed along the interplanetary magnetic field lines is described by the parameter K.

Finally, as those particles are scattered among the magnetic irregularities moving outward

with the expanding solar wind, they lose part of their energy as described in the equation.

Using a numerical solution accounted by Fisk to this equation, we find among possible

forms two different ways to reproduce the observed change in the proton and alpha modu-

lated spectrum, indicated here as Case I and Case II.

CONVECTION

I a

r 2 c}r (rZVU)-

ENERGY LOSS

"3[ ,,,u,]=
DIFFUSION

I r) (rZx OU )
r z c)r c)r

HELIOSPHERE

CASE I: CASE I:

CHANGE IN RIGIDITY CHANGE IN THE EFFECTIVE

DEPENDENCE OF K SIZE OF THE MODULATION

REGION

Figure 2. Explanation of the propagation of particles in the interplanetary medium.

Case I is a change in _, dependent of the rigidity and time; Case II is a change in the effec-

tive size of the modulating region with time. These two cases give the same result concern-

ing the fit indicated in Figure 3 by the dashed line. Figure 3 shows the well-defined
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hysteresiseffect. Thehigh-energycomponentshownon Figure 1 is plotted on a semilog

graph versus the low-energy component. The upper curve is the 60 MeV proton intensity;

the lower plot is alpha particle intensity at the same energy and twice the proton rigidity.

The different symbols in both curves correspond to different periods as indicated at the

bottom. The theoretical fit is essentially two parallel lines during the increasing and

decreasing periods of solar activity, the variation of the lower rigidity being essentially

proportional to the variation of the higher rigidity. In between is one of the transition

periods during which the higher rigidity leads the lower one. The 1972 points are on the

right edge of the plot with the March-July points closing the loop at the same level as in

the previous solar minimum in 1965. As we said above, we have reproduced this effect by

adjusting parameters. The same result has been obtained by changing K, in a function of

the rigidity; or by changing the size of the modulating region with time.

How do these changes appear regarding what happens physically? The magnetic field

irregularities (reflected by K) are affected by the hydromagnetic instabilities. The condi-

tion for which those occur depends strongly on the plasma density. In the plasma density

data available, we found a positive correlation with the variation of the cosmic ray intensity,

which breaks during the transition period. The absence of data during the recovery period

does not allow us to comment on the reality of this effect, which was however, sufficiently

interesting to mention.

In conclusion, please note that the suggestion that the alpha particles lead the proton

particles during these two transition periods, making the lag time shorter for high rigidity,

seems to favor a model depending on the size of the modulating region.
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OBSERVATIONSOFSOLARCOSMICRAYSAT 2 AU

James H. Trainor

The Pioneer-10 spacecraft was launched on March 3, 1972, on a direct flight to Jupiter.

The spacecraft includes an experiment designed and built by a group here at Goddard

Space Flight Center, working with Professor Webber from the University of New Hamp-

shire. The primary purpose of this experiment is to carry out investigations in the energy

spectra, charge composition, and flow patterns of both solar and galactic cosmic rays from

1 AU outward.

Additionally, the very lowest energy telescope in this system has been designed to be a very

good detector system for electrons and protons in the Jovian radiation belts. In this paper,

I Will discuss the detector complement and data just now available of a series of solar

proton events which occurred in early August. The events were the very largest of the

current solar cycle. In a subsequent paper, Dr. Teegarden will discuss the radial gradient

measurements with the same experiment.

The first figure shows a cross-section of the three detector telescopes within this experi-

ment, a high-energy telescope and two low-energy ,telescopes. The drawing is not to scale

in that the low-energy telescope II has a small geometry factor to allow the detector to

measure large fluxes of very low energy particles. The detector area is ~ 50 mm 2 for

LET-II as opposed to 10 cm 2 for HET.

To demonstrate the operation of these detector systems, I'll discuss the LET-I telescope

first. Each silicon solid-state detector is a circular disk with thicknesses varying from 50

microns to a few millimeters. The figure is obviously showja in cross section. There are

four individual detectors, which we call DI, D2, E, and F. F is an anticoincidence detector

at the rear. We derive quite a large number of count rates from this telescope: a D 1 singles

rate; a D 1D2E coincidence rate; D 1D 2EF; and so on. There are varying thresholds on

many of these rates. Additionally, there are many rates which are sectored with respect

to spin.

In addition to rate information, the double and triple coincidence events are processed

through a pulse-height analysis system, whereby the energy deposited in each detector is

digitized to 10 bits accuracy and put into telemetry, together with auxiliary bits which

identify the sector of spin in which the data was taken, the state of a priority matrix,

and other auxiliary bits of information. The priority system is a rolling set of four condi-

tions, whereby if a higher priority condition is satisfied before the readout time has come

around, then we dump the event ready for telemetry and replace it with the higher priority

event. This technique emphasizes rare events in the data. Thus, in addition to the large
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numberof logical rates (more than 100 in this experiment), we obtain a rate of energy loss

and total energy for each event. In effect, we are able to generate what we call a dE/dX

versus E matrix, whereby one can readily separate elements and isotopes.

The high-energy telescope on the left of the diagram operates in a very similar fashion.

The detectors are larger, and therefore a larger geometrical factor results. The detectors

are thicker, and the stackup is larger, so we can process higher-energy events. Two opera-

ting modes are available with HET. We can look at stopping particles, in which case we get

two dE/dx measurements from A and B, and a total E measurement in C. In addition, we

get range for the event, and thus we have redundant information which is useful for elimi-

nating background events. We also can look at penetrating particles coming from either

side of the stack, in which case we get three dE/dx measurements.

The low-energy telescope II on the far right is a very small geometry telescope for looking

at low-energy particles in the 50 keV to the few MeV region, where we are bothered by

interference from the gamma rays originating in the spacecraft radioisotope power supplies.

For that reason, there is a substantial lead and aluminum shield around the detector.

Shields have adverse effects also in that Compton electrons result from the interactions in the
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Figure 1. Pioneer-F and -G detector complement for cosmic ray energy spectra.
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shield. Detector S2 has an annular, integral anticoincidence ring around the central active
detector itself, in order to reduce the effects of the Compton events. From first encounter

with the Jovian magnetosphere, at perhaps 40 to 50 Jupiter radii, to perhaps as close as 10

Jupiter radii, this detector may in fact be the optimum detector on board the spacecraft.

I won't discuss the instrumentation further; the electronics and the mechanical systems

will be discussed in another paper. I'll note that we cover the following energy regions: for

electrons, from 50 kilovolts to about 5 MeV; protons, 50 kilovolts to about 800 MeV;

alphas to 600 MeV per nucleon; and the light elements up through neon, to 200 MeV per

nucleon for the complete dE/dx lines.

These detector systems are really a major advance in the design of successful high-energy

particle detector systems. They are all solid-state; they're very light, very low power, and

very long life. There are no photomultiplier tubes or crystals or the problems associated

with them. They are high-resolution devices, and particularly clean in operation, as you'll

see now.

In the next figure, data is shown both from IMP-5 and Pioneer-10 for the period in August

when Pioneer-10 was at about 2.2 AU. In late July and early August, there were a series of

complex events on the sun, leading to probably three large injections of particles from the

sun, noted by the circled 1,2, and 3 at the top of the figure. Figure 2 shows hourly

differential flux (or count rate) from IMP-5 in the top series of curves; differential flux

reported by Pioneer-10 is plotted on the bottom series of curves. Both were plotted as

hourly averages for the period from August 1 through August 16. These were selected from
the more than one hundred rates we have available as convenient and comparable rates

suitable for a quick look.

There are several quick points to make:

• In shape, in amplitude, and in timing, the character of an event at 1 AU is much

different than at 2.2 AU. At 1 AU the velocity dispersion is as you would expect.

The higher energy protons arrive first, followed by the lower energy or slower

protons.

• For event 3, at 2.2 AU, the low-energy, slower protons arrive first by many hours.

The complete set of data from _ 50 keV to _ 100 MeV bears this out. Explana-

tions for this phenomenon are presently being developed.

• In the period August 9 to 1 I, if one looks at the decay rate as a function of energy,

the higher energy particles are falling off more rapidly. We also have Pioneer-9 at
0.77 AU on a radial line with Pioneer-10 at the same time, and IMP-5 at 1 AU from

the earth. Looking at the time rate of falloff in the particles versus energy distance

can then lead one to a measurement of the size of the modulation region, and this

is now ongoing.
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Figure 2. Hourly differential flux measured from IMP-5 and Pioneer-10.

Figure 3 is a plot that I referred to earlier, where we plot dE/dx versus E to display the

separation of the elements and isotopes that are involved here. This is from the LET-I

telescope. We're plotting more than 1000 channels in each direction, and the calibration

lines for the various elements are labeled. In looking at the data for carbon in detail, we

can resolve the isotopes of carbon for the first time. One expects, on such a plot, to see

that carbon and oxygen are predominant, as you do see. Another feature of interest here

is the almost total absence of many of the very light elements in this event. Also note the

absence of any fluorine in this event.

I pointed out eafler that our range was up to neon. Actually, we're doing quite a bit better

than that. One can clearly see the lines above neon. The interesting thing here is that these

are the first measurements ever of the solar particle lines for sodium and aluminum. These

are the odd elements which are discriminated against in the nuclear building processes.
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Therelativeabundanciesarecomparableto theabundanciesfoundin thegalacticcosmic
rays,andarequitedifferentfrom thoseabundanciesderivedfrom opticalobservationsof
thesun.

Theperformanceof the instrumentsofarhasbeensuperb.At themoment,we'reabout
3 AU fromthesun,andshouldfly byJupiteronDecember4, 1973.
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Figure 3. Pioneer-10 heavy particle response.
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DR. NA UGLE:

Could you say a word about the explanation of why the solar particles get there?

DR. TRAINOR:

The question had to do with how the lower energy particles get to 2.2 AU first for the

August 3, 1972, event. One of the possible explanations has to do with the scale of the

irregularities that might exist in the magnetic field structure between here and there. Look

at low-energy particles and think of them in terms of their radius of gyration about the

field. If their radius of gyration is smaller than the scale of these irregularities in the field,

they will tend to follow the field lines. If the spacecraft is at the right location, the

particles will follow more-or-less direct paths to the spacecraft.

On the other hand, if the higher energy particles have radii of gyration comparable to or

larger than the scale of the irregularities, they will tend to scatter. Those particles will have

to diffuse across field lines in order to get to the spacecraft. This is at least one way to

explain the data at 2.2 AU on August 9, 1972.

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE:

But nobody predicted it beforehand.

DR. TRAINOR:

The explanation I've just summarized was stated as a possibility by Dr. Len Fisk and others

prior to the occurrence.

DR. RASOOL:

You said you can resolve Carbon-12 and isotopes?

DR. TRAINOR:

Carbon- 12 and -13.

DR. RASOOL:

Yes, what is the abundance?

DR. TRAINOR:

It hasn't been calculated yet. Dr. Teegarden is agreeing with me. We've" had the raw data

only a week and one has to look very carefully at each event, the selection criteria, and

so on.
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DR. PIEPER:

You can sort of count the events on the curve. There were three to five carbon-13's, and

the rest were I don't know how many carbon-12's.

MEMBER OF A UDIENCE:

How many?

DR. PIEPER:

I don't know, but I counted at least three -13's.
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RADIAL GRADIENTS OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAY

PROTONS AND HELIUM NUCLEI

Bonnard J. Teegarden

The galactic cosmic ray spectrum that we measure at the earth's orbit is severely distorted

at low energies by the screening effect of the sun's magnetic field. Irregularities in the field

are carried outward radially by the solar wind, and act to sweep low-energy cosmic rays out

of the solar system. In addition, because of the outward expansion of the solar wind, cos-

mic rays reaching the earth are effectively cooled by their interaction with the wind through
its coupling with the sun's magnetic field.

The Pioneer-10 deep-space mission offers the first real opportunity to make a direct

measurement of the undistorted spectrum of interstellar cosmic rays. The question is, how

large is the region about the sun where the interstellar cosmic ray spectrum is significantly

modulated? Most recent estimates place the boundary of this region well within 10 astro-

nomical units (AU), with some estimates as nearby as 2 to 3 AU. Pioneer- 10, if all goes well,

will return data from distances as great as 16 AU.

The variation of the cosmic ray intensity as a function of distance away from the sun and its

derivative, the radial gradient, is a fundamental quantity whose measurement will serve as

an indication of the extent of the modulation region and as an important parameter in

understanding the equations governing modulation.

The Goddard/University of New Hampshire experiment, a similar experiment from the

University of Chicago, and the Pioneer-1 O, are important achievements in that high-

resolution, low-background instruments have been carried to significant distances outside
the earth's orbit.

Transient changes in the interplanetary cosmic ray intensity, such as Forbush decreases

occur from time to time; such decreases in general represent periods when the interplane-

tary medium is not in equilibrium. Since we're interested in measuring an equilibrium gra-

dient, it's important to be sure that these transient effects are not playing an important
role.

The presence of these effects can be determined by looking at sea-level neutron monitor

data as shown in Figure 1; the Forbush decreases are marked with F's. The times of launch,

1.5 AU, and 2 AU are also indicated. There are four distinct decreases present during the

critical period when Pioneer-10 was traveling between 1.5 and 2 AU, culminating in the

largest decrease of the present solar cycle, associated with the solar events of early August

1972. Also shown in Figure 1 are the periods of data thus far available to us, and the

periods when solar activity was present on IMP-5 at low energies (> 6 MeV). It is clear then

that during this dynamic period the gradient determination is a nontrivial problem.
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Figure 1. Mt. Washington neutron monitor rate.

The gradient determination is further complicated by the so-called hysteresis effect in the

time-variation of galactic cosmic rays. This effect is illustrated in Figure 2 where the 40 to

80 MeV proton intensity as measured on IMP-5 (at 1 AU) is plotted against the Mt. Washing-

ton neutron monitor counting rate. The hysteresis or double-valued effect is quite pro-

nounced at these energies. The data shown here encompass the better part of a solar cycle,

beginning at the least solar minimum in 1965 and continuing up through the present. The

lower and upper legs are quite distinctly separated and differ in intensity by approximately

a factor of 3. It is also very interesting that the loop has apparently closed itself by early

1972. This is approximately 4 years earlier than expected, based on the usual 11-year

periodicity of the solar cycle. The points on the loop when Pioneer-10 was at 1.0, 1.5, and

2.0 AU are also indicated. During the critical period when Pioneer-10 was between 1.0 and

1.5 AU, the low-energy intensity at 1 AU was in the process of transferring between the

lower and upper legs of the loop. This illustrates the fallacy of using the neutron monitor

as a reference to correct for time variations. If, for example, we were to compare Pioneer-10

at launch to Pioneer-10 at 1.5 AU, the neutron monitor would indicate that the time-varia-

tion correction was negligible. Because of the double-valued nature of the hysteresis curve,

however, a significant correction must, in fact, be made.

We have established that the comparison must be made at the same energy, but the question

remains: Should it be made for identical times? The question could be alternatively stated:
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Is therealagor phase difference between the time variations at different radial distances?

In an attempt to answer this question and also to derive the gradient itself we have plotted
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in Figure 3 an integral rate > 56 MeV/nuc from Pioneer- 10 versus an integral rate > 80

MeV/nuc from IMP-6. Data are shown for two time intervals, near 1 and 2 AU, respectively.

The first important feature to note is that the 2 AU data points are consistent with a single

regression line. The time period covered by the data taken at 2 AU included periods when

the IMP-6 rate was both rising and falling. If a significant time lag were present between 1

and 2 AU, then data from the period where the intensity was rising should lie on a different

regression line than data where the intensity was falling. The fact that the data are consistent

with a single regression line argues that we can neglect any possible phase lag effects.

The second important point is that, at least to the first order, the data at 1 and 2 AU are

both consistent with the same regression curve. This, of course, implies the absence of a

radial gradient. We have drawn two straight lines, each passing through the origin, as

reasonable limits on the spread of the data points. These lines differ in slope by 4 percent.

We therefore can place an upper limit on the integral gradient (> 56 MeV/nuc) of 4 percent/

AU. Van Allen has recently reported a gradient measurement from another detector also

onboard the Pioneer-10 spacecraft. He obtains an upper limit for the integral gradient

> 80 MeV/nuc of 3 percent/AU, which is certainly consistent with our value.

These data, along with more recent data near 2 AU show that the solar modulation cavity

extends well beyond 2 AU. In view of this, it becomes increasingly important to extend
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cosmic ray measurements to large distances from the sun.

In closing, then, I'd like to take this opportunity to put in my own recommendation for

the MJS mission as an ideal platform to continue these studies.
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SOLAR FLARE PRODUCED PULSATIONS IN METER

AND X-RAY WAVELENGTHS

Kenneth J. Frost

Recently, several cases of very regular modulation of synchrotron radiation in the meter

wave range, from a solar flare, have been observed. A specific example of such an obser-

vation made at 140 MHz from Culgoora, Australia, is contained in Figure 1, for a flare on

November 5, 1970. These data are compared with those of 160 MHz observation from

Nobeyama, Japan, which also show the modulation.

The proposed explanation for the modulation 1 is based on the interaction of a flare-genera-

ted shock front with a magnetic flux tube extending out into the corona over the flare.

Figure 2 is from the paper by D. J. McLean, et al., in which the mechanism is described.

According to McLean, as the shock wave propagates out through the flux tube, Alfven

waves are set up in each let. The Alfven waves travelling up the tube toward each other

accelerate electrons and protons by the fermi mechanism, in a fashion somewhat analogous

to a "colliding magnetic mirror" scheme. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2a. The top

of the flux tube thus becomes filled with energetic electrons which produce the initial rise

in synchrotron radiation evident in Figure 1 just before the oscillations begin. As the shock

front becomes parallel to the magnetic field direction, as shown in Figure 2b, radial oscilla-

tions are set up in the flux tube. As the tube oscillates, the magnetic field contained within

it alternately increases and decreases. The intensity of the synchrotron radiation, being

proportional to the magnetic field, is consequently modulated by the flux tube oscillations.

As the shock wave moves on, the oscillations cease and the continuum decays (Figure 2b).

Wild and Smerd: have suggested that this mechanism could also occur lower in the solar

atmosphere at a height where the X-ray and microwave radiation is generated.

An instrument aboard OSO-5 detected a hard X-ray burst associated with the flare that

produced the modulated radio emission we have just considered. The X-ray burst was de-

tected in the 14 to 250 keV range and is displayed in Figure 3. The encircled part of the

X-ray burst contains what appears to be an oscillation in the X-ray emission. At least five

cycles are identifiable by eye. Figure 4 presents a power spectrum analysis of the encircled

feature. The oscillations seem to be superimposed on a broad hump in the X-ray emission.

Using a parabolic fit, this hump was subtracted from the data and the power spectrum anal-

ysis was performed on the residue. A prominent peak was found in the analysis at a period
of 26.9 seconds.

ID. J. McLean et al. Nature, 234 (1971)..p. 140.

2j. p. Wild and S. F. Smerd. Ann. Rev. of Astron. and Astrophys, 10 (1972). p. 159.
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A word of caution is necessary conceming the 26.9-second period, due to the manner in

which the experiment measures solar X-ray bursts. The measurements are collected from

the rotating wheel of the OSO spacecraft by sampling the solar burst for 0.19 seconds

during every period of revolution of 1.91 seconds. It is therefore possible that the 26.9-

second period is a beat period between a shorter period and the sampling period of 1.91

seconds. If this is the case, then the shorter period could be 2.0 or 1.8 seconds. The period

of the radio oscillations is 1.8 seconds. That the radio and X-ray periods are so close is

disturbing in that one would not intuitively expect the lower-lying flux tube responsible for

the X-ray modulation to oscillate with nearly the same period as a flux tube in the corona.

The mechanism responsible for the modulation of the X-ray burst in different in one re-

spect from that presented for the radio modulation. Since the X-radiation is produced by

bremsstrahlung it is most likely the increase and decrease in density which takes place

within the oscillating flux tube that accounts for the X-ray modulation and not the mag-

netic field variations.

The X-ray pulsations occur about 15 minutes earlier than the 140 MHz pulsations. We

assume that this delay is the travel time of the shock front from the level of X-ray flux

tube to that of the radio. With the additional assumption that the X-ray and radio flux

tubes are at 1 and 1.5 solar radii, respectively, then the velocity of the shock front calcu-

lates to be 580 km/sec. This value is well within the range of the distribution of shock
front velocities.

We have no satisfactory explanation for why the X-ray pulsations appear distinctly only

in the highest energy channel.

a b c

Figure 2. The three diagrams represent successive stages of the upward

expansion of a shock wave and its interaction with a discrete magnetic
flux tube (after D. J. McLean et al.).
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF A TWO-PHASE SOLAR FLARE 
OBSERVED IN THE EUV BY OSO-7 

Roger J. Thomas 

The Goddard experiment on OSO-7 is a very versatile instrument with a number of observ- 
ing modes available for study of different solar problems. For the flare study I’ll describe 
today, we were in the small-raster mode of operation with a spatial resolution of 13 by 20 
arc seconds. 

Figure 1 is an Ha photo of the sun made at the Goddard optical site some time before the 
launch of OSO-7, but we have superimposed a box to indicate the size of the EUV maps 
that I’ll discuss later. The maps are five arc minutes on a side, corresponding to about 
2 18,000 km on the sun. It takes one minute to make a complete small-raster map, but we 

Figure 1. Ha photo of the sun. The boxed area shows the size of the EUV maps 
acquired by OSO-7. 
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havefour datachannels,sothat weget four mapssimultaneouslyat four differentwave-
lengthseachminute;andthesesetsof mapscontinueto beproducedat one-minuteinter-
valsthroughouttheobservingrun.

To tracethe timehistoryof theflarestudiedhere,wehavepickedoff thepeakintensity
measuredoneachmapandplotted theseversustime,asshownin Figure2. Wecanmonitor
agreatvarietyof wavelengths,but at thetimeof thisflareonFebruary13,1972,wewere
measuringHaandthetwo soft X-raybandsseenin thetop threecurves.Thesecurvesshow
the typicalflarebehavior- arapidriseto maximumandamoregradualexponentialdecay,
with goodtimecorrelationbetweenthesoftX-raysandHa.

Thefourth channelwasmeasuringtheEUVemissionof FeXI at 180Aandshowsamuch
differenttimehistory. Seenat thiswavelength,therearetwo distinctphasesin theevent,
aninitial rapidburst (theimpulsivephase)andamoregradualcomponent(theso-called
quasi-thermalphase).Thesetwo phasesarecommonfeaturesof hardX-rayburstsasseen
by KenFrostamongothers;andtheyhavealsobeeninferredfor EUVburstsfrom ground-
basedmeasurementsof disturbancesin theearth'sionosphere.Unfortunately,suchground-
basedmeasurementscanonly saythat thisEUV emissionis somewherebetweentenand
1000Angstroms.

OurOSO-7observationscanidentify theemissionat asinglewavelengthcausedby asingle
ionicspecies,FeXI in this case.But themostpowerfulaspectof our instrumentis thatwe
canseewhereon thesuntheflareemissionisproducedandhowthe emittingregions
evolvewith time.

As examples,I haveselectedthreeof theEUVmapsin thissequence;themapsin Figure3
weremadeat thestartof theimpulsivephase(0828hoursUT), thepeakof the impulsive
phase(0829hoursUT), andthepeakof thegradualphase(0850hoursUT).

Thesearecontourmaps,eachtonerepresentingacertainintensityrange,with thebrighter
areasshownby lightertones.Astheimpulsiveburstbegins,theemissionis comingfrom
thispoint, but oneminutelatertheemissionsiteissignificantlydifferent. Onepossible
interpretationis that weareactuallyseeingtwo differentburstsduringtheimpulsivephase,
eachrisinganddecayingmorerapidly thanourone-minutetimeresolution.Wehopethat
someground-basedobservationswith highertimeresolutionwill showwhetheror not there
weremultipleburstsat this time. Theotherinterpretationis that therewasanactual
physicalmotion of the excitersource.If thiswerethe case,it moved20,000kmin one
minute,correspondingto avelocityof _ 300km/sec.Thisis just theorderof plasmashock
velocitiesin thesolaratmospherementionedby KenFrostin theprevioustalk.

Oneproblemwith suchaninterpretation,however,is that afterthis initial apparentmotion,
theemissionsourceremainednearlystationaryatthis locationthroughouttherestof the
event,ascanbeseenin themapmadeat themaximumof thequasi-thermalphase(mapat
lowerright in Figure3). Thishassomeimportantimplicationsfor solarflaremodels.Frost
hasshownthat theremustbetwo distinctparticleaccelerationmechanismsresponsiblefor
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these two phases, yet our observations show they occur at the same location. This suggests 
that the same volume in the solar flare must be capable of producing both types of acceler- 
ations. That will be a very stringent requirement for future solar flare models to satisfy. 

OSO-7 MAPS OF SOLA 
Fe XI 
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Figure 3. OSO-7 maps of solar flare activity of February 13, 1972. The sensor was 
measuring EW emission of Fe XI at 180A. 



GROUND-BASEDFLARE STUDIES AT SACRAMENTO PEAK

Stephen P. Maran

For more than a year now, we have operated a novel instrumental system on Sacramento

Peak, at Sunspot, New Mexico. We are observing with a 35.6-centimeter (14 in) vacuum

solar telescope and a multichannel spectrophotometer. The two key features axe the

ability to make photoelectric measurements simultaneously at up to 40 wavelengths and

the high time resolution, which is 200 milliseconds for the complete system, or 100 milli-

seconds when up to 20 channels are recorded. The spatial resolution is adjustable and can

be as fine as 1 arc second. The wavelengths covered range from 3200 to 10,830 Angstroms,

with resolutions from 0.02 to 0. 25 of an Angstrom.

We are conducting a variety of observational programs. This past week, for example, we

observed an active region in conjunction with related measurements by the Goddard OSO-7

experiment and by a Goddard team at the Green Bank radio interferometer.

Our chief interest is in flares, and I will concentrate on them here. Some years ago,

Svestka gave an interesting argument for small-scale structures in flares. From flare spectra,

he derived parameters such as electron density and temperature. From these parameters,

he calculated the intensity of the continuum at the Balmer limit. This intensity was suffi-

cient, so that the continuum should be detectable in emission even in flares seen against

the solar disk. But to quote Svestka, "No... emission has ever been observed in the

Balmer continuum in the flares on the disk, although the spectra of more than 60 such

flares were photographed at Ondrejov, and many others were taken by flare spectrographs

at other solar observatories."

He concluded that flare emission actually comes from small knots or filaments, finer than

the available spatial resolution, so that the radiating volume is smaller than assumed, and

thus the Balmer continuum emission is lower than calculated.

Many lines of evidence now support the concept of small-scale structures in flares, including

the so-called "flare points." We have observed an isolated flare point; it possesses in minia-

ture the characteristics of a true flare event.

Figure 1 shows the flare point data, recorded on October 22, 1971, by Gabriel Epstein. At

first, we dismissed this as a 30-second instrumental glitch. But correspondence with three

other groups established its reality:

• Lockheed Ha patrol photos for the time of our event show a tiny bright spot at the

projected solar location of our spectrograph entrance slit. The bright spot lasted
less than 30 seconds.
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• Colorado radio data show a Type-III solar burst, coincident to within 1 second with

the onset of our flare point.

• State University of Iowa Explorer-35 measurements show a soft X-ray burst peaking

at the time of this event.

If this is a true flare-like process, it can't be explained by electromagnetic models. For

example, the calculated ohmic dissipation times are of order tens of minutes for flares of

size only tens of kilometers.

Figure 2 shows our slit-jaw photos of the great flare of August 7, 1972. Figure 3 shows

some of our data on this flare. We recognize some unique phenomena. First, two impul-

sive events, visible in many wavelengths, each lasting only some five seconds, occurred

around 1521 hours UT. Second, at 1519 hours UT, there is a considerable increase in the

red wing of the Ca II K-line, with no corresponding increase in Ha. The emission at 1521

hours UT, at wavelength 3645 Angstroms in the Balmer continuum, has been shown by

H. P. Jones of Goddard to be attributable to line radiation, primarily by neutral iron.
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Approx. 15:lZ:OO U 15:17:00 UT 
Beginning of Flare Moved to Flare Region 

15:19:00 UT 
Peak in Can K 

1528:OO UT 
Flare Maximum 

Figure 2. Solar flare of August 7 ,  1972. 
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15 14 58 _ ] 0 sec
15 22 57

Figure 3. Data for the flare in Figure 2.
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THE STUDY OF SOLAR FLARES

DURING THE NEXT SUNSPOT MAXIMUM

John C. Brandt

In the last three papers, you've heard some results of recent Goddard Space Flight Center

sun studies. Now we'd like to give you some idea of what lies ahead for the Goddard solar

program.

Solar flares are an excellent example of high-energy processes, and their origin is one of the

three outstanding problems in solar physics. The other two are the heating of the sun's

outer atmosphere; and the structure of the solar interior, with emphasis on the rate of

neutrino production (and possible rapid rotation of an inner core).

Observations of neutrinos are not amenable to satellite treatment. The problem of the

heating of the sun's outer atmosphere is a long-range problem. However, the problem of

the origin and energetics of solar flares appears to be within our reach for a concentrated

effort at the next solar maximum, which is estimated to be in 1979.

We need three things to tackle the comprehensive study of flare energetics and origin: First,

a dedicated ground-based observatory. Second, we need access to radio telescopes such as

the NRAO interferometer at Green Bank, West Virginia. We've already carried out some

observations, and we can get a resolution of two or three seconds of arc on the sun at wave-

lengths of two or three centimeters. This matches the kind of resolution that we can get

from the ground, and the kind we can expect to get from a spacecraft such as an OSO.

Finally, the point of this presentation, we need to have an OSO-K or its equivalent.

There is a problem with the schedule. Informed guesses place the next solar maximum in

1979. We would like to be up a year before maximum, and that requires a 1978 launch.

If I understand the current schedules for the Shuttle correctly, we cannot utilize the capa-

bilities of the Shuttle to study solar flares at the next maximum. If we miss the next maxi-

mum, we must wait until approximately 1990.

In Figure 1, we've summarized some of the things that we would like to do in the study of

solar flares We'd like to focus on the hot component of the flare. Nearly everyone

believes that there is a primary energetic event. It's nature is unknown, but it determines or

produces a small volume of energetic plasma, which then interacts with the rest of the solar

atmosphere to produce effects that reach all the way out to the earth. We would like to

know how the solar atmosphere evolves in response to flares. We would like to know the

structure or topology of the energetic plasma along with the energy and anisotropy of the

nonthermal electron and protron streams.
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SCIENTIFIC GOALS FOR OSO-K

A) Prime Objective - Investigate the cause and nature of solar flares

Emphasize the hot component of the flare

-determine the physical state (temperature, density, velocities, etc.) as a

function of time and space

-determine the structure, energy, and anisotropy of the non-ther1_l electron

and proton streams

Check the solar maRnetic field as a flare energy source

-determine the chromospheric and coronal magnetic fields from OSO-K

-determine the photospheric magnetic field from ground-based observatlons

B) Secondary Objective - Investigate solar flare effects

HeaClng of the chromosphere

Solar-terrestrial relationships

Figure 1. Scientific goals for OSO-K.

OSO-K/SOLAR FLARE MISSION STUDY GROUP

Harold V. Argo, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories

Jacques M. Beckers, Sacramento Peak Observatory

John C. Brandt, Goddard Space Flight Center (Chairman)

Elmo C. Brunet, University of Colorado

Kenneth J. Frost, Coddard Space Flight Center

Gordon Garmire, California Institute of Technology

Fred T. Haddock, University of Michigan

Charles L. Hyder, Goddard Space Flight Center

John T. Jefferies, University of Hawaii

Robert Liefeld, New Mexico State University

A. Kelth Pierce, Kitt Peak National Observatory

Peter A. Sturrock, Stanford University

Einar Tandberg-Hanssen, Nigh Altitude Observatory

Arthur B. C. _alker, The Aerospace Corporation

Figure 2. Members of the OSO-K Solar Flare

Mission Study Group.
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The solar magnetic field has been blamed as the energy source of solar flares for quite some

time, but I don't believe that really convincing evidence exists. Certainly it could be the

source, and one of the ways to try to disprove or prove this hypothesis would be to mea-

sure the magnetic fields directly in the chromosphere and corona. If we can measure them

simultaneously in the photosphere, and if the magnetic field is responsible for solar flares,

we should be able to obtain observational proof.

An instrument that will attack the major problems listed here will certainly have enough

structural resolution to tackle other problems such as the heating of the chromosphere.

A group called the OSO-K Solar Flare Mission Study Group was formed and the people

involved are listed in Figure 2. I believe that we have a wide representation throughout the

scientific community. We met four times: in April, here at Goddard; in May, at the Uni-

versity of New Mexico, in Albuquerque; in July, at Los Alamos, New Mexico; and in

September, in Stanford, California. These four meetings were used to iterate what we

wanted to do, and the kind of instrument that would do it-one that would fly on the

spacecraft but not cost 10 percent of the Gross National Product. All these meetings were

attended by John Donnelly of the OSO Project, so that we would not suggest something

that was never going to be. The resulting instrument package is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In Figure 3 we give a descriptive name for the instrument, the spectral range, the energy or

wavelength resolution, and the spatial resolution. We also describe the field of view (if it is

not exactly the same as the spatial resolution), and the time required to make a significant
measurement.

We need a flare finder on the spacecraft to make decisions concerning the flare locations on

the sun. There is no way you can relay information down to the ground to make the deci-

sion. The rise times of hard X-rays are on the order of one second or less. There is no way

around that, and so we need a simple imaging device. It can even be a pinhole camera that

works in the wavelength range from 1 to 15 Angstroms and provides an image of the sun.

The instrument locates the flare, generates error signals, and drives the pointed section to
the flare location.

The low-energy polarimeter is intended to look for impact polarization. The instrument

observes a group of lines simultaneously and the observations give us the energy and aniso-

tropy of the exciting stream of electrons. The medium-energy polarimeter is intended to

measure the total polarization in this energy range. The X-ray spectrometer is intended to

do line profiles, and we believe that we can do them quite well. The ultraviolet magnet-

ometer-spectrometer utilizes several lines of multiply-ionized iron in this wavelength range

to determine the coronal magnetic field. The chromospheric magnetic field can be deter-

mined from lines of nitrogen. The instrument would be similar to the ultraviolet spectro-

meter that The University of Colorado has on OSO-I, but with a magnesium fluoride

quarterwave plate. Now, this instrument can also operate as a spectrometer and produce

excellent line profiles in this wavelength range.
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TheEUVspectrometercoversthewavelengthrangethat containstheiron lines;it canalso
doprofilesof theheliumlinesandvariouskindsof coronaldiagnostics.TheH-alpha
photometermustbeincludedon thespacecraftsothat weareabsolutelysureof our loca-
tion on thesun. It is, in essence,aspatialtemplate.ThehardX-rayimagingexperiment
isadevicethat will giveusthetopologyof theflareemissiondirectly-in thehardwave-
lengthsthemselves.TheUV spectrometercoversthewavelengthrangeof 500to 1500
Angstroms.Thisrangeprovidesall the informationthat a theoristwouldneedto calculate
thepropertiesof thesolaratmospherebasedon thediagnosticsof thehydrogenatom;of
course,therearealot of otherpossibilitiesin that wavelengthrange.

All of theseinstruments,believeit or not, will fit in thepointedsectionof anOrbiting
SpaceObservatory.

Figure4 showstheinstrumentsthat donot requireprecisepointing,andsomaybelocated
on theOSOsail. Wewouldlike to put on thesailahardX-rayspectrometer,whichwill
provideuswith continualpolarizationmeasurements.Next,wehaveacooledsolid-state
detector.Thisinstrumentobservestheentiresunandproducescontinuummeasurements.
Theenergyrangeoverlapsthemediumenergypolarimeter,but with hightimeresolution.

Twootherexperimentscanbeplacedin thewheelof OSO.Oneisagamma-rayinstrument.
Whenwebeganthisstudy,solargammaraysweresomethingthatexistedin theoretical
papersandnowhereelse.But sincethat time,gammaray lineshavebeendetectedin the
flaresof the first week of August 1972. Now we have some observations on which the

experiment can be based.

Finally, if we can commit two compartments on the satellite, it will be possible to include

a neutron detector that will be more sensitive by a factor of 100 than any neutron detec-

tor that has flown to date. Hopefully, one might detect neutrons. There's no time resolu-

tion for that-you either detect neutrons or you don't.

To run this package one has to have an onboard computer to process the data from the

flare finder and generate the command signals for the spacecraft. Of course, we anticipate

many other uses for the computer, such as data compression. We actually have a specific

computer in mind. This is the CDC-469, which we understand is being qualified for flight

hardware, and should be available long before we need it.

In summary, we have generated an instrument package which has rather high time resolu-

tion in almost all of the individual instruments and runs almost the entire gamut of the

types of measurements that one would like to make. The one exception is a white light

coronagraph, which would require the deletion of four or five other experiments. In our

judgment, a coronagraph would not contribute efficiently and directly to the study of hot

plasma part of the flare, or to answering the basic questions of flare energetics.

One of the political aspects of any kind of study of this nature concerns the mode of

operation of such a facility. Our consensus is that it should be operated essentially as a

national facility or national observatory-sort of a solar Kitt Peak in the sky. Perhaps one
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Instrument Range E/6E or _/61 Resolution Field 6t

Flare Finder 1-15A 3-5 I0" Full Sun 0.I sec.

(for 5' x 5')

Low Energy Polarimeter 1-20_ _ 103 10-30" - 3 sec.

Med. Energy Polarimeter 10-50 keV 5-10 - IO see.

X-Ray Spectrometer 1-25_ 3xlO 3 - 3xlO 4 5-20" 0.I see.

UV Magnetometer- II00-220OA 3xlO 4- 105 2-15" I sec.

Spectrometer (for 300 gauss)

EUV Spectrometer 20-700A 3x103 - 3xlO 4 2" 0.5 sec.

(for i llne

profile)

H-_ Photometer 6563A 104 2" 5' x 5' 0. I sec.

Hard X-Ray Imaging 10-80 keV I0 4" Full Sun 30 sec.

UV Spectrometer 500-1500A 3xlO 3 - 104 2" lO sec.

(for 100 ]_)

Figure 3. Pointed instruments for the OSO-K solar flare instrument package.

Instrument Range E/6E or _/5_ Resolution Field 6t

Hard X-Ray Spectrometer 10-500 keY 2-5 - 0. I sec.

Passively Cooled Solid- 1-20 keV 5-50 - 0.3 sec.

State Detector

WHEEL INSTRUMENTS

Instrument Range E/6E or _16% Resolution Field 6t

"Ga-m_ Ray" Instrument 300 keV - 7-20 - I min (continuum)

I0 Mev i0 min (lines)

Neutron Detector 10-100 Mev 5 -

Computer

Figure 4. Sail and wheel instruments for the OSO-K solar flare instrument package.
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could also adopt the Kitt Peak formula of 60 percent of the observing time for guest

investigators and 40 percent for the groups that built the facility.

Specifically, we will recommend in our report that a substantial guest investigator program

be set up, and that guest investigators be funded. The mode of operation would involve

a guest investigator coming to the control center, presumably here at Goddard, and at that

time, the person would have the entire spacecraft at his disposal to carry out his observing

program. If the observer desires, we envision that supporting observations at Sacramento

Peak (with the spectrometer) and at suitable radio observatories would be available at the

same time. About a week of such observing, with a little bit of luck, would keep a solar

group busy reducing and interpreting the data for quite some time.

We are working quite hard on the report of this study group, but progress has been much

slower than I had anticipated. Our goal is to stimulate an AFO, essentially along the lines

that we have outlined, and we cannot avoid the issue of cost. I cannot give you a dollar

value today, but we have put considerable thought into the problem. We believe that the

solar flare mission can be done at a reasonable cost, if we make cost a prime consideration.
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SECTIONII

OPTICAL AND UV ASTRONOMY



OVERVIEW

Anne B. Underhill

Optical Astronomy, what is it? It is a study of stars and other astronomical objects by

means of the radiation emitted in the range of 1000 to 10,000 Angstroms. This range is

limited by available techniques. It is a homogeneous range so far as physics is concerned.

Figure 1 shows the three types of work carried out by optical astronomers. You can sort

objects into classes of similar properties - spectrum classification; you can use the energy

stream from the object to deduce the physical properties of the object - astrophysical

studies; or you can put together information about the distribution in space and the

physical properties of individual objects, to develop a grand view of the formation and

evolution of the universe.

1. SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION

2. ASTROPHYSICAL STUDIES

3. EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE

Figure 1. Optical astronomy- the types of work.

The plan of attack we use is four-pronged, as shown in Figure 2. Instruments are developed

to collect starlight at all wavelengths in the optical band and, by using appropriate dispersing

and detecting devices, to record the spectral intensity distribution for typical stars. We

develop methods of data processing so that the information in the recorded signal can be
extracted.

Secondly, we must select characteristic stars for unraveling key problems, and we must

observe significant parts of their spectrum. Two areas are important: the recognition of

key problems in the physics of stars, and the recognition of which are the key parts of the

spectrum for the solution of any particular problem.
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Thethird partof ourattackis to studythedistributionof thevariousstarclassesin our
galaxyandothergalaxiesin orderto obtainanunderstandingof theuniverse.

And fourthly,westudythecompositionandphysicalstateof interstellarmaterial. Such
study is fundamental,for interstellarmaterialis afluid from whichstarsaremadeandto
whichstarsgraduallyreturn.

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS

KEY PROBLEMS IN STARS

GALACTIC STRUCTU RE

INTER-STELLAR MATERIAL

Figure 2. The optical astronomer's plan of attack.

Figure 3 shows the Goddard program which is to study the physics of the stars and other

astronomical objects. We record in detail the spectra from these objects over as much of

the optical range as possible. We do this by using 91- and 150-centimeter (36- and 60-in)

ground-based telescopes, with spectrographs and spectrum scanners equipped with the

newest of detectors to record from 3300 to 10,000 Angstroms. We do it by building

rocket payloads to obtain high and moderate resolution spectra of stars from 1000 to 3000

USE GROUND-BASED TELESCOPES

BUILD AND USE ROCKET PAYLOADS

DESIGN AND USE SATELLITES

DEVELOP THEORY OF STELLAR

Figure 3. The GSFC optical astronomy program.

SPECTRA
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Angstroms; by designing satellites which carry telescopes and various analytic instruments;

and by developing theory to explain stellar spectra.

The Goddard Astronomical Satellite Program includes the GEP, which is a 94-centimeter

telescope and scanning spectrometer, the prototype of which is now in storage, awaiting

a suitable carrier satellite, perhaps the Space Shuttle in a sortie mode.

Plans for new instruments include the Intemational Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), which is

a 45-centimeter telescope, followed by high and low resolution spectrographs; and the

Large Space Telescope (LST) which is a 3-meter telescope that feeds diffraction-limited

cameras and spectrographs.

At present, observations of stellar spectra are being actively made with ground-based equip-

ment, rocket payloads, and the Orbiting Astrophysical Observatory (OAO-2). You will

hear some of the results _.

In addition, theoretical studies are being pursued to determine what a stellar spectrum

means. At the same time, an active part is being taken in the design of suitable astro-
nomical instruments for the IUE and for LST. These will be reviewed later.

Thus the work of understanding stars is going forward on all fronts. Stars are central to

our studies, for they create most of the optical radiation in the universe. Radiant energy

is created from mass in the centers of stars. This energy then works its way out through

the condensed gas which forms a stellar interior until it can come to us as the light from

a star.

This light forms a spectrum composed chiefly of absorption lines on a continuous back-

ground, with a few emission lines. The modulation pattern impressed on the light carries

information about the outer layers of the stars and of the interstellar material through

which the light has passed.

Optical astronomy is concerned with observing this pattern over the optical wavelength

band, and with deducing what stars are like, what they are doing either singly, in binary

systems, or in groups.

One can also deduce information about the interstellar medium. In one sense, the inter-

stellar medium is the basic material of the universe, and the stars can be considered merely

devices for processing interstellar material. Such a view is, however, extreme.

Stars are very diverse in their characteristics, and just because of this, they are fascinating

objects to study. Their interaction with the interstellar medium is one of our areas of

research.

Now let us look at a stellar spectrum (Figure 4). This shows a typical stellar spectrum from

1150A to 6000A with the flux received at the surface of the earth plotted against wave-

length. The flux is in units of ten to the minus-ten ergs per square centimeter per second.
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Figure 4. A stellar spectrum.

The observations from 1150 to 3600 Angstroms are made from OAO-2 spectrum scans

which have been put on an absolute energy scale by comparison with absolute energy scans

made by Dennis Evans, using a calibrated spectrum scanner, launched as part of the Goddard

Rocket Program.

The visible spectrum range is from published spectrum scans of Oke and Schild. The

observed spectrum envelope in the ultraviolet shows many blended absorption features,

which at the resolution of the OAO-2 cannot be resolved further.
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Future high-resolution work such as we have planned will resolve these blends and permit

more detailed study. They are due to many absorption lines, all blended together.

There are two predicted flux envelopes shown in this diagram, each of which fits the

ground-based observations well, but neither of which fits the ultraviolet observations. This

is an ,interesting point. In fact, that they are not the same is also an interesting point.

The solid line in Figure 4 is from a hydrogen line-blanketed model atmosphere by Klingle-

smith. The broken line is from a fully line-blanketed model by Schild, Peterson, and Oke.

It is evident that the observed ultraviolet flux distribution is not like either of these pre-
dicted flux distributions.

This discrepancy is serious, for it means that there is a systematic error in the effective

temperatures, because effective temperatures, which are equivalent to the area under the

curve, are generally found by fitting the visible radiation to a theoretical curve, and then

integrating the theoretical curve.

As it is, the theoretical integral is 25 percent larger than the actual integral for a star such

as Alpha Lyrae, which results in a 6-percent systematic error in the effective temperature.

The difference between the two theoretical flux distributions is interesting. It shows that

the theoretical treatment of line blanketing poses problems. Dr. Fischel is leading a group

which will study this question further. Already, a fully line-blanketed model atmosphere

for Sirius has been developed which gives a flux distribution much closer to what is

observed.

One final point of interest is the far ultraviolet brightness of Vega with respect to, for

example, the Klinglesmith model. This seems to be a real deviation from the reference

model but it is not shown by other A0 stars. It may be an indication that Vega is really a

double star. This suggestion has been made before to account for the peculiarities of Vega,

but it has not yet been conclusively proved.

Figure 4 gives you an idea of what the total optical spectrum of a star looks like. The detail

in the far ultraviolet is what we have not yet resolved and what our future work is largely

aimed towards interpreting.
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ULTRAVIOLET OBSERVATIONS OF PECULIAR

B AND A STARS FROM OAO-2

David S. Leckrone

The peculiar B and A stars differ from normal stars in a number of ways. Their spectra

contain greatly enhanced absorption lines of such elements as silicon, strontium, chromium,

mercury, manganese, and the rare earths. Many such stars are known to possess strong

magnetic fields. Frequently they are found to be too blue in color for their spectral

classes, as compared to normal stars, and this latter property is one I would like to empha-
size.

The effective temperature of a Si star estimated from its UBV colors, from its "blueness,"

may be as hot as 17,000°K. The temperature of the same star estimated from its spectral

class would typically be 10- to 11,000°K. This is a huge discrepancy. The universal view is

that the colors of a peculiar star correctly describe its physical properties, such as its tem-

perature. Its spectral class-and the cooler temperature estimated therefrom-is considered

to be the spurious result of an atmospheric deficiency of helium, lines of which serve as the

indicators of spectral class. This idea is cause for concern because it is not at all clear how

one gets rid of all that helium in the atmosphere of a presumably young, unevolved star.

The work I'm going to summarize represents the first comprehensive ultraviolet photo-

metric survey of Ap and Bp stars. My principal aim is to determine whether the close
similarity between these peculiar stars and normal B stars of like UBV colors, as observed

from the ground, is maintained at wavelengths short of 3000 Angstroms, as observed from

space. I've observed 24 Ap and Bp stars and 31 normal comparison stars at seven wave-
lengths ranging from 1430 to 4250 Angstroms, with the Wisconsin Experiment Package

photometers on OAO-2. The data I'm presenting are in the form of absolute fluxes

normalized to unity flux at 3320 Angstroms.

In Figure 1 are plotted photometric data in two far-ultraviolet bandpasses at 1550 and

1430 Angstroms for both normal and peculiar stars. Normalized absolute flux, in mag-

nitude units, is plotted as a function of color index, U-V, measured from the ground. The

brighter a star is in the far UV, the farther up it appears on the ordinate axis. The bluer it

is in its UBV colors, the farther left it appears on the abscissa. The hotter stars fall to the

left and above the cooler ones.

Normal stars are filled circles, the other symbols are various classes of peculiar B and A

stars. Clearly all the peculiar stars are deficient in the ultraviolet, on this normalized flux

scale, as compared to normal stars of similar UBV colors. This is directly translated into an

absolute ultraviolet flux deficiency when you take into account well-known information

about the absolute visual magnitudes and radii of the peculiar stars.
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Figure 1. Far-UV data for both normal and peculiar stars.
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In Figure 2 I've compared the gross ultraviolet flux distribution of a typical individual

Ap star, 49 Cnc, with comparable data for two normal stars. Here I've plotted normalized,
ized, absolute fluxes in magnitude units versus wavelength, with the normalization point

shown at 3320 Angstroms. Note that in the ultraviolet the peculiar star 49 Cnc, denoted

by dash-dot lines, resembles very closely the normal star 3' Cnc, denoted by solid lines, and

looks nothing at all like 13CMi, shown by dashed lines. As you can see from the table, 49

Cnc has nearly the same UBV colors as _ CMi and it has the same spectral class as _, Cnc.

In summary, the ultraviolet flux distribution of an Ap or Bp star is consistent with its
spectral class, and is notably inconsistent with its UBV colors. This is exactly the opposite

of what one would have expected from ground-based work prior to these observations.

In my view, the spectral classes of the peculiar B and A stars can no longer be regarded as

the accidental result of an atmospheric deficiency of helium. Another mechanism must be

found for suppressing the strengths of the helium lines. This may be related to an abnormal

atmospheric structure in the peculiar stars, resulting perhaps from the presence of strong

magnetic fields.
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UV PHOTOMETRY OF ECLIPSING VARIABLES

Stanley Sobieski

Although the study of eclipsing variables extends back into antiquity, we are currently in a

period of intensive observational and theoretical activity. This has been prompted in part

by the recent discovery of X-ray emitting binaries and the possibility that either neutron

stars or black holes may be members of close binary systems.

By way of introduction to this discipline, let us consider a typical eclipsing variable named

R_'s Al Ghfil, "changing spirit." As its name indicates, astronomers of the ancient Middle

East recognized Rg's A1 Ghfil as a variable object (as did the ancient Chinese).

It was John Goodricke, an 18th century deaf astronomer, who not only chronicled its

variability but also conjectured that the periodic dimming of its light every 2.8 days could

be caused by the interpositioning of a dark body into our line of sight, or, in a word, by

eclipses. This brilliant suggestion remained a hypothesis, much ridiculed, until Vogel, a

hundred years later in 1889, confirmed the orbital motion this hypothesis required by

observing the doppler variations of the star's spectral lines. And this, with the star now

known as Algol, began the modem-day study of eclipsing variables.

Now I will report on observations of eclipsing variables made with the most advanced

instrumentation, the Wisconsin experiment aboard OAO-2. In mid-April of 1971 29 orbits

were used to do photometry of the eclipsing variable CW Cephei, a binary consisting of two

hot, massive stars. It was hoped that this apparently uncomplicated binary could become a

touchstone for much basic stellar information. As will be seen, the ultraviolet observations

revealed CW Cephei to be a system in an active stage of evolution, with evidence for stellar

mass loss or mass exchange.

Figure 1 shows representative light curves. Brightness decreases downwards and the obser-

vations have been folded onto a phase scale. Primary eclipse of the hotter star occurs at

phase = 0. The first indication of something unusual arose when a conventional anaylsis

for an orbital solution failed when using data from both the primary and secondary eclipses.

Furthermore, although not readily apparent to the eye, the shape of the secondary eclipse

changes with wavelength. I have interpreted these observations to mean that mass is being

lost from at least one component, and that the smaller star (the eclipsing star at primary) is

surrounded by an optically thin shell of gas which emits an observable Balmer continuum.

To confirm this interpretation, spectra were obtained with the Goddard 91-centimeter (36-

in) telescope, and indeed the Balmer a-line of hydrogen was observed in emission. The

a-line varied in strength with the periodicity of the binary. This is positive proof for an

extended gaseous envelope. As further evidence for the anomalous nature of CW Cephei,
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Figure 1. UV light curves plotted for CW Cephei.

the ultraviolet extinction derived from the photometry lacks the now familiar hump at

4.7 ta1 . The differential extinction is quite similar to that found for 0 Orionis, another

young binary system, by Bless and Savage. This interesting binary is sure to be a primary

target for future observations.

More recently, Dr. Heap directed the OAO-2 satellite to observe an 07 f star which had

been proposed as the likely optical counterpart for an X-ray eclipsing binary found in

Scorpius. This binary has been observed with the Uhuru satellite to be variable with a

periodicity of approximately 3.4 days.

Figure 2 shows the data obtained with the Wisconsin photometer set at a wavelength of

1910A. In Figure 2, photometer counts are plotted as a function of time of observation.

Clearly, variability is present - the bars merely indicate the uncertainty in the background

correction for scattered moonlight. Variability occurs with a minima every ld.9, which is

not commensurate with the X-ray period. Since no O f star is known to be intrinsically
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variable,theseobservationsof optical variability strengthen the case for identifying Uhuru

X-ray source with the O f star. They also raise interesting problems concerning the nature

of the object.
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THE FORMATION OF PLANETARY NEBULAE

Warren M. Sparks

There are certain stars in the sky that have ejected a large fraction of their mass with low

velocities to form thin gaseous spheres (Figure 1). In the early days of astronomy, viewed

through small telescopes, these spheres looked like planets and were called planetary

nebulae. This name has stuck, although these nebulae have nothing whatever to do with

planets. Observations indicate that a planetary nebula is composed of hydrogen-rich

material, while the remaining remnant of the star is of helium or heavier material.

The objective of my research is to find out what causes this ejection, to produce a hydro-

dynamical model of the ejection, and to find out in which mass range of stars the ejection

occurs. Various authors have suggested that this ejection is the result of a large luminosity

causing the radiation pressure gradient to exceed the force of gravity. In order to study

this mechanism we consider a model of a star consisting of a helium shell and a hydrogen-

rich shell overlying a hard core. Using a time-dependent implicit hydrodynamic computer

code, the luminosity from the core is slowly increased. At the lower luminosities the

hydrogen-rich envelope pulsates in its fundamental mode. The pulsation period, luminos-

ity, and effective temperature of our theoretical models agree with the observational data

of long-period variable stars.

At a higher luminosity, the hydrogen-rich envelope is ejected. We define this point as

time -- 0. In Figure 2, the average rates of gain or loss of the various energies are plotted as

functions of time. PH is the gradient of the photon flux; I is the time derivative of the

internal energy, which includes ionization and excitation energies; G is the time derivative

of gravitational energy; KIN is the time derivative of kinetic energy; and M is the gradient

of mechanical flux.

The solid lines represent energy sources and the dashed lines energy sinks. Now although

this graph appears complicated, it contains in a nutshell the rather complex behavior of

planetary nebula ejection. For example, since the time derivative of the gravitational

energy is always negative_ we see that the envelope is always expanding. Also by looking

at the dominant energy sources we can tell what causes the ejection. For example, at

107 seconds photon flux is the dominate energy source, with most of the energy going

into internal energy. A critical event occurs at 1.4 × 107 seconds when the internal energy

ceases to be a sink of energy and soon becomes the dominate energy source. Most of this

internal energy is from the electron recombination of hydrogen due to the expansion and

cooling of the envelope. At 1.9 × 107 seconds the photon flux gradient changes from a

source to a sink of energy, that is, more radiation is flowing out of the envelope than into

it. From this time on, as the envelope becomes thinner, most of the internal energy is

lost from the envelope by the photon flux. As the gas decouples from the photon field,
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the kinetic energy must become the main source for the gravitational energy. At 3.6 X 10’ 
seconds the hydrogen-rich shell has reached escape velocity and drifts outward from the 
star to form a planetary nebulae like the one shown in Figure 1. The helium shell remains 
upon the star because of its lower opacity. 

We conclude that the ejection is initiated by the photon pressure gradient, with the 
electron recombination of hydrogen playing an important role later on. Furthermore, 
planetary nebulae ejection is preceded by long-period variability. 

Figure 1. A typical planetary nebula 
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INTERSTELLAR MOLECULAR HYDROGEN OBSERVED IN

THE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRUM OF DELTA SCORPII

Andrew M. Smith

In the recent past considerable work has been expended on the subject of interstellar molec-

ular hydrogen. If found to be generally present in interstellar clouds, the molecule could

play an important role in star formation and perhaps comprise a significant portion of the

"missing dynamic moss." In addition, the molecular spectrum would reflect sensitively the

temperature of the gas which included the molecules through the population of the lowest

rotational levels of the ground state.

Unfortunately, the only spectral regions where there is a strong possibility of finding

molecular hydrogen signatures are well away from visible wavelengths in the infrared and

vacuum ultraviolet. Only one positive detection of interstellar molecular hydrogen has

been reported, namely that of Carruthers._ In this study, a rather large (0.38) abundance

ratio of atoms in molecular form to all atoms was found.

However, on June 8, 1972, using rocket techniques, an ultraviolet spectrogram of 6 Sco

was obtained. It exhibited ten bands of the Tyman system (13l Zt +_ X 1 _]t ) and one band
u g

of the Werner system (C I 1-it +- X 1Ztg) arising, presumably, in one or two clouds along the
line of sight.

The results of this observation have been plotted in Figure 1 as the measured relative flux

as a function of wavelength in an interval extending from 984 to 1114 Angstroms. The

vertical lines show the positions of laboratory-measured lines in the Lyman and Werner

bands of the hydrogen molecule. I wish to emphasize the good correlation which exists

between the observed strong absorption features and the laboratory-measured line positions.

I also want to point out that in general each observed band is composed of two features:

The first is a blend of transitions arising from the lowest rotational level (J=0) and the first

excited rotational level (J= 1) of the ground state; the second is a single transition arising

from the J-- 1 level of the ground state only. This circumstance permits one not only to

determine the column density of H_ molecules, but the cloud temperature as well.

Thus, using curve of growth techniques, and averaging the results obtained from the data

associated with the Lyman bands where v' = 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, I found an average hydrogen

molecule column density of 3.5(+2.2,-0.9)× 1019 cm-2, and an average temperature of

XG. R. Carruthers. 1970. Ap. J. Letters, 161.
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47 K. The uncertainties in the measurement may be used to indicate a minimum tempera-

ture of 25K. The fact that no transitions arising from the second excited rotational level

(J=2) of the ground state are observed, implies a maximum cloud temperature of 98 K.

The column density of hydrogen atoms, as determined from the observed Lot line, is

(1.5 + 0.5) × 1021 cm-2, which is in good agreement with previously determined values.

Considering the atomic and molecular column densities together, it is apparent that

4.4(+7.0, - 1.8) percent of all of the line-of-sight hydrogen atoms are in the form of
molecules.

A current theory of Hollenbach, Werner, and Salpeter, 2 in which the molecule formation

rate on grain surfaces is balanced against the Stecher-Williams photodestruction rate,

predicts an abundance of molecular hydrogen about five times that derived here. The

reason for the discrepancy may well lie in our ignorance of the geometry involved in the

observation, and I think, therefore, that the observations promote confidence in the theory
rather than doubt.

2D. J. Hollenbach, M. W. Werner, and E. E. Salpeter. 1971. Ap. J. Letters 163, 165.
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LOW-INTENSITYOPTICALEMISSIONSFROM

THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM

Ronald J. Reynolds

Various models of the interstellar medium have been proposed to explain the high degree

of ionization of interstellar hydrogen indicated by pulsar dispersion measures and the ab-

sorption of low frequency galactic radio emissions. One way to study the ionization state

of the interstellar medium, and perhaps to determine the mechanism of ionization is to

study the faint optical emission lines that must be emitted by interstellar gas. Such a

study is presently being conducted, using a large-diameter, two-etalon, high-resolution,

Fabry-Perot spectrometer at the Coud6 focus of Goddard's 91-centimeter (36-in) telescope.

This work is being done in collaboration with Dr. Scherb, an NAS fellow on leave from the

University of Wisconsin, Dr. Roesler from the University of Wisconsin, and Dr. Boldt at

Goddard.

Figure 1 illustrates typical scans of the faint, spatially diffuse Ha and [NII] _,6584 emis-

sions in the direction of the galactic equator, at a galactic longitude of 104 degrees. The

photomultiplier counting rate is plotted versus the radial velocity with respect to the
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Figure 1. Typical scans of Ha and [NII] _6584 emissions.
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velocityof the localgalacticmediumnearthesunin kilometerspersecond.Thespectro-
meter'shighspectralresolutionhasmadeit possibleto useradialvelocitiesto distinguish
betweenvarioussourcesof faint emissionslying alongtheline of sight. In theHascan,
threeseparatelinesareclearlyresolved:theever-presentHa line from theearth's
geocoronaat plus26kilometerspersecond;andtwogalacticlinesat minusfivekilometers
persecondandminus45 kilometerspersecond.Thegalacticlineat minusfivekilometers
persecondispresumablyoriginatingin the localOrionarmof thegalaxy,while theline at
minus45kilometerspersecond,greatlyblue-shiftedby therotationof thegalaxy,isprob-
ablyassociatedwith themoredistantPerseusarm.Thesetwo galacticarmsareclearly
visiblein the secondscan,that of singlyionizednitrogenemission.

Observationsof thisspatiallydiffusegalacticHaemissionhavenow beenmadein morethan
150directionsbetweengalacticlongitudeszeroand160degrees,andforbiddenlinesof
oxygenandnitrogenhavealsobeenobservedin alimitednumberof directions.Withthe
largenumberof observingdirections,wehavebeenableto observesystematicvariations
alongthegalacticplanein both theintensityandtheradialvelocityof thegalacticHa.
Thesevariationssuggestthat thediffuseemissionisstronglyassociatedwith thethree
nearbygalacticspiralarms.

In Figure2, thedistributionof diffuseHahasbeenplotted ingalacticcoordinateswith
galacticlatituderangingfrom minus40 to plus40degreesandgalacticlongitudefrom zero
to 120degrees.Thecontourvaluesdenotethe countingratesabovebackgroundat the
peaksof theHa lines. Observationsin directionsof knownbrightH-II regionswerenot
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Figure 2. Plot of distribution of diffuse Ha.
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used in construction this map; and for the sake of clarity, emission from the Perseus ann

was also not included.

The ridges of relatively high Ha intensity at galactic longitudes less than 25 degrees and

greater than 68 degrees correspond to the projected optical positions of the inner Sagit-

tarius arm and the local Orion ann respectively. The sun is located just on the inside edge

of the Orion arm. The large maximum in Ha intensity centered on 78 degrees longitude is

in the direction in which the Orion arm is viewed projected edge-on, while the region of

minimum intensity between 35 and 50 degrees galactic longitude corresponds to the

adjacent inner arm region.

Various properties of the interstellar medium can be determined from these observations,

and they are listed in Figure 3.

In the anticenter direction, where galactic rotation is negligible, the observed line width

places an upper limit of 6000 kelvin on the temperature of the emitting region in this direc-

tion. We soon hope to be able to use the observed difference in the line widths of Ha and

[Nil] X6584 to determine the temperatures in other directions.

In directions of high galactic latitude pulsars, the Ha intensity can be combined with the

pulsar dispersion measure to set the limits on the sizes and electron densities of the ionized

regions in the interstellar medium. In four such directions investigated so far, the ionized

regions were found to occupy at least 20 to 50 percent of the line-of-sight distance through

the galactic disk, with average electron densities less than 0.2 per cubic centimeter within

the regions.

The average ionization rate per hydrogen atom was also computed from the data, assuming

steady state. Computed values ranged form 10 -15 per second in some directions to more

than 1 ff14 per second in other directions.

TEMPERATURE

SIZE OF REGIONS
OF IONIZATION

ELECTRON DENSITY

IONIZATION RATE
PER HYDROGEN ATOM

IONIZATION FRACTION

<6000 K FROM LINE PROFILE IN ANTICENTER
DIRECTION.

>20% 50% OF LINE-OF-SIGHT DISTANCE
THROUGH THE GALACTIC DISK IN DIRECTIONS
OF HIGH-LATITUDE PULSARS

<02 cm-3 IN DIRECTIONS OF HIGH-LATITUDE
PULSARS.

FROM 10-15 s-1 TO >10 -14 s-1

(ASSUMING STEADY-STATE).

n(H+)
n(H) - ; (>0.05 FROM PULSAR DISPERSION

AND 21 cm)

n(N÷) n(O÷) n]{O++)
n-_:: .-_:: .-_] = ?

Figure 3. Properties of the emitting interstellar gas.
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An important question we hope to resolve in the near future is whether the regions of

ionization contain totally ionized, or only partially ionized, hydrogen. Most current

theories of the ionization of the interstellar medium predict the existence of a partially

ionized medium, and observations of forbidden lines of neutral and ionized oxygen and

nitrogen should provide the first direct observational check on the validity of such models
for the interstellar medium.
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THE SULFUR DOUBLET IN GALACTIC H-II REGIONS

Curtis W. McCracken

The ultraviolet radiation from young hot stars of O and early B spectral types ionize the

interstellar gas in their vicinity to form galactic H-II regions. The Orion nebula is the

brightest such region visible to us. The emission line spectra of these regions commonly

include not only the permitted recombination lines of neutral hydrogen and helium; but

they also include forbidden lines from ions such as singly ionized sulfur and nitrogen, and

both singly and doubly ionized oxygen.

The forbidden lines arise from metastable energy levels into which the ions have been

excited through collisions with electrons. The relative intensities for some of these lines

show almost no dependence on the electron velocity (or temperature) and depend mainly

on electron density.

Typical examples are the blue forbidden doublet of singly ionized oxygen near 3727

Angstroms; and the red forbidden doublet of singly ionized sulfur near 6724 Angstroms.

Measurement of the ratio of the intensities for the lines in either of these doublets provides

a means of determining electron densities.

The oxygen doublet has long been used for determining electron densities in gaseous

nebulae. The sulfur doublet only. recently has found widespread application in this field.

The introduction of image intensifying tubes with their increase in red sensitivity and their

gain in speed over photographic emulsions has provided the opportunity for spectrographic-

ally observing the sulfur doublet in a large number of gaseous nebulae.

I have used the Goddard 91-centimeter (36-in) telescope in such a program. The data for 60

slit positions in four dozen galactic H-II regions are now being processed to yield electron

densities based upon the sulfur doublet.

The scientific objectives are: (1) determining at least one value of electron density in each

nebula, and (2) studying the variation of electron density as a function of position in the

nebula for those cases where this is possible.

The second objective is illustrated in Figure 1 for one location in the Orion nebula. In the

top plot, the electron density in electrons per cubic centimeter is displayed on a logarithmic

scale as a function of position in the nebula. The slit was 6.6 minutes of arc long, was

oriented from north to south, and was centered at a point 40 seconds of arc west of 01 C
Orionis.

The individual points were obtained by successively scanning in the direction of dispersion

across the sulfur doublet, and then stepping the analyzing slit (which was six seconds of arc

long) by half of its length, until the entire length of the slit had been covered.
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Figure 1. Data from a north-south spectrograph, slit centered 40 seconds of arc west

of 01C Orionis.

The first thing to note in this plot is the general trend in the electron density, whereby it

decreases from a value of about 15,000 down to about 1500 electrons per cubic centimeter

within a few minutes of arc in both directions from the maximum.

The next thing to notice is that there appears to be small-scale structure in the electron

density, with variations by a factor of two being very common. Some of the features

probably are not real since they involve only a couple of points.

The middle plot again shows electron density on a logarithmic scale, but averaged over three

scans at a time to get rid of some of the possibly spurious features.
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Therestill arestructurespresentwithangularsizesof somethinglike 20 to 30secondsof
arc. I believethat severalof thesefeaturesrepresentrealvariationsin electrondensity.

Theconclusionthat theserepresentrealvariationsin theelectrondensityby something
like afactorof two overdistancesof 25secondsor soof arcisstrengthenedif wecompare
themiddleplot with theplot shownat thebottom. Thebottomplot showsthetotal in-
tensityof thesulfurdoublet;that is,thesumof the intensitiesof thetwo lineswithin the
doublet.And if welook closely,therearesomeof thesefeatureswhichstill showcorrel-
ations. I believethiscorrelationhelpsto strengthentheconclusionthat somefeatures
reallyrepresentvariationin electrondensity.

TheOrionnebulawasincludedin my observingprogramprimarilyto serveasacheck
againstresultspreviouslyobtainedby otherinvestigators.

Figure2showstheelectrondensitiesderivedfrom lineratiosof theoxygendoubletin the
secondcolumnat six of thetwelvepositionsobservedby Osterbrock.Thesepositionsin
thenebulaareshownin thefirst column.

ThethirdcolumnliststheelectrondensitieswhichI havederivedfrom my studiesof the
blueoxygendoublet;andthelastcolumnlists thosederivedfrom the red sulfur doublet.

Comparison of the oxygen doublet results of mine with Osterbrock's shows that at slit posi-

tion V there is very good agreement. The agreement is a factor of 2.2 at the position A and

at the other four points; my values are approximately 1.4 higher than those of Osterbrock.

Comparison of my oxygen and sulfur results shows that the sulfur doublet always gives

higher electron densities than the oxygen doublet. The factors range between 1.9 and 3.1

for these six positions.

SLIT

POSITION

A

B

V

W

X

Y

OSTERBROCK

Eoix'J
3000

1950

1275

2100

1750

830

cm-3

McCRACKEN

6500cm -3

2800

!300

3050

2600

1150

15500cm -3

5200

3600

9500

6000

2350

Figure 2. Electron densities in the Orion nebula.
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Thefact that thesulfurdoubletgivesresultshigherthanthe oxygen doublet is commonly

attributed to the fact that sulfur, with its slightly lower first ionization potential, generally

should be concentrated more towards the high-density concentrations.

The agreement between my results for oxygen and Osterbrock's for oxygen, as well as the

agreement between my results for sulfur and for oxygen seem to be, in my opinion, quite
satisfactory.

The conclusions to be drawn, then, are: (1) The variations in electron density as a function

of position show that the small-scale condensations for regions of higher electron density

exist; and (2) There is satisfactory agreement between my results for electron densities

derived from the oxygen doublet and the earlier ones by Osterbrock, as well as between my

results for the electron densities as derived from oxygen and sulfur doublets.

MEMBER OF A UDIENCE:

What is the characteristic size of these condensations?

MR. McCRA CKEN:

Twenty-five seconds of arc corresponds to 10,000 astronomical units in the Orion nebula.
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INTERSTELLARPOLARIZATIONIN THE ULTRAVIOLET

Theodore P. Stecher

Astronomers measure the intensity of starlight as a function of wavelength as well as they

possibly can and usually ignore the additional physical information one might be able to

get if the polarization were also measured. This is partly because polarization is difficult

to measure, and partly because it is also difficult to interpret.

In the interstellar case, though, polarization actually presents more information about the

grains than the extinction does, that is, intensity versus wavelength. This is because the

interstellar grains are lined by the magnetic field; as the starlight comes through and is

attenuated, it is attenuated more at one position angle than at a second angle 90 degrees

from the first, depending on how the grains are aligned.

I have tried to measure this in the direction of Zed Ophiuchi, the ideal star because it is

bright but still has enough extinction to have sufficient numbers of grains to make the

measurement possible.

Figure 1 shows my instrument, which incidentally is an old instrument. I used it to do

spectrophotometry on stars and to measure the extinction curve. It is a 33-centimeter

(13-in) telescope with a three-channel scanning spectrophotometer behind it. I opened

up the spectrophotometer slits as wide as possible, which was about 50 Angstroms, and

put polarizing elements behind them.

A rocket sometimes has greater degrees of freedom than we need, so the instrument is

very easily adaptable as a rotating telescope. We fired the rocket up, pointed it at the

star, and rotated it to the position angle of the maximum electrical vector as determined

from the ground. Then we scanned through the spectrum and back, rotated the instrument

90 degrees, and scanned through the spectrum and back again. Thus we measured the

extinction curves 90 degrees apart, and the difference measured is the polarization.

The spectrophotometer was calibrated in the laboratory beforehand by putting it in a

beam of polarized light; Figure 2 shows the results. I have plotted the percent polarization,

one, two, three, and so on, against inverse wavelength in microns. The polarization is run-

ning around 1.5 percent for this star, which is consistent with the visible observation. One

can probably fit a fairly straight line through this.

As seen in Figure 3, one tries to push data of this kind as far as possible. This is a freehand

drawing. The individual statistics on the points vary. The oscillation is at a familiar fre-

quency, appeared on two different detectors, and those detectors had opposite signs in

the experimental setup.
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Figure 1 .  33-centimeter (1 3-in) telescope with a three-channel scanning spectrophotometer behind it. 

The first thing I did was to see how the ground observations agreed, as they are the only 
narrow band of observations which are available. 

The OAO extinction curve for this star is a feature which I first found seven years ago in 
the ultraviolet, and which has since been confirmed. I plotted it this way to compare this 
feature. I t  looks like the polarization goes to zero. This is subject to a number of inter- 
pretations, but for a pure absorber you wouldn’t get any polarization in two different 
directions. 

Curves of this kind appear in the Mic-scattering for materials as a result of interference be- 
tween the diffracted ray and the transmitted ray of a grain, but all the particles must be of 
the same size for this to occur. 

If the grains come in crystals, why that might be possible, or at this point, it is pure specu- 
lation as to  what I actually have here. I hope by next year I can give you a rather defini- 
tive answer. 

MEMBER OF THE A UDIENCE: 

What was the magnitude of your instrumental polarization, and how did you compensate 
for it? 
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Figure 2. Calibration of spectrophotometer shown in Figure 1."

MR. STECHER:

Well, in the longer wavelengths I was able to have something like 90 percent polarization

in one axis with the filters that I was using, an organic film on quartz. At the shorter wave-

lengths, I was only able to Obtain 50 percent polarization of the instrument. In order to

get some transmission, I used a stack of lithium floride plates with a Brewster angle.

Now, to calibrate it you pick up the rocket payload, put it in a tank of parallel light, and

so measure it at right angles to each other. It is a rotating telescope, which is also the best

way to measure it on the ground.

DR. ROMAN:

Here are two curves, one with the oscillating pattern, the other with a straight line, which

have very different accuracies as part of your observations; so different that I would think

you might be able to predict which was more likely. Which is?

MR. STECHER:

The real point here is that nobody has done this on the ground, and it can be measured on

the ground. I have several people who are going to do this, but the people on the ground

measuring polarization got interested in mapping the magnetic fields of the galaxy, and

used broadband photometry in order to get good signals.
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DR. ROMAN:
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Freehand curve of data shown in Figure 2.'

That doesn't answer my question. What accuracy did you predict from your photon sta-

tistics, and the accuracy with which you could make the measurements in the laboratory,

and so forth; and what scatter do you expect?

MR. STECHER:

The individual point, uncertain by about a percent, maximum. The straight line set would

certainly be acceptable and I always try to push for a little bit more.
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100-MICRON OBSERVATIONS OF GALACTIC AND EXTRAGALACTIC

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE OBJECTS

William F. Hoffmann

This paper concerns far-infrared observations of the interstellar medium. Last winter, the

Goddard far infrared balloon-borne telescope was flown twice from Paran_, Argentina.

With a 30-centimeter (12-in) telescope operating at a wavelength of 100 microns, approxi-

mately forty new sources were observed in the galactic plane and in the Large Magellanic

Cloud. Patterns and some degree of understanding are beginning to emerge from the

observations of objects in the far infrared.

Figure 1 shows a contour map at 1400 megacycles in the radio region of the spectrum.

Superimposed on it are circles at _he positions of the 15 brightest sources observed from the

Southern Hemisphere. Sources were found at the edge of the Coal Sack Nebula, the Eta

Carina Region, and the Vela Region.
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Figure 1. Contour map at 1400 megacycles in the radio region of the spectrum. Super-

imposed on it are circles at the positions of the 15 brightest sources observed from the

Southern Hemisphere.
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Theremarkablething aboutthis figureis the coincidencebetweenthepeaksin the radio
mapand the circleswehaveshown,evenof thedetailedstructureof multiplesources.
Thecoincidenceis remarkablebecauseit is not possiblefor thesamemechanismto be
producingboth the radioandthe infraredemission.The radioemissionis producedby
free-freetransitionsfrom ionizedhydrogenat a temperatureof 10,000degreesor so.
An extrapolationof that free-freeemissionto the infraredregionfalls threeordersof
magnitudetoo faint to explainthe infraredobservations.On the otherhand,the infra-
red,it appears,canbeexplainedasthermalemissionfrom interstellardust,at low tem-
peraturesof about50 degreeskelvin. An extrapolationof the thermaldustemissioninto
the radioregioncannotaccountfor the radio intensityandspectrum. Not only is it not
obviousthat theradiocontinuumandinfraredflux shouldgotogether,but on thecon-
trary, it is surprisingthat they should. In fact,a priori, onedoesnot expectdust to
thrive in the destructiveenvironmentof a hot plasma.Morestrikingly, theseregions
whereweobserveinfraredradiationarealsoregionswheremoleculesarefound in some
abundance.

'We concludefrom the coincidenceof infraredandradiocontinuumradiationthat the
dustmustbemadefrom arefractorymaterial;that the dustandgasdensitiesappearto
go together;andthat the dust is heatedmainlyby young,hot, stars.

Onemethodfor understandingtheseconclusionsis to look at the datamorequantita-
tively. In Figure2, weplot theradiocontinuumflux versusthe 100microninfrared
flux. Thereclearlyis a trendprovidinga quantitativerelationship.Thesolidcirclesare
from theSouthernHemisphereflight, the opencirclesfrom previousNorthernHemisphere
flights. Thebrighterobjectsin theradiofrequencyarebrighterin the infrared. Thescatter
relativeto alinearfit is aboutafactorof four. Thelowerlinerepresentsthe fit with the
radioflux 1[1000th of the infrared; the upper, 1/250th of the infrared.

In order to further understand what this apparent relationship means, one has now to study

a few of these objects in detail to decide what aspect of them provides the mechanism to

insure that the dust and the ionized gas survive together, or must be together.

Another method for getting at the question of why these things go together is to examine

the phenomena in other galaxies. The nearest galaxy is the Large Magellanic Cloud at 50

kiloparsecs distance. Figure 3 shows some of the characteristics of the galactic center

and the Large Magellanic Cloud. The left-hand column gives the appearance the center of

the Milky Way Galaxy would have at a distance of 50 kiloparsecs. The radio flux at 1410

imegahertz is forty flux units, the radio size is about two arc minutes, and the mass derived

from the radio data is about 2.5 X 10s solar masses.

Correspondingly, radio flux from the 30 Doradus region, which is the most intense radio

region of the Large Magellanic Cloud, is again about 40 flux units, the size is about four

arc minutes, and the mass derived from the radio data is about _3 X 10 s solar masses.

Radio astronomers find this fairly compelling evidence for the conclusion that the 30
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Figure 3. Comparative characteristics of the galactic center
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Doradus region of the Large Magellanic Cloud has many similarities to the Milky Way

Galaxy and is most likely the nucleus of the Large Magellanic Cloud. In the same way, we

can extrapolate the infrared flux from our own galactic center to the distance of 30

Doradus. This turns out to be 6 × 104 flux units, an easily detectable intensity.

We surveyed the Large Magellanic Cloud and appeared to find a faint source at the position

of 30 Doradus with a flux of 10 4 flUX units. From this, we conclude that in the far infra-

red, the center of the Large Magellanic Cloud is similar to, but fainter than, the center of

our own galaxy. Recalling Figure 2, the upper linear relationship for a collection of galac-

tic infrared sources had a ratio of about 250, the same ratio that is exhibited for the 30

Doradus region for the Large Magellanic Cloud.

So it appears that while the infrared is weaker relative to the galactic center, it does fit

fairly well the general picture of galactic H-II regions. It also provides evidence for the

abundance of dust in the 30 Doradus region similar to the abundance of dust relative to

gas in the H-II regions in the Milky Way Galaxy.

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE:

Is there any explanation for the linear relationship between the flux density in the infrared

and the flux density in the radio?

DR. HOFFMANN:

A number of people have done calculations, but there is no complete model. The basic

argument is that the radio flux gives a measure of both the gas density and the ionizing

radiation. These are the same two factors which control the infrared emission, if you

assume the dust density goes with gas density, and the main heating mechanism is the

ultraviolet radiation from the ionizing star.
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SECTIONIII

PLANETARY, LUNAR, AND COMETARY STUDIES



OVERVIEW

Norman F. Ness

For some time, one of the main themes of NASA's scientific program has been to solve the

problem of the origin of the solar system, and in a sense, that's what this series of talks will

address, although not directly.

There has been a lot of activity, satellite-wise, in the area of lunar and planetary studies.

In the first figure, I'd just like to review briefly for you those satellite missions which have

been conducted during the past year, about which you'll be hearing some results. On the

top left you see the two Apollo launches which have taken place in the last year, Apollo- 15

and -16, plus the subsatellite. We're going to be hearing about results not only from Apollo

-15, but from earlier Apollo missions, in a talk on the chemistry of the lunar material.

There was a time, before Apollo, when it was thought that all we had to do was to get to

the moon and obtain a sample of the moon, and that would be, essentially, a Rosetta

Stone of solar system physics. It would be a replication of the entire history of forma-

tion of the solar system without the contaminating effects associated with such geological

features as erosion by wind and water and other chemical processes related to the presence
of a large amount of water.

Well, of course, as most of you know, this has certainly not been the case. We sometimes

seem to see our goals reduced to very simplistic objectives, and the return of one or two

or any small number of samples from the moon has in fact shown the moon to be highly

differentiated at some time in its history, probably very, very long ago.

APOLLO 15

APOLLO 16

(+ Subsatellite)

26 July - 7 August 1971

16 - 27 April 1972

(24 April - 30 May)

Mariner 9 30 May 1971 - 13 November 1971

LUNA 18

LUNA 20

2 September 1972 MARS 2

14 - 25 February 1972 MARS 3

VENERA 8

Figure 1.

19 May 1971 - December 1971

28 May 1971 - December 1971

27 March 1972 - 22 July 1972

Recent lunar- and planetary-oriented satellite missions.
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Theprocesseswhichledto that differentiationandtheprocesseswhichaffect themoon's
presentstructureareof importance.Satellitesandthemannedmissionswhichreturn infor-
mationfrom themoonarecontributingbits of datathat helpanswertheseimportant
questions.

In thecaseof the Sovietactivities,they,of course,havegoneat theproblemalittle bit
differently: They'vesentunmannedvehiclesin relativelylargenumberto themoonand
havesuccessfullyreturnedlunarsamplesfrom themoonwith theseunmanneddevices.
Within laboratorieshereatGoddard,samplesof suchmaterialhavebeenanalyzedalong
with materialreturnedfrom theApolloprogramitself.

Well,themoonhasbeenveryexciting.There'vebeenlotsof interestingresultsfrom a
geologicalviewpoint. Let meturn nowto theplanets.

Mariner-9,althoughit waslaunchedin Mayof '71, wasnot injectedinto Marsorbit until
November13,1971. It hasreturnedremarkablephotographs,not only of theplanetary
surface,butalsoof Mars'satellites,PhobosandDeimos_Serendipitycertainlyheld:
A duststormarose,andwasinitially thoughtto beaveryadversecondition,but in fact it
turnedoutto beanextremelyfortuitous transientevent. Combinedwith theunexpectedly
longlifetimeof theMarinerspacecraft,thestormprovidedvaluable,unanticipateddata
whichhaveaidedusin studyinghowthewindsacton thesurfaceof Mars,andhow mater-
ial is transported.

We'llalsobehearingtodayin muchmoredetailaboutoneof theverysignificantexperi-
mentsonMariner-9from Dr. Hanbl,principalinvestigatorfor theIRISexperiment.This
complexdevicereturnsinformationin aclassical,remote-sensingcontextin whichthe
emissionat variouslevelsin theatmosphereandfrom theplanetarysurfacegiveaninte-
gratedresultwhichmustbedeconvolved,or separated.Attemptsmustbemadeto uniquely
identify thesourcesof thevariousemissionswith respectto temperaturesof thesurface,
compositionof theatmosphere,andof coursethesurfacematerialitself.

In thecaseof theothernationsengagedin Martianspacecraftactivities,theU.S.S.R.
Mars-2and-3spacecraftlaunchedin thesamelaunchwindowachievedorbit slightlyafter
theMariner-9spacecraftin December1971,andreturnedveryinterestingscientificdata.
I will bereturningto that topicshortly.

TheRussianshavealsodevelopedacontinuing,vigorousprogramof Venusprobes.The
latestprobelandedon thedayside,andreportedtemperaturesandchemicalcompositions
which,whenfoldedtogetherwith resultsobtainedpreviously,yieldasomewhatdifferent
resultthananticipated.Theuniformity of temperature,thesameonboth thedayside
andthenightside,isalittle bit surprising.

Astimehasgoneon,andasourstudiesof thesolarsystemhaveproceeded,wehavebe-
comeawareof therelativeimportanceof matterthat isnot in acondensed,solidstate.
In fact, fora longtime,it's beenknownthat the majorityof thesolarsystemismadeup
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of ionized material particles stripped of outer shell electrons. So we're concerned mainly

with a fourth state of matter, and here at Goddard we've actively carried out a great many

in situ measurements of magnetic fields, plasmas, and energetic particles in the earth's

environment, and in the sun's environment in heliocentric space.

In the case of a comet, which is of course a primitive space probe-it samples from the

outer limits of the solar system to within a very short distance of the sun-there are

those who believe that comets represent the most primitive state of material in the solar

system that is presently available to us. So there is interest in the possibility of examining

the chemical and physical characteristics of comets in interplanetary space.

In the talks today, you'll hear about chemical equilibria in interstellar space, as well as

about chemical composition of cometary atmospheres. You'll also hear a very interesting

talk discussing the possibility that we already have samples of cometary composition,

obtained from rocket observations in the earth's atmosphere. It's undoubtedly certain that

some of the dust particles and other nonvolatile components which survive entry into the

earth's atmosphere must represent a cometary origin.

In the line of meteoritic research there is a fair consensus that condritic meteorites them-

selves probably represent burned-out comets, burned out by repeated passages past the

sun, in the course of which all the volatiles have been evaporated, so that only very light-

weight, fragile material remains.

It's a very comprehensive area, and I don't intend to review all of the various theories of

solar system origin. But I'd like to take this opportunity to add a very short talk on the

Mars-2 and -3 probes, based upon some recent results sent to me by the Russians, which

I think are sufficiently important to merit our consideration.

The manuscript arrived in Russian, and I will subsequently make available a translated

version. The essence of the results is that the Russians believe that they have detected a

planetary magnetic field on Mars, and they think they've detected it well enough that

they're submitting the manuscript for publication in an American journal, The Journal of

Geophysical Research.

You'll recall that some years ago we were engaged in a controversy with the Soviets on the

investigation of the magnetic field of the Moon-their Luna- 10 results had been interpreted

in terms of an intrinsic lunar magnetic field. This was subsequently shown to be false by

Lunar Explorer-35. And although the Moon does appear to have very weak magnetic

signatures associated with surface and subsurface variations in chemical composition, by

no means does it have a very large-scale magnetic field as we are speaking of in terms of the

planet Mars.

Figure 2 shows data obtained from Mars-3, which shows three components of the magnetic

field. Unfortunately I've had to clip the scale which shows the values. The quantization

step size for the three components X, Y, and Z, is one gammai the maximum amplitude
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Figure 2. Mars' magnetic field data from the U.S.S.R. Marsprobe, Mars-3.

here is about 27 gammas. Along the bottom are plotted the typical parameters describing

coordinates of the spacecraft as aereocentric coordinates.

Points 1, 2, 3, and 4 are characteristic boundaries between regions of space which we're

familiar with through the interaction of the solar wind with the Earth. Point 1 corresponds

to a bow shock wave. Between Points 1 and 2 is the transition region. At Point 2, the

abrupt change in the direction and large increase in magnitude in the three components,

corresponds to magnetopause traversal. Point 3 is magnetopause exit, and Point 4 is shock

exit back into interplanetary space. The results, placed in a coordinate system amenable

to physical viewing, are shown in Figure 3. The Sun is to the left in this plot; the night

side of the planet Mars is shown here. The units are planetary radii. The solid lines shown

here with the attached points 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to trajectory plots, projected in a

plane which is kept fixed with the Mars-Sun line; but the plane then rotates with the space-

craft as the spacecraft goes around the planet, a typical format in these types of investiga-

tions. There are additional trajectory plots which are shown here; the data was taken

mainly in January and February 1972. When I was at COSPAR in May, I asked the Russians

why they hadn't reported any results, and they told me that they weren't certain that they

could believe the results they'd obtained in January. They were at that time undergoing

an evaluation of more recently obtained data, which was from April 6 and April 18.

Periapsis, which was originally 1100 kilometers from the surface of the planet, had by then

moved up to some 2350 kilometers. Well, the Russians have very convincing evidence for a

planetary magnetic field, and based upon my experience in the field, I don't think
they're really that far wrong.
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Figure 3. Trajectories of Mars 2-3 with superposed magnetopause (dashed) and shock wave positions

(dot-dashed) for Mach numbers 3.8 and 7.
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The result is tantalizing for the following reasons: It means that Mars, which is one of the

terrestrial planets, and which rotates at approximately the same rate as the Earth, today

has a dynamo which is weak, providing a surface field at the equator of some 67 gamma,

or a magnetic moment of Mars which is 2.4 x 1022 Gauss. cm 3 whereas the Earth is

8x 1025Gauss'cm 3.

It means the solar wind does not impact the planetary atmosphere. It means it is not the

ionosphere of the planet which stands off the solar wind, but in fact, it is the planetary

magnetic field. The chemical composition and the evolution of the atmosphere may then

be independent of solar wind input, quite unlike the situation in the case of the Moon. In

that case, the atmosphere is completely dominated by the solar influx, and we believe the

same situation is also true in the case of Venus.

Well, how do these results fit in with the only U. S. results that we have to date, and the

only U. S. results we can expect to be available for the next ten years? There was a

signature in the data and the interpretation of the position of the shock wave was then

extrapolated to an ionopause down at the subsolar point of Mars. The Russians have

shown that the measurements were not wrong for Mariner-5, but that the interpretation

was wrong. It isn't the ionopause, but a legitimate magnetopause, and an intrinsic

planetary magnetic field of Mars itself. Well, that's the kind of surprise we're in for in

lunar-planetary-cometary studies. In keeping with our attempt to provide an evolutionary

program for our continuing study of the origin of the solar system, the last speaker will

address himself to the question of an evolutionary program in cometary missions.
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MARS: ITS ATMOSPHERE AND SURFACE

Rudolph A. Hanel

About a year ago Mariner-9 arrived at Mars. At that time, we expected to find a planet

almost like the moon, extrapolating from the Mariner-4 and -5 data, but much to our

surprise, we found quite a different planet, one which is still in a state of evolution.

The last data from Mariner-9 showed an almost clear atmosphere. We have also recently

obtained spectra of ice clouds. But I think I'm getting ahead of my story.

To introduce this subject, we plotted in Figure 1 the spectral radiance as a function of

wave number from 200 to 100,000 wave numbers, or from one-tenth of a micron to 50

microns. The solid curve represents the spectral distribution of solar energy available at

the distance of Mars. Most of that energy is being absorbed by the planet and its

atmosphere. Part of it is reflected, and that portion of the solar energy provides the

signal for the television and ultraviolet spectrometer which, along with the infrared

interferometer spectrometer (IRIS), is part of the instrumentation aboard the Mariner-9

spacecraft. The absorbed energy is used to heat up the planet. The planet is, we think,

in equilibrium with solar radiation, and this energy eventually is being re-emitted in the

infrared as thermal emission. You see in the illustration a typical spectrum of that

emission, with water vapor, carbon dioxide, and silicon oxide features. The spectral
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Figure 1. Spectral experiments on Mars Orbiter and typical energy distribution of
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rangeof theinfraredinterferometerspectrometerwaschosento covertherangefrom
200to 2000wavenumbers,soit coversthemajorpartof thermalemission.

TheinfraredradiometeronMariner-9hadtwo channelsin thesespectralintervals.But
whilethosechannelsgaveessentiallysingledatapoints,theIRISspectrumisbrokenup
into approximately750individualspectralintervals.

Whatarewemeasuringin theemissionspectrum?Wemeasurethespecificintensityasa
functionof wavenumber,andthisexpressionis theassemblyof manyindividual
parameterswhichallenterinto thesolutionof theequationof radiativetransfer(Figure2).
Wehavethetaskof recoveringtheindividualparametersout of eachspectrum.

Theproblemhasbeencomparedto unscramblingscrambledeggsandreassemblingthe
eggs,andthat'sessentiallytheproblemof remotesensingundersuchcircumstances.

It isclearthat onehasto measurethespectrawith thenecessaryprecisionto beableto
recovertheindividualparameters.Wedisplayagaintheradianceasafunctionof wave
number,but thistimeonalinearscale.Thetop spectrumhasbeentakenoverthenorth
polarareawhichwasthewinterpoleonMarsat that time.

Themajorityof theradiancesfollow verycloselytheradiancefrom ablackbodyof
about 145degreeskelvin,whichindicatesto us that we are looking at a frozen CO 2

surface, since 145K is the equilibrium temperature for CO 2 frost, at a pressure appropriate

for Mars. In this spectral interval, where the emission comes from CO 2 gas, we see higher

brightness temperatures - the equivalent blackbody temperatures are given here by the

dashed curves - and they indicate a warmer atmosphere above that level.

The south polar region has a very different appearance. First of all, we see somewhat

higher radiances, then we see deviations from the blackbody curve. These are due to the

I°ees #'r( v, IogP)

Ilv) = • s Iv ) BIv, Ts) "/'s (vl-fe[ , TII0gP)] # 10#
IogPt

d IogP

%Iv) SURFACECOMPOSITION

TS SURFACETEMPERATURE

T(P) VERTICALTEMPERATUREPROFILE

PS SURFACEPRESSURE

ATMOSPHERICCONSTITUENTS

T(PI VERTICALDISTRIBUTIONOFCONSTITUENTS

Figure 2. The equation of radiative transfer.
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fact that the emission within the field of view of the instrument comes not only from a

single surface, but from frozen CO2, and another, warmer part. The warmer areas are the

outcrops of the cap, which are dark and have a high equilibrium temperature. You also

see water vapor lines in emission, which you will see later on in more detail.

The appearance of the CO 2 band here is much more complex; the most absorbing part,

the center of the band, gets cold again, which indicates a temperature inversion in the

atmosphere. We also see the emission of atmospheric dust, which we'll discuss later.

One can also display the spectra in terms of the brightness temperature, as shown in

Figure 3. In Figure 4 we have the same mid-latitude and south pole spectrum displayed

in terms of brightness temperature. The water vapor rotational lines show up in absorption

here and emission there, which is consistent with a colder atmosphere overlaying a warmer

surface at mid-latitudes, and just the opposite in the case of the south pole region.

Most of those features are due to CO2, and some are not fully identified yet. We have

here the Q branch of C 12016 ; and here C ] 20 ] 6018 So we see several signatures due to

isotopic components. Preliminary inspection shows that the isotopic ratios are not greatly
different from those found on earth.

The most important things I want to show you in Figure 3 are the large smooth bump here

and the corresponding absorption feature here, which are due to silicate dust in the

atmosphere. From the position of the maximum and minimum as well as from the
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position of the most transparent part, one can derive, just by comparison with laboratory

data, the silicon oxide content of that material, which appears to be relatively acidic -

rich in silicon oxide. The preliminary analysis shows a silicon oxide content of about

60 percent. This is an indication of a relatively high degree of geochemical differentiation

of the planet. This high degree of differentiation was already found in the early part of

the mission. Later on, as the dust cleared and television pictures became available, this

conclusion was quite consistent with the appearance of large volcanic features, such as

the one seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5 is a picture of South Spot, which has been detected by the Mariner-9 television

team. It's a caldera, a huge volcanic feature, which has a dimension of approximately

125 kilometers in diameter. It's much larger than calderas on earth, such as in the

Hawaiian Islands.

We were able to get one spectrum right into the caldera, and from that spectrum it was

determined that the CO 2 pressure was approximately 1.7 millibars. From that, one can

determine the relative height to an arbitrary reference level. We have taken the triple

point of water vapor, 6.1 millibars, as the reference level, and calculated the height of
this caldera at about 14 kilometers.

From the surface pressure one can derive the topography, and Figure 6 is a map of the

Tharsis region, in which lies the South Spot (the circular area in the center; the

figure "14" indicates the height of the mountain). The base of the mountain is

at an elevation of approximately 8 kilometers. The volcano has a height of 6 kilometers.

Those are huge mountains; but the diameter of the structure is a couple hundred
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Figure 5. Mariner-9 photo of South Spot. 
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Figure 6 .  Topography of the Tharsis region of Mars. South Spot is 
centered at IO'S, 120"W. (Above 6.1-mb pressure surface.) 
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kilometers, so the mean slope is only about three degrees. This is quite consistent with a

very fluid lava with a relatively high silicon oxide content.

Here is Middle Spot and North Spot is here. These are the three major volcanoes, and

Nix Olympica, the tallest of them, is just off here. We are presently preparing a global

topography map of Mars.

Another parameter one may derive from the CO 2 spectrum is the temperature profile

(Figure 7). We see here the temperatures in degrees kelvin, displayed as a function of

pressure, or better, the log of pressure, which is approximately proportional to height

in a linear scale. Typical profiles taken from the early revolutions show a much flatter

characteristic than later profiles. Later on, the atmospheric lapse rate increased. The

surface temperatures on the other hand, were lower first, then higher. The dashed curve

indicates some uncertainty due to the large amount of dust in the atmosphere in the

beginning. One can take temperature data at a certain level, for example, at 2 millibars,

and plot planet-wide maps which are shown in Figure 8.

On this map isotherms are plotted in latitude versus local time. The goal here was to

study the diurnal behavior of the atmosphere. Much to our surprise, we found the

maximum temperatures on the early revolutions of Mariner-9. This was at the time when

the atmosphere was heavily dust-laden. We found the maximum temperatures towards

evening and at relatively low latitudes, around 60 ° south.

At that time, the south pole region of Mars was tilted towards the sun and the maximum

integral value of solar heating is at about 60 ° . The late maximum is consistent

with an atmosphere of large thermal inertia which responds to the total integral of the
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solar radiation, rather than to the instantaneous value. Later on in the mission, after

partial clearing, this maximum moved from late afternoon and 60 ° south towards the

subsolar point, as one might expect with a clear atmosphere.

In contrast to the atmosphere, the surface temperatur.es, which were derived from spectral

intervals where the atmosphere is more transparent, did not change between the early

part of the mission and later (Figure 9). During the so-called dusty part, the maximum

surface temperature was always very close to the subsolar point.

From the behavior of the surface temperature with respect to local time, one may derive

the thermal inertia of the soil, which is consistent with a very loose powder.

From the temperature profile, one can go to the equations of conservation of momentum,

mass, and energy, and derive a wind field. Figure 10 shows the winds near the surface. In

general, you see a windspeed on the order of about l0 to 20 meters per second. At some

latitudes, the wind direction follows very closely the diurnal cycle. We have displayed

winds in the south polar area. On the south pole itself, the wind is always blowing from

the night into the day side, so if you stand on the south pole and look towards the sun,

the wind is always coming from behind.
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Figure 11 shows quite recent data. We have been able to sum, or average, about 2500

spectra taken over the whole period of the mission. In doing so, one diminishes greatly

the random noise in individual spectra. The measured spectrum has been compared here

to a synthetic spectrum which we have computed using a mean temperature profile and

about ten precipitable microns of water vapor.

The point here is not so much to study the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere, but

to identify all those spectral features which show up in the spectrum, and to search for

unknown constituents. The features marked with vertical bars are all of the CO 2 molecule.

Most of those also show up in the artificial spectrum, like those although some are not yet in
it.
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We also have not included in the artificial spectrum the CO 2 lines that show up at the

upper limit of our spectral range. Most of the other lines visible are due to water vapor,

the so-called 6.3-micron band of water vapor. Several features are apparently not water

vapor, but features which have so far escaped identification. We have seen this average

spectrum only for about a week now.

In summary, I should say that we found Mars quite interesting; the atmosphere has been

much more dynamic than we expected it to be. We have also demonstrated that Fourier

spectroscopy, and particularly infrared emission spectroscopy, is a very useful tool

in studying Mars.
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DR. R OMAN."

What were those sort of large waves in the last spectrum you showed? Your synthetic

spectrum was pretty level.

DR. HANEL:

The larger features are due to the silica dust.

MEMBER OF THE AUDIENCE:

Can you give me any information about the height of the silica dust in the atmosphere?

DR. HANEL:

I think most of the dust is in the first scale height.

DR. DUBIN:

Typical winds are under 50 meters per second. That seems to be much lower than the

amounts required to lift the dust up, is that correct?

DR. HANEL:

This is quite right. The wind speeds we see seem to be somewhat higher than the average

winds in the earth atmosphere, but at that time, they could not lift dust on a large

scale. We think that at the beginning of the storm there was a large temperature gradient

between atmosphere and surface, which led to an instability of the atmosphere. This

turned over the dust, and then it worked like a hurricane on earth, except the heat comes

not from the latent treat of water, but from solar absorption by the dust.

In time, the dust storm spreads, but by the time it engulfs the whole planet, the upper

atmosphere has already warmed. We have a very stable situation then. The winds are much

below the level where you would expect them to carry dust up on a large scale. By the

time Mariner-9 arrived, I think the dust storm was over.
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RETURNED LUNAR SAMPLE ANALYSIS 

John A. Philpotts 

For the past three years, a group of us at  Goddard has been studying returned lunar 
samples with particular emphasis upon certain trace elements, including the rare earths. 
The immediate goal of this research is to work out the origin of the various lunar rocks. 

I’m going to try to bring you up to date on this aspect of lunar science. At present, three 
families of lunar rock are recognized, and two basic models have been put forward to ex- 
plain the relationships between these three families. The early missions, Apollo-1 1, 
A p o l b l 2 ,  and Luna-16 visited mare areas (Figure l), and the local rock is mare basalt. 
Basalt is a type of cooled lava. However, it became apparent from studies of the soils 
at these mare sites that at  least two other types of rock existed elsewhere on the moon. 

Figure 1. Lunar mission landing sites. 
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Samplesreturnedfrom theFraMauroHillson theverynextmission,Apollo-14,consisted
predominantlyof oneof theseotherrock types. ThishasbecomeknownasKREEPbasalt-
K potassium;REE,rareearthelements;P,phosphorous.In additionto beinghighin these
traceelements,KREEPisalsohighin aluminum,whereasthemarebasaltsarehighin iron.

Thethirdtypeof material,anorthosite,wasfirst returnedfrom theApennineMountains
onApollo-15.Anorthositeisa rock consisting mostly of the mineral plagioclase. Anor-

thosite is presumably formed by accumulation of plagioclase, crystallizing from a silicate

liquid.

Those are the three types of materials: the iron-rich basalts that fill the mare basins,

KREEP basalt, and anorthosite. Our studies of soils from all these various sites, excluding

Apollo-17, show that the KREEP component increases in a westward direction. The Fra

Mauro Hills are largely KREEP, and the orbital gamma-ray experiment shows that KREEP-

like material is highest in concentration in Mare Imbrium and in regions within Oceanus

Procellarum.

The soil studies also show that the anorthosite component increases towards the highlands,

and highlands material returned from Apollo-15, Apollo-16, and Luna-20 are rich in

anorthosite. This is in agreement with the very informative data returned by the orbital

x-ray experiment.

It's not possible, by any simple mechanism, to relate the KREEP basalt and the mare basalt.

It appears that these basalts result from fusion of two quite different source materials.

For this reason, a number of investigators, perhaps most notably Gast in Houston and Ring-

wood in Canberra, have proposed an initially layered moon model, also called a hetero-

geneous accretion model.

They assume that there was once an outer shell on the moon of more refractory, aluminous

material; that the KREEP basalt results from fusion in the outer shell; and that the younger

mare basalts come from deeper within the moon, from fusion of less refractory material.

This heterogeneous accretion model, however, is not without its problems, and one of these

relates to the europium anomalies which are found in essentially all lunar materials. Figure

2 shows what a europium anomaly is. The various trace elements that we analyzed are

lithium, potassium, rubidium, strontium, barium, the rare earth elements, and zirconium

and hafnium. Europium is in the middle of the rare earths. This is merely an abundance

diagram, but the abundances of each one of these elements is normalized to its concentra-

tion in chondritic meteorites, merely to produce a more regular plot.

In Figure 2, 12013 Dark and the 14 soils are representative of KREEP basalts; 15555 is a

mare basalt; and 15415 is an anorthosite analyzed by Gast. Now, all mare basalts returned

to date have shown a depletion in europium. This is a negative europium anomaly, and the

best place to put this missing europium is in the highland anorthosites, which obviously
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Figure 2. Chondrite-normalized trace-element
abundances in selected lunar materials.

have very large positive europium anomaly. In the heterogeneous accretion model, how-

ever, there would be no connection between the old highland anorthosites and the younger

mare basalts coming from the interior of the moon.

A stronger argument against the heterogeneous accretion model is that many ratios of

volatile to involatile elements are quite constant in all lunar materials. This is shown for

the potassium-barium pair in Figure 3. All the samples that we have looked at here at

Goddard are plotted, and you can see that the ratio of potassium to barium is quite con-

stant within a factor of two. This may be compared with a range for potassium/barium

for natural solar system materials of over three orders of magnitude.

Potassium is a volatile element; barium is relatively refractory. So the constancy in this

ratio might not be expected if heterogeneous accretion had taken place, at least, simple

temperature-dependent heterogeneous accretion. So we have proposed another model,

starting with a homogeneous moon, rendered heterogeneous by igneous processes; that
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is, by processes of melting and crystallization. In this model, the mare basalts would re-

sult from fusion of iron-rich source material that was produced by accumulation of iron-

rich crystals during a previous igneous event. The anorthosites would be formed by

cumulation of plagioclase crystals during this previous igneous event.

So, that's the picture as it stands at present. Essentially three types of rock: the iron-rich

basalts filling the mare basins; the KREEP basalts in Mare Imbrium and Oceanus Procel-

larum; the anorthositic suite of the highlands; and the two models, the heterogeneous

accretion model and the igneous differentiation model.

I think we have enough material in hand at present to work out the origin of these various

rocks, and from that, the evolution of the moon and its relation to other solar system

materials. The next few years are going to produce the major payoffs in lunar science.
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APOLLOORBITAL GEOCHEMISTRY: X-RAYS

Isidore Adler

John Philpotts has established the need for the orbital experiments which I'll describe here.

He has pointed out that there's strong evidence for feldspar lost in the mare basalts, quite

likely to the lunar highlands. And he's also pointed out the significance of the three major

rock types found in the various Apollo missions in understanding the evolution of the
moon.

I think it's fairly obvious that the information we have about these rocks comes from very

carefully selected areas-the particular areas at which the various landings took place (see

Philpotts, Figure 1 above). So I think it is reasonably evident that a knowledge of the

large-scale distribution of these various rock types is very important in understanding the
moon's evolution.

The experiments which I will describe here have actually enabled us to learn a great deal

about the global distribution of these rocks and about the nature of the lunar crust. Let me

briefly describe the experiments which flew on Apollo-15 and -16 as part of the lunar or-

bital science program, and then I'll show you some of the results.

In Figure 1 we see the science instrument module and the experiments which are the sub-

ject of this talk. At the base of the module is an X-ray fluorescence device, and in the

same envelope is a series of detectors for looking at alpha particles, presumably from

processes involving radon and thoron diffusion. The gamma-ray experiment is located on

a retractible boom, also found at the base of the spacecraft.

I'll discuss the X-ray experiment, and then Jack Trombka will tell you about the gamma-

ray experiment. The X-ray experiment was based on the simple fact that the sun bathes

the moon in very large fluxes of soft X-rays, capable of producing characteristic X-rays

from the lunar surface of some of the elements in the lunar surface. The nature of the

solar flux is such, however, that it can only produce characteristic radiation from a few

elements, including magnesium, aluminum, and silicon. Fortunately, in respect to this

study, nature's been kind, because these are important signature elements for the types of

rocks that Dr. Philpotts has mentioned.

The experiments functioned very well on both missions. In the X-ray case, we obtained

over 100 hours of data during the Apollo-15 mission, and at present we have about 60

hours of useful data from Apollo-16.

Figure 2 points out the sort of aerial coverage of the X-ray experiment. Keep in mind here

that we only looked at those areas which were illuminated by the sun. Aluminum-silicon

ratios and magnesium-silicon ratios are plotted here. I want to point out that we covered
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Figure 2. A1/Si and Mg/Si concentration ratios along the Apollo-15 and -16

groundtracks. The upper values are A1/Si and the lower values are MgJSi.

an area ranging from the backside of the moon, the eastern highlands, clear over into the

Mare Imbrium Basin. We had a substantial area of overlap between 15 and 16 and got very

good agreement between them; in fact, agreement on the order of about 10 percent.

Figure 3 shows the results from Apollo-15-we have similar results from Apollo-16. We've

actually been able to identify a number of features on the moon, and have also identified
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Figure 3. AI/Si intensity concentration ratios versus longitude.

the aluminum-silicon intensity ratios and magnesium-silicon intensity ratios for these various

features. What we've plotted here for reference purposes are a series of analyzed materials-

materials which were either brought back by the Apollo missions, or were analyzed by the

Turkevich-backscatter experiments, or were analyzed by the Soviets.

We observed that the highlands, particularly the Eastern Limb highlands, are very rich in

aluminum, which is what one would have predicted if in fact anorthosites come from the

highland areas. We also find, looking at the aluminum-silicon intensity ratios, that when

going from east to west they drop very markedly as one approaches the eastern mare areas;

in fact, there's an enormous difference, like a factor of two.

There are some other very interesting things to be observed: As one flies over relatively

smaller features and looks at the aluminum-silicon ratios, one sees very distinct contrasts

between the small mare basins and the surrounding highlands. This has considerable

significance with respect to the horizontal transport of materials. For example, I might

mention that one of the points of view expressed about horizontal transport is that it is

due to electrostatic charging. In fact it has been pointed out that the mares are filled by

material which has drifted down from the highlands. If one keeps in mind that this X-ray

experiment is entirely a surficial one-it doesn't see down below a fraction of a millimeter-

then it is obvious that this puts a distinct limit on horizontal transport of this sort.

If this were a very active mechanism then we would see no contrast between the mare

and the highlands. I think a very spectacular example of this is the crater Tsiolkovsky,
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whichisarelativelysmallfeature. It's oneof thefewcraterson thebacksidethat actually
showsadarkflU,andwe'reableto saynow that thefill isbasalt,like theothermareba-
salts.Theobservationthatit's asmallfeatureandyet weseesuchexcellentcontrastsdoes
in factput thisdistinctlimit onhorizontaltransport.

An on-goingdebatehasbeenwhetherthere'ssomerelationshipbetweenthemeasured
opticalalbedovaluesandchemicalcomposition.In fact, it hasbeensuggestedby Dr. Paul
Gastthatwemakeastudyof the correlationbetweenopticalalbedoandthe chemistry
representedby thealuminum-siliconvaluesin Figure4. Wefind that thealuminum-
siliconvaluesandtheopticalalbedovaluesfollow eachotherverynicely for themostpart,
exceptthat onoccasiononeseesananomaly.
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Figure 4. AI/Si intensity values versus optical albedo for an
Apollo-15 groundtrack.

Where the mare basalts are very dark and the optical albedo is low, the aluminum-silicon

intensities are low. In the highlands, which are bright, the aluminum-silicon intensities

are high. Now and then one discovers an anomaly such as we see in Figure 4, which

observation proves to be a Copernican-type crater. It's a small crater which is quite

bright. Thus we do occasionally see a change in albedo which is not accompanied by a

chemical change. I think, therefore, that for the most part the optical albedo is a good

clue to the chemistry, but always with the reservation that there may be terrain-related

phenomena which can give anomalous results.

Perhaps the only othex reservation is that a small feature can give you a large effect in the

optical albedo, on a scale much finer than we can actually see with the X-rays.
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Nevertheless,it seemsto beaverygoodclueto compositionalchanges.

Let meconcludeby tellingyouwhat theX-rayexperimentshavetold us. Wehavenow
essentiallyagloballook at the lunarsurface.Wehaveafair notionof thescaleat which
wecanexpectto seethesevarioustypesof rocks.

TheX-rayexperimentshowsthat themoonis welldifferentiated;it tellsusthat themare
basaltsactuallycoververylargeareas;it tellsushowrepresentativearethelunarsamples
of the largeareafrom whichtheywerecollected;andit showsussomethingaboutthe
limitationsof horizontaltransport,namely,thatthehighlandsareveryrich in feldspar.
They'renot pureanorthositesashadbeenproposed,but theycertainlyarerich in
anorthositictypematerial.Thisexperiment,togetherwith thegammarayexperiment
whichis describedin thenextpresentation,dogoalongwaytowardstying the various
observationsfrom thelunarsamplesinto amorecomprehensivepictureof lunarevolution.
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APOLLOORBITALGEOCHEMISTRY:GAMMARAYS

JacobI. Trombka

Gamma-ray spectra were obtained during Apollo-15 and -16, using an omnidirectional

detector. We had no collimation thus our view extended from horizon to horizon. If one

looks at the resolution in terms of line features, we did have the capability of being able to

resolve features of approximately two and a half degrees in terms of the lunar surface,

roughly 100 to 200 kilometers wide.

The spectrum shown in Figure 1 was obtained on Apollo-16. This was one of the best of

either mission. The spectrometer on Apollo-I 6 was improved from that flown on Apollo-

15; our energy resolution was much improved. The data plotted in Figure 1 is the sum of

seven hours of data and therefore represents an average total lunar orbit spectrum.
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Figure I. Lunar gamma-ray spectrum.
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Therearetwo componentsof theobservedspectrum:Thefirst isacontinuum,whichwe
believecontainsno informationwhichcanbeusedfor geochemicalinterpretationand
whichmustbesubtractedbeforeonecanstartseeingthedetailedstructureof the surface
chemistry.Thesecondcomponentof thespectrumisdueto discreteenergiesrepresenting
interpretablegeochemicalinformation.

Thisbackgroundcurveisourbestestimateof themagnitudeof thiseffect. It isapproxi-
mately85percentof thetotal measuredspectrum.Oncethis is subtracted,thediscrete
linestructurecanbeseen.Again,therearetwo componentsof thediscretelinespectrum:
one,thenaturalradioactivitydueto potassium,thoriumanduranium;andtheother,due
to thecosmic-ray-inducedactivity in the lunarsurface.Becauseof the lackof hydrogen,
themajorcontributionto the inducedspectrumisdueto highenergeticneutroninter-
actionsproducedby (p,n) reactionin the lunarsurface.Weseeveryfewif any,thermal
neutroninteractions,so,themajorinducedinteractionscanbeattributedto neutronin-
elasticscattering.Startingat thehighestenergypositionof Figure1,weseethetriplet
lineof oxygenat about5.1,5.6,and6.1MeV. Wethencometo the2.6fine,whichis
characteristicof uranium,anaturalgamma-rayemitter. Thenext lineyouseehereis
about2.2;wesuspectthis ispartiallydueto hydrogenin thespacecraftratherthanin the
lunarsurface.Therearesomelinesof siliconin thissameregion.

Aswelook at the lowerenergies,wecometo the1.78lineof silicon,which isan (n,n')
reaction.Thenext two majorlinesarethe 1.47MeVlineof potassiumandthe 1.37line
of magnesium.Thereareanumberof linesof uraniumandthoriumin theintermediate
energyregion.Finally wecometo the0.84MeVlineof iron dueto an(n,n') interaction.
Belowthis linethereareagainanumberof linesdueto uraniumandthorium.

Themajorlineat 0.51MeVcanbedueto amyriadof interactions,andsoin termsof our
interpretations,it will beignored.Ratherthanperformingadetailedunfoldingof the
spectrum,wehavestudiedtheintegratedspectrumin theregionfrom0.58MeVto 3 MeV.
In thisregion90percentof theemissionlinesaredueto radioactivity;therestaredueto
theinelasticscatteringreactionmentionedabove;andif oneassumesthat siliconand
oxygenarerelativelyconstant,thevariationin thephotonintensityin thisregionisalmost
directlyproportionalto thevariationin radioactivity.

Figure2 summarizestheresultsobtainedonApollo-15andApollo-16for thedistribution
of radioactivity. Theemptyareasdonot indicateadepletionof radioactivity;but regions
not overflown. Thecross-hatchedareasaretheonlyareaswheredatawereobtained.

Theintensityor closenessof cross-hatchingis proportionalto theactivity. Theradio-
activity isat a low in thehighlandson thebacksideof themoon. Thiscorrespondsto a
half part permillion (ppm)to three-quartersof appmof thoriumin thisregionascom-
paredto about 10ppmin theOceanisProcellarum/MareImbriumareaon thefront sideof
themoon.
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Figure 2. Distribution of lunar radioactivity.

What becomes very obvious is that most of the radioactivity is confined to this Oceanus

Procellarum/Mare Imbrium region. And the very interesting characteristic of this region is

that there is very definite structure within this region. In fact, there are three radio-

activity peaks; one south of Archimedes, the second around Aristarchus, and the third

south of Fra Mauro. Since Apollo did not overfly Fra Mauro, it is hard to see how far this

peak radioactivity extends. The amount of radioactivity tends to decrease in all directions

away from these peaks.

Also in the highlands, surrounding the maria area, one sees a much higher radioactive con-

tent than in any of the other highlands. Thus there seems to be quite a bit of lateral mixing

around the basin area itself.

Further, as you go towards the eastern maria area, there is a decrease of radioactivity in the

Serenitatis basin. One does not see much contrast between the mare area and the highlands

around it. This lack of contrast may be due to lateral mixing from the Imbrium area.

When you look at Mare Smythii, for instance, you see quite a significant contrast between

the mare area and the highland area around it, a maximum corresponding to the basin and

lowering as you go up into the highlands. As we move to the backside of the moon, what we

consider the western highlands area, we find less activity than in the eastern highlands area.

Another very interesting feature occurs around the Van de Graff area: We see another

peak of radioactivity. This is the only spot on the backside where we have seen such an

increase. This peak occurs in the same region where a magnetic anomaly has been observed.
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Again,how doesone describe these distributions? I think one sees two types of radioactive

distribution on the lower surface. The peak areas could be explained by assuming emplace-

ment by an impacting body. I find this a little hard to believe, in terms of the placement

and extent of the radioactivity.

One could also say that these peaks are due to ejecta, and possibly to the release of the

materials from far beneath the lunar surface. One could also consider this as a sort of heter-

ogeneity in the lunar surface itself. The latter explanation, or possibly a combination of the

last two or three explanations, seems to explain the distribution more reasonably.

The second component of the radioactive distribution shows a very interesting correlation

with lunar topography. Let us consider Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Lunar topography.

These lunar topography data were obtained with the Apollo-15 laser altimeter. If you

correlate the radioactivity with this plot, you find a significant anticorrelation. That is, if

you ignore the peak areas described above, radioactivity increases with decreasing height.

Thus the Van de Graff area, a major depression on the backside, corresponds to the maxi-

mum of activity. This correlation appears to hold for the entire lunar surface except

around the peaks in the Imbrium area.
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CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF COSMIC CLOUDS

Bertram D. Donn

In this report I will attempt to relate several recent observational results on the inter-

stellar medium and some associated chemical problems. These phenomena deal with the

early evolutionary stages of star formation. There is evidence suggesting that these facets

of galactic research may be brought much closer, spatially and temporally, by the comets

which Dr. Jackson will talk about in a later presentation.

One of the unexpected and exciting developments in astronomy in the last few years was

the discovery of a complex array of polyatomic molecules in heavily obscured clouds. This

is shown in Figure 1, which has a horizontal scale indicating time and a vertical scale show-

ing the rate of discovery of molecules. It started with diatomic species, then added ammo-

nia and water, and now runs up to molecules like methyl acetylene with seven atoms.

Notice the prevalence of organic molecules in this figure. This is not unexpected in view of

the exceptional ability of carbon to form such a wide variety of molecules.
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Figure 1. Discovery of interstellar molecules.
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One of the characteristics of interstellar chemistry is the fact that it differs in some very

significant ways from the terrestrial chemistry to which we are accustomed. Because of the

comparatively low densities in interstellar clouds, thermodynamic equilibrium is not

generally attained. Therefore, the nature and rates of chemical reactions will tend to be

different in these clouds from similar reactions in the laboratory. The application of ter-

restrial data to interstellar conditions must be done with great care. A second factor that

must be taken into account is the relative time scales for chemical reactions compared to

those for changes in the astronomical system. Again, if conditions change faster than the

reaction proceeds, equilibrium will not be reached.

Figure 2 shows one of the best delineated of the dense, dark clouds - this is the Coal

Sack in the southern hemisphere. It's a very dark cloud, quite isolated against the back-

ground of the Milky Way. I think it represents the type of structure characteristic of

regions where polyatomic molecules are found, such as Sagittarius B2 and the Orion Nebula

source. These regions, however, are so overlaid with both bright and dark material that

their structure cannot be seen.

Recent work by Bok and his students has shown that the Coal Sack is not a uniform cloud;

you can see some indication of this in the figure. There are regions where stars shine

through and some regions that are very dark. Bok proposes a conglomerate of many clouds,

some large and some small. The dimension across the Coal Sack is about 2 million astro-

nomical units (AU). Some of the subclouds that he has found are about 30,000 AU across.

Radio astronomers have found that in one of the regions where Bok observes a dense sub-

cloud there is a localized concentration of formaldehyde. Quite generally, there seems to

be an association of molecular clouds with regions of radio emission and infrared sources.

The two latter regions are localized zones of higher temperatures and densities.

Thus, we come to a scheme in which the clouds where the molecules are found are really

an array of what probably represent collapsing regions, where densities and temperature

are going up. These are precursors to primordial stellar nebulae, where in time, stars will

form, and in some cases, solar systems.

What we want to do is study the nature of the molecular processes of these clouds and to

be able to say something about the chemistry that is going on. What molecules may we ex-

pect and how may they be related to various problems? How are these molecules related

to other classes of astronomical molecules, molecules in the less dense clouds, and mole-

cules present on primitive planets or planetary surfaces and atmospheres? Cometary mole-

cules are particularly interesting. As Dr. Ness pointed out in his introduction, in comets we

are probably seeing the most primitive material of the solar system. Cometary flybys and

more advanced missions will enable us to study them much better. Finally, these complex

organic molecules suggest a transition from chemical to biological evolution and raise the

question of exobiology and the origin of life.
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Figure 2. The Coal Sack. 

In regard to these molecules, I pointed out that one cannot safely assume thermodynamic 
equilibrium, make thermodynamic calculations, or take laboratory data out of handbooks. 
We have to be careful for three main reasons; two were given earlier but may be worth re- 
peating. One is that we have to look at the time scales. If the chemical processes take 



placewithin atimescalethat iscomparableto, orevenlessthanthe astronomicaltime
scale,that is, therateat whichtemperaturesandpressuresarechangingin theastronom-
icalsystem,equilibriumwill not beattained.Second,thecalculationof thermodynamic

equilibrium does not predict what molecules will form. One has to assume the molecules

and put them into the calculations. If we make a wrong guess, or leave out some molecule,

a numerical result will come out, but it will be for the wrong array. Lastly, recent work

in the laboratory has shown that the chemical reactions and mechanisms are very sensitive

to the detailed energy distribution of the molecules. In ordinary laboratory work under

thermodynamic equilibrium there is a Boltzmann distribution among internal energy

states, and the resultant mechanisms and reaction rates depend on that. At the low inter-

stellar densities, we do not have statistical equilibrium, as astronomers have known for a

long time. There is not a distribution of excited molecular states, but only of the very

lowest-lying state. Therefore, the reaction rates characteristic of interstellar matter can

differ by orders of magnitude, and in some cases will, from what one would expect based

on a laboratory result.

In order to follow up how these molecules may react as the cloud collapses and the chem-

ical system heats up and cools down, we have done some experiments to get an idea of time

scales and products. For this, we have settled on a fairly simple system, the reaction of

hydrogen cyanide and molecular hydrogen at about 1000 K. Hydrogen cyanide is one of

the fairly abundant interstellar molecules and it is also a very significant molecule in terms

of chemical evolution and life processes. Therefore it seemed interesting to study this

reaction. We have done these experiments at an HCN to H 2 ratioof 1 to 100 to simulate

the large excess of cosmic hydrogen. We measured the amount of hydrogen cyanide that

was remaining in our system as a function of time. The equilibrium calculations say that

there would be very little hydrogen cyanide left at equilibrium; and that nitrogen, ammo-

nia, and methane should be the main products.

Figure 3 shows what we observed. We found that HCN decays with a half-life of about 20

hours. One complication is shown by the cross in Figure 3, corresponding to a much faster

rate when we increased the surface of our vessel by a factor of about ten. This indicates a

large surface contribution to the reaction. We are in the process of doing some experi-

ments to elucidate just what this effect is, and how to take the effect into account.

Measurements of the HCN half life at different temperatures are shown in Figure 4. Most

of the experiments are done at 1093 K, yielding an 18-hour half-life. If we go about 100

degrees higher, the half-life decreases to about nine hours, and at about 100 degrees lower,

the rate increases to 53 hours. These rates correspond to an activation energy of about

80 kilojoules (k J) (20 kilocalories) per mole, just under one electron volt. This seems low

for this type of reaction with stable molecules and is probably affected by the surface
reaction.

The significance of these experiments to astronomical problems can be shown by con-

sidering Cameron's latest model of the primordial solar nebula. He obtained the following
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Figure 3. HCN decay rate.
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Figure 4. Half-life of HCN-H2 reaction (measured).

results for the temperature and cooling times of the nebula. Within one AU the tempera-

ture was about 2000 K and cooled with a time scale of one to ten years. Between one

and ten AU, the temperature drops from 2000 K to 200 K and the cooling time scale is
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abouttenyears.BeyondtenAU, thetemperaturebecomesloweryet andchemical
processeswill befrozen.

Figure5displaysthechemicalhalf-lifeasafunctionof temperaturefor theexperimental
activationenergyof 80kJ (20kcal)permoleandfor avalueof 200kJ (50 kcal)permole,
probablymoreappropriateto apuregasphasereaction.Withanactivationenergyof 80kJ
(20kcal)permole,thereactiontimebecomesseveraldaysat 800K, andayearjust below
700K. At 500K it is 270years.For Cameron'snebulathesereactionswouldeffectively
freezeout near700K betweenthepositionsof theEarthandSaturn.At thehigheracti-
vationenergyfor thesamenebularregion,chemicalandastronomicaltimescalesbecome
comparableat temperaturesbetween800K and900K. At 700K, reactiontimesareon
theorderof 104years.Reactionratesmaybeconsiderablyincreasedby energeticproc-
essesthat producefreeradicalsandions. Thefinalcompositionfor suchreactionmechan-
ismsagainwoulddeviatefrom equilibriumcalculations.
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Figure 5. Half-life of HCN-H2 reaction (theory).

What this means is that if one is going to study and predict what sort of molecules may

form in one of these clouds, and then try to relate this to the observed interstellar molec-

ular clouds, to the preplanetary nebulae when the plants and comets formed, or to the

composition of early planetary atmospheres, we need to take into account nonequilibrium

effects. This involves the effects mentioned previously; the time scale, which we discussed

here; the density-internal energy problem; and the role of ions or radicals. The experi-

ments and theoretical analysis need to be continued in order to be able to estimate molec-

ular compositions of interstellar clouds. This is the direction in which we are working.
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COMET ENCKE: METEOR METALLIC ION IDENTIFICATION

BY MASS SPECTROMETER

Richard A. Goldberg

Arthur C. Aikin

Positive metallic ions have been measured in the Earth's atmosphere between 85 and

120 kin, during the period of the/_ Taurids meteor shower, which is associated with Comet

Encke. The ions originate during and following ablation of extraterrestrial debris by the

Earth' s atmosphere.

The existence of metallic ions in the upper atmosphere has been known for some time.

Many elements have been discovered with the aid of rocket-borne ion mass spectrom-
eters. In most cases, the major components are Mg + and Fe + with lesser quantities of

Na + , AI+ , K + , Ca + , Cr + , Si+ , and other metals (1,2,3,4). Normally a layer of these

constituents is observed near 95 km with a 3-5 km half width. Since metallic ions are

atomic, they have long lifetimes and can be acted on by external forces such as those

generated by wind shears in the presence of the terrestrial magnetic field (5). At mid-

latitudes, this can result in additional layers of enhanced metal ions having extremely

narrow half width (1/2 to 2 km) and located between 105 and 130 km at the wind shear

levels. When these layers are observed by ground based ionosondes, they are termed

sporadic E (Es).

The enhancement of metal ion density during meteor showers is primary evidence for

their extraterrestrial origin (1, 3). In addition, Junge et al. (6) have argued that constitu-

ents such as sodium could not diffuse from the Earth's lower atmosphere to 100 km in a

reasonable time. Comparisons of metal ion relative abundances with neutral species in

Earth crust samples and chondrites have shown closer agreement with chondritic relative

abundances even though such comparisons disregarded ion and neutral transport processes

and ion-neutral chemistry in the atmosphere (7).

The present results were obtained from a rocket-borne ion mass spectrometer, similar to

that discussed previously (4,8). The instrument was flown on July 3, 1972, at 7:43 LMT

(solar zenith angle = 57.1 °) from El Arenosillo, Spain (37.1 ° N, 6.7 ° W) and reached an

apogee of 122.8 km. The launch occurred during a growing enhancement of E s, observed
just prior and during the rocket flight by a ground based ionosonde.

Figure 1 illustrates the measured currents for the observed metallic ion distribution (major

isotope for each constituent) from 85 to 120 km. Metal ions (24 + , Mg + ; 40 + , Ca + ; 56 +,

Fe + ; 58+, Ni+ ) were first detected at 85 km. Near 90 km the ions 23 + (Na +) and
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28+ (Si+ ) alsoappeared.Thedensityof ions continued to increase to 100 km where

other constituents emerged. Above 100 km, the distribution remained nearly constant to

112 km. At this height, the density increased approximately 30 times to form a well-de-

fined metallic ion peak, which terminated abruptly at 115 km. The vertical arrows indi-

cate the maximum observed value for each constituent within the peak.
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Figure I. Vertical height profde of positive metallic ion composition
observed during the upleg flight of 14.483. Arrows mark the observed

peak value for each metallic constituent within the E s layer.

The total metal ion density comprises 15 percent of the total ion density within the layer

at 114 km, and is less at other altitudes. Narcisi (3) has shown that during the Leonid

meteor shower, metal ions may comprise as much as 40 percent of the total ion density.

The/_ Taurids shower normally extends over a few weeks' duration (9) with typical flux

increases of only a few percent, possibly accounting for the reduced enhancement of metal

ions observed during the/_ Taurids shower. Comparison of local ionograms for the time

period of the rocket flight on days prior and during the day of the flight show an abnormal

enhancement of foE s to 10 MHz from the more nominal 5-MHz values observed on preced-

ing days. This enhancement occurred within the 10-minute period prior to launch and
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disappeared45minutesafterlaunch.Thepossibilitydoesexist that enhancedmeteor
activitybeforelaunchcouldhavecontributedto thisobservedphenomenon.

Figure2 illustratesfour uplegspectraobtainedduringtransitthroughtheEslayer. The
altitudescaleisshownon theabscissa.Thespectraordinateinvolts isapproximately
logarithmicin current. Theregionbetweeneachspectrumreflectstheperiodduring
whichthespectrometeroperatedin ahigh-passfilter mode,thedataof whicharenot
pertinentto thisdiscussion.
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Figure 2. Raw spectra depicting ion composition during transit through Es layer on uplet of
14.483. The voltage display is approximately logarithmic in current and thereby, in relative com-
position among species.

Assuming the ions to be singly ionized, metallic constituents with their principal isotopes

in the layer are identified as 23+(Na+); 24 + , 25 + , 26+(Mg+); 28+ (Si+); 39+(K+);

40 + (Ca +); 45+ (Sc + ); 52 + (Cr + ); 54 + , 56 + (Fe + ); 58 + and 60 + (Ni + ). Other isotopes

and constituents, e.g. 27+(A1 +) and 55+(Mn + ), may have been present, but instrument

resolution did not permit accurate identification of such constituents during the flight. The

ions 16 + (O+ ); 30 + (NO +); 32 + , 34 + (02+) as well as a certain fraction of 28 + (N2 + )
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aregaseousionsnormallypresentat thesealtitudes.Theyresultfromionizationof the

different neutral constituents in the Earth's atmosphere together with ion-neutral

chemistry.

Figure 3 provides the observed relative abundance of each metallic ion species normalized

to Si +, near 101 km and 1 14 kin. Values of major constituents are believed accurate to

-+20 percent; of minor constituents, to -+100 percent. Each result contains contributions

from all isotopes using the measured value for the principal isotope and the known isotopic

abundance ratios to more accurately evaluate minor isotopic concentrations. Since the

height resolution near 1 14 km is 0.8 km, the narrowness of the ledge required comparison

of the observed rather than exact maximum value for each constituent within the ledge.

Between 101 and 1 14 km, most constituents maintained a constant relative abundance,

with the exception of 28 +, which became dominant between 102 and 1 12 km. This

effect was caused in part by a contribution from N2 +, estimated to be not greater than

10 percent at 1 14 km and unknown at 101 km. The ratios are therefore lower limits and

subject to a uniform increase due to N2 +. However, the similarity of the abundances at

both heights would tend to suggest a negligible or equivalent contribution of N2 + to 28 +
at either height. For comparison, the chondritic and Earth crustal abundances of the

neutral metals (10) are also included. Due to low Si+ concentrations below 100 km,

ratios based on Si + are usually not possible except within the E s structure. This may re-

flect a low proportion of Si in the normal daily meteor influx, a higher altitude for Si+

ablation, or a unique atmospheric behavior of Si+ for sufficient periods of time to permit

ion-neutral reactions to oxidize Si + and enhance recombination, at least below 100 km.

ELEMENT

IONABUNDANCES NEUTRALABUNDANCES

NASA 14.483 (AHRENS,1965)

101km 114km CHONDRITES CRUST

Na 12 9.1 3.8 8.5

Mg 49 57 80.9 6.9

Si I00 I00 I00 i00

K 0.81 0.38 O.51 7.4

Ca 3.6 1.2 7.9 14.9

Sc 1.0 0. 35 0. 005 0. 008

Cr 3.4 1.77 1.7 O.0085

Fe 149 158 141 19.9

Ni 4.2 4.7 7.6 O.027

Figure 3. Relative abundances of ions (rocket data) and neutral elements

(chondritic and crustal) normalized to SI+, SI = 100.
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Thetabledemonstratesthesimilarityof the relative atmospheric ion abundances to

neutral metal abundances in chondrites. In particular, the species Mg, Cr, Fe, and Ni

most clearly illustrate the extraterrestrial origin of the ion composition. We also note the

apparent overabundance of Na +, an enhancement that has also been observed during

other metal ion samplings (7). The origin of the large sodium ion densities is not under-

stood.

One intriguing aspect of this data is the relatively high abundance of 45 + , identified as

Sc + . This is the first reported observation of m/e = 45 at metallic ion heights. Sc + is

not a comfortable identification because of the apparent difficulty in producing a source

so rich in this constituent. The suggestion that it might be the molecule NH2HCO, which

is believed to be a stable precursor in cometary material, appears unlikely, as ablation

processes would probably dissociate this molecule prior to ionization. Doubly ionized

constituents seem to be ruled out because of the rapid recombination rates required for

such ions and because there are no observed ions at m/e = 90. This constituent also

exhibits peak concentration in the E s layer (Figure 1) implying a high probability that

it is atomic in structure. Instrumental contaminants and irregularities do not appear likely

since 45 + reappears at the same altitude in the downleg data. The above indicate an ion

enhancement of order 102 times the normal relative abundance of Sc seen either in

chondrites or in the Earth's crust. This may be a property of the cometary debris.

The measurement of upper atmospheric metallic ions during the _ Taurids meteor-shower

period suggests that extraterrestrial debris can contain enriched abundances of trace

constituents not predictable from cosmic abundance arguments. The enhanced densities of

such constituents are still quite small and probably below the threshold of detection by

other techniques such as ground-based optical sensing. Hence, in situ ion composition

measurements during and following significant atmospheric entry of extraterrestrial debris

offers a unique opportunity to analyze and study such a material.
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COMETARY SPECTRAL ISOPHOTES

William M. Jackson

Today I would like to talk to you about our observations of two recent bright comets,

Comet Bennett and Comet Tago-Sato-Kosaka. Comet Bennett is an example of the dust

comet; Comet Tago-Sato-Kosaka is an example of a bright comet that shows no dust. The

observations were made by Mr. Curtis McCracken here at Goddard on our 91-centimeter

(36-inch) telescope, using the image intensifier; and the reductions were done by Dr.

Jurgen Rahe from the Technical Institute in Berlin.

Figure 1 is intended to get us oriented on what we are talking about and shows schemati-

cally the various regions of the comet. We are not going to discuss the tail, but we are

interested in the region of the coma within 10 4 to 10Skilometers of the nucleus.

TAIL

IONS (CO+, N_,ETC.)

LENGTH 107 TO IO°km

CO ÷ DENSITY AT 104kin == 103/cm 3

NUCLEUS

T = 200°K

R =0.5 TO IOkm
COMPOSITION

ICE, FROZEN GASES,

81 DUST

COMA

FREE RADICALS

(CN,OH ,C2,.ETC),

DUST

PARENT COMPOUNDS

(H20, NH3, ETC )

p AT IAU_ I013 TO
0

I014 molec/cc

DIAMETER r= 105 TO 106 km

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a typical comet.
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Thisfigure,of course is not done to scale. By way of comparison, the OAO result of Code

on the Lyman a halo extends to a distance of 107 kilometers from the nucleus. The

inner region of coma we are concerned with is not resolved by the OAO results.

Spectral analysis of the light from this region in the coma shows molecular emission lines

superimposed upon a continuum. By isolating these molecular emission lines, we can ob-

tain a picture of a comet in one of the unstable species, for example, CN, C 2 or CO +.

In Figure 2, I have tried to show you what kind of scientific results might be expected from

these monochromatic isophotes. The monochromatic isophotes of comets give us the

spatial distribution of radicals, ions, and dust in comets. Theories of comets predict spatial

distribution of these species and we can test the theories by comparing the predicted

with the observed spatial distributions.

The theories tell us how the radicals and ions are formed, and also tell us something

about the hydrodynamics of the inner coma. This in turn gives us information on the

origin of comets and their interaction with the interplanetary medium.

[MONOCHROmTICISOPHOTESOF

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RADICALS,_IONS AND DUST IN COMETS

ITHEORIES OF COMETS I

iA. !B. HYDRODYNAMICS OF THE COMA

I A. ORIGIN IB. INTERACTION WITH INTERPLANETARY FIELDS

Figure 2. Results of monochromatic isophotes.
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Figure3 showsmonochromaticisophotesof CO+. We are beginning to see at distances of

5 x 104 kilometers from the nucleus, the formation of the ion tail. At distances within one

to two thousand kilometers of the nucleus, the isophotes are fairly circular.

An alternate explanation of this kind of behaivor is that we could be seeing the formation

of the superimposed dust tail. However, these features are rather narrow and one would

expect the dust tail features to be much broader.
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Figure 3. Monochromatic isophotes of CO_.

In Figure 4, we have a picture of the C2 isophotes in Comet Bennett. In the inner

region we also have circular isophotes. At large distances, we get a pronounced asymmetry.

This asymmetry, we feel, is somehow related to the dust in Comet Bennett. Now, there

are two possible explanations. One is that we just haven't isolated the dust component

with our monochromatic filter; the other is that we have an extended source of gas along

the path of the orbit of the comet.
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Figure 4. The C2 isophotes in Comet Bennett.

Now, one could envision that as the comet comes near the sun it releases dust. Some of

this dust is still volatile, heats up further, and evaporates, forming more parents of the

C2 molecules. This would then explain this nonuniform distribution.

In Figure 5 - by way of comparison with the previous figures, we have the C 2 isophotes

from Comet Tago-Sata-Kosaka, which does not show an appreciable amount of dust. You

see that these isophotes are much more uniform. There is still some asymmetry, and

Freeman Miller has ascribed it to nonuniform evaporation of gas.

In summary, we have obtained a wealth of valuable information whose continuing analysis

should throw a great deal of light on the chemical and physical mechanisms that occur

in comets I have shown only three pictures of isophotes, and we have something like 75,

so there is a lot of data to be analyzed.
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Figure 5. The C 2 isophotes from Comet

Tago-Sata-Kosata.

Member of Audience:

Where is the sun?

Dr. Jackson:

The sun in all these photos is opposite the direction of the extended isophotal lines.
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MISSIONSTOCOMETS

Robert W. Farquhar

We have heard some of the reasons why we might want to send a space probe to a comet.

Now, I am going to address the question of how this could be accomplished. In doing so,

I shall outline a sequence of missions to comets that could form the basis of a new program
in this area.

The two most important guidelines that were used in formulating this mission set are listed

in Figure 1. The first one is scientific. It specifies that the early missions will be limited to

simple flythroughs of the coma, or head, of the comet. Although this type of mission will

not have quite as much scientific yield as a rendezvous mission, it would be much easier to

execute. A flythrough of the coma would give us some valuable information about the

composition of the ionized and neutral particles that make up the cometary atmosphere. It

would also tell us something about the nature of the solar-wind interaction with the comet,

answering such questions as: Does a bow shock exist, and if so, how far is it located from

the nucleus? If the targeting accuracy is good enough, some imaging of the nucleus might

also be possible.

GUIDELINES

SCIENTIFIC- COMAFLYTHROUGH

COMPOSITIONOFCOMETARYATMOSPHERENATUREOFSOLAR- WINDINTERACTION

TECHNOLOGY- USEEXISTINGCAPABILITY

MISSIONSEQUENCE

1977

1980

1985- 86

GRIGG- SKJELLERUP

ENCKE

HALLEY

Figure 1. Missions to comets.

The second guideline states that we should use existing capability as much as possible. This

means present-day launch vehicles and state-of-the-art spacecraft systems and subsystems.
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Followingtheseguidelines,I havedevisedanevolutionarysequenceof cometary missions

that is listed in Figure 1. The first mission, a flythrough of the comet Grigg-Skjellerup,

would take place in 1977. Grigg-Skjellerup is a typical short-period comet that is very faint

and can only be seen with a fairly large telescope even when it is relatively close to the

earth. It does not seem to possess a tail. The second mission in the sequence would be

targeted to the comet Encke, which is the brightest of the short-period comets. When it

comes close to perihelion at times of maximum solar activity, it generally forms a short

tail. These two missions, then, would be precursors to the comet mission of the century,

which is the mission to Halley in 1985-86. Halley comes around only once every 76 years

and it is the brightest periodic comet. To make the most of this rare opportunity, it is

important to carry out the precursor missions early enough to permit experiment-design

feedback.

The nominal mission profile for Grigg-Skjellerup in 1977 is given in Figure 2. The main

reason that this comet is such an attractive target in 1977 is its extremely favorable orbital

geometry at this apparition. To minimize launch-energy requirements, it is planned to in-

tercept the comet as it crosses the ecliptic plane, which just happens to be very close to the

comet's perihelion. Notice that the intercept point is only 0.20 astronomical units (AU)

from the earth. Other noteworthy features of this mission are:

GRIGG- SKJELLERUP'SORBIT

PERIHELION DISTANCE 0.99 AU

INCLINATION TO ECLIPTIC 21.10 ° EARTH AT

INTERCEPT

ORBIT PROJECTIONIN
ECLIPTIC PLANE

PERIOD 5.10 YEARS COMET _-

NOMINALMISSIONPARAMETERS ,_/_]/c_vr..._/_

RELATIVE VELOCITY 15.2 KM/S // '_,

EARTH DISTANCE 0.20 AU I [ _ •

TRANSFER TIME 159 DAYS

LAUNCH VEHICLE DELTA-2914

EXPLORERSPACECRAFT

SPIN-STABLIZED

TOTAL WEIGHT 430 KG

EXPER IMENTS 68 KG

2 AU

50

•-- • --.. _ 100

,%_ 200

m e%

LAUNCH
11/4/76

Figure 2. Cometary Explorer to Grigg-Skjellerup, 1977.
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• Good earth-based sighting conditions will exist for comet orbit updates prior to in-

tercept. This is important for spacecraft guidance and navigation, and it will enable

the spacecraft to fly closer to the comet's nucleus than would be possible otherwise.

• The relative velocity between the spacecraft and the comet at intercept is only

15.2 km/s, which is quite satisfactory for comet flythrough missions.

A recently completed study has shown that this mission could be carried out with a slightly

modified version of an IMP-H type spacecraft. The principal modifications would be the

addition of a hydrazine propulsion system for midcourse corrections, and a high-gain antenna.

Because of the small launch-energy requirements, the comparatively inexpensive Delta-2914

launch vehicle could be used to boost the 430-kilogram (950 lb) payload.

The proposed mission to Encke in 1980 is outlined in Figure 3. It should be noted that, out

of all the short-period comets, Encke comes closest to the sun, about I/3 of an AU; and its

period is the shortest, about 3.3 years. The inclination of its orbit is only 12 degrees.

ENCKE'S ORBIT

PERIHELION DISTANCE

INCLINATION TO ECLIPTIC

PERIOD

NOMINAL MISSION PARAMETERS

INTERCEPT NEAR ENCKE'S PERIHELION

RELATIVE VELOCITY 7.13 KM/S

EARTH DISTANCE 1.03 AU

TRANSFER TIME 102 DAYS

LAUNCH VEHICLE

HELLOSSPACECRAFT

SPIN-STABI LIZED

TOTAL WEIGHT

EXPER IMENTS

ORBIT PROJECTIONS IN

ECLIPTIC PLANE

0.34 AU

11.95° 2 AU

3.30 YEARS

SPACECRAFT

TRANSFER ORBIT ENCKE

/_ INTERCEPT

12/7/80

4
I ATEARTH

INTERCEPT

• 50

/ /
TITAN-3D/CENTAUR LAUNCH

8/27/80 100

150

2OO

ENCKE'S ORBIT
430 KG

68 KG

Figure 3. HELIOS mission to Encke, 1980.

Just as in the case for Grigg-Skjellerup in 1977, the orbital geometry for an intercept of

Encke in 1980 is almost perfect. By specifying an intercept near the comet's perihelion,

when it is very active, it is possible to use a Hohmann-type transfer orbit which minimizes

the launch-energy requirements. But what is even more important is that the line of nodes
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of the spacecraft transfer orbit are nearly aligned with the line of nodes of Encke's orbit,

permitting a transfer in Encke's orbital plane, which reduces the relative velocity at en-

counter to only 7.13 kilometers per second.

Because the intercept would take place relatively close to the sun at 0.34 AU, the space-

craft must have the proper thermal characteristics to operate in this regime. A Helios space-

craft which is designed to approach the sun as close as 0.25 AU would be more than adequate

for the Encke mission. The only major spacecraft modification that would be needed for

the Encke mission would be to add a hydrazine propulsion system.

One other aspect of this mission which I should mention is that the period of the transfer

orbit is almost exactly 0.55 years. Therefore, a second encounter with Encke would be

possible after the spacecraft goes through six orbital revolutions, because Encke's period

is 3.30 years. This extended-mission strategy should receive serious consideration during

the preflight planning phase.

Now we come to the Halley mission, which is shown in Figure 4. The mission plan shown

here is somewhat less ambitious than many of the complicated and expensive rendezvous

HALLEY'SORBIT
I

I

I

NODELINE t _.,

a,.,o.,,

EARTHAT INTERCEPT
TRAJECTORY OATA FROM H.F. MICHIELSEN, 1967 • COMETAT INTERCEPT

Figure 4. Multiple launch to Halley, 1985-1986.
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missions(usingnuclear-poweredelectric-propulsionstages)that havebeenproposedelse-
where. Becauseof Halley'sretrogrademotion,arendezvousmissionwouldbeextremely
difficult to achieve.I feelthat manyof thescientificadvantagesof therendezvousmission
couldberealizedin amuchsimplerway. That is,to havethreeseparatelaunches(space-
craft trajectoriesnumbered1,2, and3 in Figure4) that wouldinterceptHalleyat three
differentpointsin its orbit, 64daysbeforeperihelion,34daysafterward,and74days
afterward.

Theflyby speedsfor eachof theseencountersareratherhigh(55,67,and46kilometersper
second,respectively),but longresidencetimeswithinHalley'scomawill still bepossible
becausethe comaisquite large.

Finally,I wouldlike to sayagainthat it will beextremelyimportantto obtainscientific
feedbackfrom theearliercometmissionsto takefull advantageof the Halleyopportunity.

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE:

You didn't describe the spacecraft that would be used for the Halley mission.

DR. FARQUHAR:

That is correct. Because the Halley mission is about 14 years away, it is not clear to me

just what types of spacecraft we will have at that time.

DR. NA UGLE:

Are all of the spacecraft trajectories based on chemical propulsion?

DR. FARQUHAR:

Yes.

MR. DUBIN:

What is the accuracy of the intercept position relative to the nucleus?

DR. FARQUHAR:

They are all a little bit different. For Grigg-Skjellerup, we figure that we can come within

1000 kilometers of the nucleus. It may even be somewhat less than this. For Encke, I

think that we could get almost as close as we would like. That is because Encke's orbit

is very well known. The accuracy for the Halley intercept has not been calculated.
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SECTIONIV

EARTH OBSERVATIONS



OVERVIEW

WilliamNordberg
Presented by William R. Bandeen

When Dr. Nordberg indicated several days ago that he was going to the hospital for about a

week he asked me if I would give the paper that he had prepared. I said I would. I would

like to point out that I am no longer a member of the Laboratory for Meteorology and

Earth Sciences, having been transferred recently to the Le_d Center Meteorology Program

Office; but most of the research that Bill discusses in his paper was carried out during the

past year, when I was a member of his laboratory. To the many present who know Bill

Nordberg, it will come as no surprise that even in absentia he will utilize the full twenty

minutes allotted for his talk. I will in essence read his manuscript, so that, indeed, it is

Bill talking to you today.

This will be a very brief overview of the Center's activity in the earth observations program.

It is intended to highlight - within the framework of the various programmatic elements -

some significant milestones which we have reached during the past year as well as some of

the shortcomings in the program. Specific significant accomplishments in certain topics

of the earth observations program will be presented in greater detail by individual investi-

gators following this overview.

Figure 1 relates in matrix form the Center's activities in the earth observations program;

both the various missions and projects shown on the right and the five classical milestones

which should be inherent in each earth observations program activity shown on the left.

Ideally, each of the missions and projects listed on the right should follow the logical

sequence of program elements on the left. As can be seen, the thrust of our activities tends

to run horizontally across all of the missions and projects, although they are strongly con-

centrated on the development and demonstration of observing techniques. In fact, except

for ITOS, GARP, and the Earth Resources Survey SRT program, we are conducting

observing technique developments in each of the earth observations missions and projects.

ITOS is an exception because this is an operational program for which we have only the

total system implementation responsibility; and GARP does not call for any observational

components.

A good example of our ongoing activity in developing and demonstrating a new observation

technique on Nimbus is shown in Figure 2. This technique deals with the measurement of

infrared radiation emitted by the surface of the earth in two adjacent spectral bands at

wavelengths between 8 and 12 micrometers. This development has resulted in the surface

composition mapping radiometer, SCMR, to be flown on Nimbus-5 next month. It is
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Figure l. Earth observations activity matrix.

expected that with this technique surface temperatures can be measured with greater

precision than from previous meteorological satellites and that also, by comparing the

two spectral bands, the surface composition will be determined.

In Figure 2, you are traveling in an airplane flying south (from bottom to top). The

Atlantic Ocean is on your left, the state of Virginia and Assateague Island are on your

right. You are looking in two spectral intervals, one at 8.8 micrometers and one at 10.7

micrometers. This technique has to do with the fact that an acidic material is one which

has a large fraction of silicon dioxide in it, and with a feature known as reststrahlen,

wherein emissivity at 8.8 micrometers becomes lower than at 10.7 when looking at acidic

material. Here we are plotting the difference between the temperature at 10.7 and the

temperature at 8.8 micrometers. Where we see positive values, the reststrahlen is effective

at 8.8, indicating that we are looking at acidic material; and, indeed, where we have the very

high positive differences, deep red, we are looking at the sandy reaches of Assateague Island

which consists almost entirely of silicon dioxide. The ocean water is essentially black. If

we were to see negative differences we would be looking at so-called basic materials, such

as serpentine, where the silicon dioxide contents are lower. There is no serpentine in the

vicinity of Assateague Island; hence, we see no negative values here.
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ThisexperimentonNimbusleadsusto thelasttechniquedevelopedon theERTSseries,
namelythedevelopmentof the so-calledfifth band. Similarto theNimbusSCMR,the
fifth bandonERTSwill alsomeasureradiationemittedby theearth'ssurfacein the 10
micrometerband,with, however,aspatialresolutionof 200meterscomparedto about
600meterson theSCMR.On theotherhand,ERTSwill mapradiationin only onespec-
tral intervalof thisbandsothat interferenceswith regardto surfacecomposition- acidic
or basic- canbemadeonly on thebasisof temperaturepatternsratherthanemissivity
differencesbetweentwo spectralintervals.

Returningto Figure1,wewill look at theearthresourcesaircraftprogram. And thenwe
will tracktheobservingtechniquesdevelopmentacross.Wehaveflown anin-house
laboratorymodelof theERTSMSSon theU-2aircraftto demonstrateandsimulatethe
observationswhichwereobtainedlaterwith ERTS.Muchusefulinformationwasgained
from thissimulationfor the interpretationof spectralsignaturesfrom ERTS.On Skylab,
Mr. Shenkof theLaboratoryfor MeteorologyandEarthSciencesisconductinganexperi-
mentto demonstratetheobservationandtrackingof intensivetropicalandextratropical
weathersystemsfrom amannedplatformwithveryhighspatialresolution.Theexperiment
isespeciallygearedfor theidentificationof overshootingcloudtopsandtheir relationship
to severestorms.

And now moving across to SMS: On the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite we are

attempting to advance substantially our meteorological observation capability by demon-

strating the feasibility of sounding the vertical structure of the temperature and water

vapor distribution in the atmosphere from a geostationary platform. This development is

carried out largely under contract with Professor Suomi at the University of Wisconsin and

it has progressed to the point where we are confident that such an experiment can be flown

on a future synchronous meteorological satellite. Such soundings can provide a much better

insight into dynamic atmospheric processes in the tropics and might also relax the present

stringent requirements for wind measurements for prediction purposes. Of course, the

techniques for high resolution imaging of cloud formations with the SMS 40.6-cm (16 in)

scanning telescope have been under development for a considerable time now. This

instrument was discussed by Mr. Phenix yesterday. This imaging system will operate in

both the visible spectrum, providing a resolution of about one kilometer, and in the

infrared, with a spatial resolution of about nine kilometers.

We are also developing the only earth observations sensor for the ATS-F spacecraft. The

objective of the ATS-F radiometer is to map clouds, particularly cloud height in infrared

emission, with greater radiometric accuracy than the SMS instrument permits. Cloud top

temperatures are expected to be mapped with an accuracy of better than one degree

Celsius. To achieve such high radiometric accuracy a spatial resolution of about eleven

kilometers is required, somewhat poorer than on SMS.
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Goingon to TIROS-N,sensorswhicharenowunderdevelopmenthavegrownentirelyout

of earlier Nimbus sensor activities. These sensors are concentrated on three major objec-

tives. One, vertical soundings of temperature and water vapor in the TIROS sounder is

based on the first sounders flown in Nimbus-3 and -4. Two, mapping of clouds - includ-

ing cloud top temperatures - and of sea surface temperatures. Three, tracking of balloons

and buoys and relay of data from these platforms. The platform tracking and data relay

technique will be based on our experience on Nimbus-3 and -4 IRLS experiment, the

TWERLE experiment to be flown on Nimbus-F, and the French cooperative EOLE exper-
iment.

Under the AAFE and technology SRT programs, we have achieved a number of develop-

ments which have importance to future meteorological satellites as well as to earth resources

survey systems.

Most noteworthy among these are development of multispectral scanners which will provide

greater spatial resolution than the scanner on ERTS and will observe several more spectral

bands, especially in both the reflected infrared solar radiation and the emitted terrestrial

radiation. We will propose to utilize the two windows at 1.7 micrometers and 2.1 micro-

meters, for example. Such a scanner will have more flexibility than the ERTS scanner and

will include a pointing control for limited target selection. Under the technology SRT

program, more advanced component developments for very high resolution earth resources

survey imaging devices, containing large arrays of photodetectors, and techniques for

storing and transmitting data at much greater bandwidths than can be presently accommo-

dated on Nimbus and ERTS are underway.

In the meteorology SRT program, observing technique developments have been concentra-

ted during the past year on the adaptation of the back-scatter ultraviolet (BUV) experi-

ment, which has been flown successfully on Nimbus-4 to measure ozone profiles in the

atmosphere, to aircraft flights where the instrument would be pointing at the sun. In this

mode it will measure incident solar ultraviolet radiation as a function of height in order to

establish a reference for studying changes involving man's activities that affect the stratos-

phere. This development is cosponsored and partially funded by the Department of Trans-

portation as part of the Climatic Impact Assessment Program (CIAP). Studies of new basic

concepts for observing the earth and its environment as required by the various users are

being conducted at the present time only under the EOS study and Meteorology SRT pro-

grams. In the former program, developments are primarily oriented toward the measure-

ment of surface characteristics which relate to important interaction processes between

the atmosphere and the surface, or to the inventory of earth resources. In the latter pro-

gram, studies concentrate on radiative transfer processes which can be related to the inter-

pretation of ERTS images or to meteorological phenomena such as the composition of

clouds. Examples of each of these two areas will be given in the following presentations

by Drs. Fraser and Curran.
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Examplesof newconceptsin remote sensing developed under the EOS study are shown in

the next four figures. Several years ago, we had already observed the roughness of the sea

surface, and ultimately the surface wind speed can be inferred from measurements of the

thermal microwave emission at wavelengths of 1-2 cm. More recently we have determined

a relationship between soil moisture and the microwave emission at various wavelengths

and polarization over land surfaces.

Figure 3 depicts flights over an agricultural test area in Phoenix, Arizona. Measurements

were taken of emission at 1.55-cm wavelength, showing that the brightness temperature

over a wet field, 35 percent of which was moisture or water, was 220 K. And over a dry

field there was a high brightness temperature, 275 K. And the sensible temperature was

essentially the same over both fields.
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Figure 3. Microwave brightness temperature versus soil moisture.
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Figure4 isanotheranalysisdemonstratingpossibilitiesof sensing soil moisture in the

microwave region. The ordinate shows relative brightness temperature. Soil moisture in
weight by percent is shown along the abscissa. Linear curves indicate data at four micro-

wave wavelengths, showing the decrease at all wavelengths of brightness temperature with

increase in soil moisture and greater slope, the longer the wavelength. Spatial resolutions

achievable from even future spacecraft will probably not be sufficient to provide soil

moisture information that is useful to the farmer, but it is expected that regional surveys of

soil moisture conditions useful for flood conditions, for large-scale agricultural planning,

and for assessment of energy exchange between the surface and the atmosphere can be

obtained with such technique_
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Figure5demonstratesboth the feasibilityof observing the intensity of rain clouds over

the ocean and the need for correcting the effects of clouds on measurements of surface

characteristics with microwaves at various wavelengths and polarizations. At the top of

Figure 5 we have a storm cell over the Pacific Ocean and at the bottom we have analog

presentations of brightness temperature versus arbitrary distance along a track. And quite

clearly the shorter wavelengths are more severely affected by the storm than are the longer

wavelengths, illustrating a point sometimes forgotten: that although microwave frequencies

do penetrate and look through clouds, they do not do so completely. In future multi-

spectral microwave instruments we must have a suitable mix of channels to provide not only

the measurement of such parameters as the water content of clouds but to correct for cloud-

shadow effects when we are attempting to infer surface properties such as temperature,

roughness, surface wind, and ice mapping.

Although microwave observations of liquid water in clouds will be made to some extent on

Nimbus-E and -F, we expect that they will come to fruition only in future missions on

which an integrated multispectral passive microwave imaging system could be used to map

simultaneously cloud liquid water content, soil moisture, sea ice conditions, and sea surface

roughness. Possibly sea surface temperatures might also be inferred from such measurement

to complement the infrared observing techniques now being developed for TIROS-N and

EOS.

Another advanced observation concept deals with the mapping of the biological content

of ocean water. This concept is largely based on detection of changes in the radiance ratio

between blue and green sunlight reflected by the upper layers of the ocean. Although

some information on chlorophyll content of the water over intensive upwelling areas has

been derived from ERTS, as will be shown, the MSS on ERTS does not make measure-

ments in the blue part of the spectrum where there is a chlorophyll absorption band and

is, therefore, not well suited for biological ocean observations. The greatest difficulty in

making such measurements is to correct for the strong scattering of light by the atmos-

phere at the short wavelengths. Figure 6 shows that this is possible in principle. The

ordinate shows energy in milliwatts per square centimeter per micrometer and the abscissa

shows west longitude across the Gulf Stream. The temperature of the sea surface showed a

marked rise as the aircraft passed over the west boundary of the Gulf Stream. The trace

of chlorophyll content in milligrams per cubic meter shows a maximum of about two on
the cold side of the Gulf Stream and a decrease as the aircraft went over warmer water

crossing the boundary of the Gulf Stream. Now, the important measurements are two

spectral measurements at 443 nanometers in the blue part of the visible and 550 nanometers

in the green part of the visible spectrum. At low altitudes, two-tenths of a kilometer, the

aircraft obtained the traces shown by the solid lines. The blue trace (443 nanometers)

especially shows a distinctive rise where the chlorophyll has decreased to low values and

relatively low energies where the chlorophyll is high.
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Figure 5. Multichannel microwave view of a storm cell. 
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On the other hand, when the aircraft flew at an altitude of 11.37 kilometers, we find that

the two spectral measurements have, first of all, increased in their amplitude by a factor of

about five from the quantity measured at low altitude, due entirely to scattering of visible

radiation in the atmosphere. Moreover, we find that the amplitude change is generally

reduced of significant features, by a factor of two, due to scattering out of the beam of the

signal from the ocean and scattering into the beam of radiant skylight from all directions.

Hence the contrast at altitude is down by a factor of about ten compared to the contrast

at low altitudes.

So the point is that even though one can measure biological activity and chlorophyll con-

tent very well at low altitudes, there is a question - it is a much more difficult problem

to make meaningful measurements at high altitudes. This analysis of data from the 990

flight does indicate that the comparison of these two channels - ratios, if you will, -
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doescontaininformationof thechangein chlorophyll,causingachangein thetwo spectral
quantities.Notetheverystrongcorrelationsbetweendecreasingtemperatureandincreasing
chlorophyllcontent,whichisphysicallyunderstandable,dueto upwellingwaterfrom sub-
surfacelevels.Weconsideredthedevelopmentof asystemfor theglobalmappingof both
thebiologicalandtemperatureparametersof theseasurface,themostimportantstepto be
takenafterERTS-B.

Little needsto besaidaboutouractivitiesin theimplementationof observingsystems;
that is,themanagementandexecutionof earthobservationsflight missions.Ascanbe
seenfrom theprogrammaticoverviewslide(Figure1), everyongoingearthobservation
projectexcepttheaircraftprogramandtheEarthResourcesExperimentPackage(EREP)
onSkylabisbeingconductedat Goddard.TheletterA isnot includedin thechartunder
ATSeventhoughit isconductedhereat Goddardbecauseit isnot consideredto bea
dedicatedearthobservationmission.

Oneof themostimportantbutveryoftenneglectedactivitiesin theearthobservationpro-
gramistheverylargeeffort requiredto extractobservationalparameterswhichcanbere-
latedto environmentalprocessesfrom theacquiredsatellitedata. Remotesensingof these
parameters,suchastemperature,moisture,surfacecomposition,vegetation,andsoon, is
neverdonedirectlybut, rather,mustbeinferredfromameasurementof intensityof
radiation.Effort isneededto extracttheappropriateparametersfrom thesensedsignals.

A majorportionof theGARPprojectis,therefore,focusedon thisextractionof meteoro-
logicalparametersfrom thesatellitemeasurements.Hereit isplannedto designaconsoli-
datedgroundsystemwhichwill enableusto extractefficientlytheverticalprofilesof
temperatureandwatervaporfrom radiancemeasurementsandto determinewind speeds
from cloudpicutres.

OnERTStheinitial extractionprocessinvolvestheconversionandregistrationof about
tenbillion bitsof photometricallysensedsignalsintoabout 1000photographicimagesper
day. Theseimagesarethenrelatedto earthresourcesparameterssuchaslandusepatterns,
waterquality, soilor cropconditions,snowandicecover,andsoon. In theNimbuspro-
gramtheextractionof observationallysignificantparametersis limited to theproduction
of imagesfrom theradiancesmeasuredwith contiguouslyscannedspectroradiometers.
However,extractionsinvolvingobservationssuchasglobaldistributionsof ozone,atmos-
pherictemperatureandwatervaporprofiles,andradiationfluxesrelatingto theenergy
budgetof theatmosphereareperformedunderactivitiesof themeteorologySRTprogram
ratherthanundertheNimbusprojectactivities.Suchdeterminations,therefore,do not
alwaysconformto themorerigorousplanningandschedulinginvolvedin aprojecttype
activity.

Examplesof suchdeterminationsmadefromNimbusobservationsrecentlyunderthe
meteorologySRTprogramaretheradiativeenergybudgetof theglobeonanannualbasis.
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Figure 7 shows the annual net radiation; that is, the difference between the absorbed solar 
radiation and the long-wave emission lost to  space from the earth for one year. This is the 
first such annual global analysis from satellite data (Nimbus-2). The two shades of blue 
indicate deficit areas, where there is more energy lost to  space than absorbed solar radiation; 
and the two tan and yellow shades indicate excess regions, where more solar radiation is 
absorbed. These excesses and deficits, of course, are the basic forcing functions that drive 
the general circulation of the atmosphere. 

Another example is the determination from the MUSE experiment on Nimbus-3 and -4 of 
the variation of ultraviolet solar radiation which impinges on the earth and affects the 
structure of the stratosphere and mesosphere. Figure 8 shows work by Dr. Donald Heath 
analyzing the fluctuations observed by the MUSE experiments. Here Dr. Heath shows four 
types of enhancements observed in consonance with four types of cycles, at three different 
wavelengths: Lyman a, 1750, and 2900 Angstroms. In the case of Lyman CY he notes en- 
hancement (defined by the flux maximum minus the flux minimum divided by the flux 
minimum) of 16 percent associated with a Class 3 solar flare. In the case of the 27-day 
solar rotation he observes a 25 percent enhancement. He has observed one 22-month - 

Figure 7. Annual radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere system. 
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Figure 8. Observed UV enhancements in the solar irradiance (F).

hence the question mark- cycle wherein there is a variation azimuth of from 10 to 30 per-

cent, and over the 11-year sunspot cycle he has taken the flux in the satellite in 1969 divid-

ed by a similar flux measured by a rocket flight in 1966 near solar minimum to derive an

eight-tenths factor indicative of an 11-year cycle at Lyman a. At the next wavelength, 1750

A, he sees none during a flare, 6 percent over 27 days, none over 22 months, and 2.44

allowed to change over the 11-year cycle. At 2900 A, we find none, 1 percent, none again,

and 1.52.

Figure 9 shows global and season patterns of the vertical structure of ozone in the strato-

sphere from the back-scattered ultraviolet (BUV) experiment on Nimbus-4. This analysis

is by Arlin Krueger and Dr. Heath of the Laboratory for Meteorology and Earth Sciences.

The isolines are in terms of micrograms per gram mixing ratio of ozone. The BUV has

worked extremely well and more than two years of data are now being analyzed.

This brings us finally to what we consider our most important activity in the earth obser-

vations program, the application of observations to the survey of environmental condi-

tions and resource management.

Here our strongest activity is in the ERTS project, where we are sponsoring more than 300

principal investigators whose goal it is to demonstrate such applications in various disci-

plines related to earth resources, and ranging from land use, agricultural mapping, and

cartography to surveys of pollution and environmental quality.

A significant application of ERTS observation, to cartography, namely the automatic and

very efficient production of accurate thematic maps, is shown in Figure 10. This is the

first map from space in the U.S. Geological Survey sense. The map has a very accurate
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Figure 9. Seasonal changes in ozone mixing ratio; data from Nimbus-4 BUV.

reference, so one can determine very accurately distances between two points. This is a

scene-corrected map at 1: 1,000,000. The original product was also 1 : 1,000,000 from

three channels of the ERTS MSS, the green, the red, and the near infrared. Lake Tahoe is
the dark area and the Sierra Nevada mountains show up very red because this is a false color

presentation. The chlorophyll in the foilage on the mountains absorbs radiation in the

visible red, which causes the false color to come through as red in this display scheme.

Similar activities in the application of observations are also being undertaken under the

GARP program, where models of atmospheric circulation are being generated at the

Goddard Institute for Space Studies on the basis of actual or simulated satellite observa-

tions. Dr. Halem, who was going to talk on the numerical modeling of the general circula-

tion at the Institute, cannot be here today. Dr. Halem would have explained the activities

that are now underway, preparing for data from the vertical temperature profile radiometer

on ITOS-D which is successfully operating. Soon its data will be transmitted over a link

from Goddard to New York City testing the numerical forecast models that Dr. Jastrow

and his group have developed in preparation for GARP.
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Figure 10. ERTS-1 MSS imagery of cartography quality (the first map from space). 
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Otherapplicationsresultingfromobservationswith both theNimbussatellitesandthe
meteorologicalrocketobserving systems have been demonstrated under the meteorology

SRT program. The following presentations by Mr. Shenk on the observation of Hurricane

Camille and by Mr. Theon on the analysis of tides in the upper atmosphere are examples of
such applications.

Also I would like to mention that Dr. Stewart of the Institute, who could not fly down

today, would have talked on models involving photochemistry, utilizing several hundred
coefficients in a very involved photochemical model investigation of sources of pollutants

in the atmosphere and their dispersal by the general circulation.

Looking back to Figure 1, we want to mention now some of the problems inherent in the

program. As was already mentioned, our efforts in the past have been concentrated too

much on the development and demonstration of observing techniques in systems. Instead,

we should pursue each of the programmatic line items along the vertical columns and

should concentrate more actively on the two last rows, namely the extraction of useful

parameters and the application of the observations to environmental surveys and earth

resources management. So far, we appear to have taken steps to achieve this goal only with

ERTS and GARP. We are making an effort in the same direction with EOS.

An example of the deficiency in this area in the on-going Nimbus program is the fact that

the SCMR experiment on Nimbus-5 will perform observations similar to the fifth band

which was deleted from ERTS-B. However, the system will not permit us to make any

significant preparations for the proper extraction or application of the information result-

ing from the Nimbus experiment. A similar situation exists at the present time with the

microwave images which will result from Nimbus-5 and -6.

Another problem is the rapidly widening gap which has developed in the observing systems

between on-going Nimbus and ERTS missions, which will be terminating by 1974, and

advance missions, such as EOS and SEOS, which, by virtue of their complexity, cannot be
instrumented until the late 1970s.

Parallel with the plans for EOS and SEOS activities must be initiated immediately to ac-

commodate the more important and existing observation concepts, techniques and sys-

tems mentioned earlier on missions following ERTS-B, Nimbus-F and SMS-C. We have in

the last few weeks begun activities with the Department of Interior to discuss plans for an

operational earth surveying mission to follow ERTS-B. We also have plans for a Nimbus-G

and an SMS with a vertical sounder.

At the other end of the time spectrum lies perhaps the most challenging and most bene-

ficial of all earth observations space missions, continuous earth surveys with a geostationary

satellite with spatial resolution similar to ERTS. We call this mission SEOS. We are plan-

ning to begin studies under the SRT program during this fiscal year. We are most concern-

ed lest this activity, an exciting and significant concept, become a victim of the fiscal '73
cost reduction.
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Finally,webelievethat thebudgetcutbackin themeteorologicalrocketprogramhasre-
suitedessentiallyin the terminationof thisprogramandwill havebroughtto anendthe
leadershiptheAgencyhasheldsinceits creationin thefield of exploring,understanding,
andmonitoringthestratosphereandmesosphereenvironment.
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POLARMAPPINGWITHERTS-I

James R. Greaves

The list of disciplines which shall ultimately benefit from the new ERTS data is long

indeed. In many cases, we shall be learning more about areas with which we are already

familiar. In this presentation, I would like to focus upon some potential applications of

the multispectral ERTS-1 imagery to remote, unfamiliar regions. The examples I have

chosen are from the Canadian Arctic.

Figure 1 presents imagery from the 0.6 to 0.7 micrometer band of the ERTS-1 RBV sensor.

This scene was recorded on July 26, only three days after launch. The area shown here

is along the northeast coast of Labrador at about 57 ° north. This portion of Labrador is

north of the tree line and is an area of open tundra. Other than a few trading posts, it is

largely uninhabited.

The large bright area to the lower fight represents low- to mid-level cloudiness, while a

streak of cirrus may be seen extending from southwest to northeast in the upper right

portion of the picture.

The most striking feature of this frame, however, is the broad area of shore-fast ice at the

opening of Okak Bay at about the center of this picture. Note that a number of islands

show up as isolated gray areas against the uniformly white ice background. The swirling

ice patterns north and south of the pack ice can be used to define local eddys embedded in

the southward flowing Labrador Current. Further offshore may be seen individual ice-

bergs. I think you can make out a small cluster of them near the fight-hand edge of the

picture. Some of the other spots you see here were introduced during photographic pro-

cessing. In the original imagery more than a dozen individual icebergs were observed. As

will be seen in the next presentation, the day-to-day sidelap at these latitudes permits the

monitoring of ice motion.

In remote regions such as this, ERTS imagery often reveals a number of mapping errors.

Note the large island in Okak Bay nearly cut in two by a broad channel extending down

from the north. Available maps show this as two distinct islands separated by a uniformly

wide channel. While there may be a southward extension of the channel narrower than

the nominal 100-meter resolution of the ERTS sensors, the designation of a uniformly

broad channel is certainly erroneous.

So far we have been looking at just one spectral region. What more can we learn by com-

paring different spectral bands? Note in particular two lakes, the long and narrow Saputit

Lake running in an east-west direction just southwest of the western extremity of Okak

Bay; and the wider, rather ill-defined Umiakovik still further to the southwest.
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Figure I .  ERTS- I RBV image of northeast Labrador. 

In Figure 2, we see these two lakes as they appear in the three spectral bands. The out- 
lines of both lakes are quite clear in the near-infrared band which enhances land/water 
boundaries. As we approach the green band, however, Umiakovik disappears! Because 
of the increased water penetration of the green band, this effect would be observed if 
Umiakovik were more sediment-laden than Saputit, or more shallow. Because of the 
absence of any human influence and because the environs of both lakes are nearly identi- 
cal, the shallow water hypothesis is more likely. 
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Figure 2. ERTS-I RBV imagery of Lakes Saputit and Umiakovik. 

Using multispectral imagery we can not only note the presence and extent of ice, but can 
get some indication of its physical condition. Figure 3 shows just a portion of the north- 
west coast of Coats Island in Hudson Bay. The imagery in the two frames at  the top was 
recorded by the MSS sensor just one orbit after the RBV recorded the imagery of Labrador. 
Note that in the infrared band, the shore-fast ice which had displayed a generally uniform 
brightness in the green band, becomes darker and more patterned. This is indicative of 
the presence of melt water on the ice, which implies in turn that the ice is in a melting 
stage. This phenomenon has been previously noted in other ERTS imagery by Dr. Paul 
McClain of NOAA. Green-band data acquired just 36 days later (August 3 1) reveals an 
ice-free coastline and supports the melting hypothesis. Note also the small lake: On July 
26, it is still frozen over, but melting; on August 3 1, it is completely ice free. 

While these findings are of a preliminary nature, we have seen in just a few frames the 
potential applicability of the ERTS-1 data to ice detection, local current effects, map 
corrections, relative lake depth measurements, and even to estimates of ice breakup. It 
is clear that ERTS-1 represents a new era in earth observations. 
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Figure 3. ERTS-I imagery of Coats Island. 
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REMOTE SENSING OF SEA ICE MOTION

Albert Rango

Jim Greaves has shown a number of applications of ERTS-1 in the polar regions, and now

I would like to show some synoptic observations of dynamic changes in Arctic sea ice. A

study was made on the sea ice in Hendriksen Strait, the passage between Amund Ringnes

Island and Cornwall Island at about 77°45'N and 95°W (Figure 1). The distance across

the strait averages 13 kilometers. To the northwest of this area is the average summertime

minimum limit of polar pack ice. As will be shown here, in the six-day period from the

August 23rd to the 28th, ERTS-1 provided five days of coverage. The reason for this is

the orbit-to-orbit sidelap that occurs at high latitudes.

Various types of sea ice can be identified in the ERTS-1 imagery in Figure 2. Bay ice is

found in Norwegian Bay; shore-fast ice in in Hendriksen Strait and in Fog Bay; ice floes

are numerous throughout the strait and in the general area; and finally pack ice, which

consists of many individual ice floes, is present. In general it can be observed that the pack

ice drifts out of the strait over the six-day period, and some shore-fast ice was observed

to break away from the land and to also leave the strait. Correlation of side-to-side

movement of the pack ice as it left the strait with surface wind direction was generally

found to be good. As you can see, on the 23rd and 24th the pack ice was in the middle

of the strait; on the 25th it had moved to the southern shore; on the 27th it was back in

the center iof the channel; and on the 28th it had moved back toward the south.

In such a sequence of observations, a number of sea ice changes with time are detectable.

Changes in position of individual ice floes can easily be translated to velocity. A number of

ice floes were tracked over the six-day period and their velocities calculated as shown in

Figure 3. The average velocity for ice floe movement was 8.5 kilometers per day, which is

comparable with the figure of 4.4 kilometers per day given by Mellor* for the average

drift rate of large ice islands in the Arctic.

The ice cover, or the relative amount of sea ice present in a given area, is important for

shipping purposes. The ice cover in Hendriksen Strait on August 23 was approximately

7/10, decreasing to 2/10 by the 28th of August. This type of sea ice change is easily

observed from ERTS and combined with possible identification of navigation routes

through sea ice could be quite useful to future shipping interests.

Repeated observations of individual ice floes such as those in Hendriksen Strait will also

allow calculation of the ablation of the ice mass, in this case the decrease of surface area

with time. Over a four-day period individual ice floe surface areas were measured.

*M. Mellor. "Snow and Ice on the Earth's Surface. Monograph II-C 1. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory. 1964.
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Figure 1. The arrow indicates the location of Hendriksen Strait, site of ERTS-1 sea ice studies. 

The average decrease in surface area for the measured ice floes was approximately 10 
percent during this time. 

Although ERTS-1 provides extremely good coverage of sea ice in the polar regions, there 
are times when it cannot provide acceptable data, namely, during the six-month-long polar 
night or when clouds block the sensor’s view. During these times we can use an electrically 
scanned microwave radiometer to  measure the microwave emissivity of sea ice, and 
subsequently to record the identity of specific ice floes from one time period to another. 
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27 AUG. 1972 28 AUG. 1972 

Figure 2. ERTS-1 observations (0.8 - 1 . 1  pm) of Arctic sea ice in 
Hendriksen Strait, 77'45' N -  95'00' W. 

1. AVERAGE VELOCITY OF INDIVIDUAL ICE FLOES 

8.5 KI LOMETERS/DAY 
OVER 5-DAY PERIOD 

2. ICE COVER IN HENDRIKSEN STRAIT 
23 AUGUST 1972 7/10 
28 AUGUST 1972 2/10 

3. AVERAGE ABLATION OF INDIVIDUAL ICE FLOES 
OVER 4-DAY PERIOD 
10% DECREASE IN SURFACE AREA 

Figure 3. Sea ice changes with time as observed from ERTS1, 

In Figure 4 we move westward from Hendriksen Strait to the north coast of Alaska in the 
Harrison Bay area. This figure is a series of mosaics of false color microwave images 
extending from Cape Halkett 250 kilometers north into the Arctic Ocean. Each mosaic is 
formed from two flight passes by the NASA Convair 990 arranged so as to give contiguous 
coverage along a 40-kilometer strip. The interval between flights was three days, except 
between the second and third flight when it was five days. The flight paths were generally 
along the same route for each mosaic. 
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Figure 4. Arctic sea ice motion (1972) photographed NASA CV-990 aircraft (A = 1.55 CM). 

Note the recurring landmarks, Cape Halkett and Saktuina Point, at the bottom of each 
mosaic. Since snow-covered tundra is radiometrically much colder than ice cover, we can 
easily distinguish these landmarks in the microwave image. Several sea ice features are 
visible on successive flights, and they all seem to have a westward drift. Positions of these 
ice features were plotted, and over three-day intervals motions ranging from as little as 
three kilometers to as much as 22 kilometers were observed. The average velocity of 
movement for these ice features was 4 kilometers per day, which is in general agreement 
with the 8.5 kilometers per day figure for sea ice movement in Hendriksen Strait as 
determined from ERTS-1, and with the 4.4 kilometers per day given by Mellor for drift 
rates in the Arctic Ocean. 
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Nimbus-E,to belaunchedin mid-December1972,hasanelectricallyscannedmicrowave
radiometerwith aminimumresolutionof 25kilometers.Becausethe speedof seaice
movementisabout4 kilometersperday,weshouldbeableto measureicedynamicsona
timescaleof acoupleof weeksfrom Nimbus-E.

Theresultspresentedhereindicatethat for high latitudes,ERTSwill provideoverlapping
coverageon sequentialdaysthat will allowobservationof dynamicchangesin thepolar
regions.In addition,routeplanningfor futureshippingin theArctic shouldbenefitfrom
seaiceimageryof thetypeobtainablefrom ERTS-1andNimbus-E.Finally,ERTSand
Nimbusobservationsof seaice,especiallyamountof icecoverversusamountof open
water,will beimportantin determiningboundaryconditionsfor futureuseinmodels
of theglobalheatbalance.
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PASSIVE MICROWAVE IMAGES OF LAKE ICE 

Per Gloersen 

I would like to report here some early impressions of our first observation of the microwave 
emission from fresh water ice as formed in the Great Lakes this past winter. There is con- 
siderable practical interest in the Great Lakes ice from the commercial navigational point of 
view. The motivation is to find a feasible means of discovering early signs of the ice breakup 
below a persistent cloud cover, in order t o  permit an extension of the shipping season. To 
this end, we responded to a request from Lewis Research Center to fly a NASA Convair 
990 mission over Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair. 

Figure 1 is a photomosaic of the area to be discussed here, Lake St. Clair and its surround- 
ings. The cities shown are Detroit and Windsor. At the top left we have the St. Clair river 
going to Lake Huron, and near bottom left is the Detroit River going down to Lake Erie. 

Figure 1. Photomosaic of Lake St. Clair and its surroundings. 

We were fortunate in having a relatively cloudless day for this mission, which allowed us to 
obtain photographic data for comparison with our microwave images. It is clear that there 
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was too much ice for commercial navigation on that day. 

Before proceeding to the microwave results I would like to point out that there are many 
different kinds of ice formations in this scene. These can be broken down into three major 
components, illustrated in three enlarged portions of this mosaic shown in Figure 2. 

SNOW ICE 

CLEAR ICE (THICK) CLEAR ICE (THIN) 

Figure 2. Three kinds of ice formation; enlarged sections 
of the photomosaic of Figure 1 .  

At the top we have an example of snow ice, which appears white since it is full of air bubbles. 
Below is shown clear ice of two different thicknesses. The thin clear ice shown here is so 
transparent as to be almost imperceptible, but close inspection of this photograph reveals 
hairline cracks in areas which at first glance appear to be open water. This thin ice is esti- 
mated to be about five centimeters thick. 

The thin clear ice is much more readily distinguished in Figure 3, which shows an image of 
the 1.55 centimeter microwave radiation emanating from the surface. 

To orient you again, Detroit is at mid-left and Windsor lies in the bottom left comer. 

In this scene, the snow ice appears to have the highest microwave brightness temperatures. 
The thick clear ice shows up some 30 degrees kelvin colder, and the thin clear ice is colder 
still, due to its greater transparency to the 1.55 centimeter radiation. It is only 10 to 20 
degrees kelvin colder than the open water which shows up here as gray. 
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PASSIVE MICROWAVE IMAGE 
OF LAKE ICE (A= 1.55cm) 
NASA CV-990, 
20 MARCH 1972, LAKE ST. CLAIR 

Figure 3. Passive microwave image of lake ice (A = 1.55 cm). This im- 
age was taken from the NASA CV-990 aircraft on March 20, 1972. 

What we have found here in our first attempt at obtaining a synoptic view of the micro- 
wave radiation from the Great Lakes ice is a much larger variation in the brightness tem- 
peratures than we have observed to date in sea ice from our studies of the Arctic ice canopy. 
Also noteworthy in this image is that the brightness temperatures of some of the nearby 
land areas, for example parts of Ontario, are no higher than the brightness temperatures of 
the thick clear ice. This condition was caused by the wetness of these agricultural areas at 
the time the image was acquired. 

We are in the process of analyzing multifrequency microwave and infrared data obtained 
in this area, as well as at both ends of Lake Erie and the St. Lawrence Seaway. In the 
Seaway, we have also considerable surface truth information available to us through the 
auspices of the Canadian Department of Environment and Inland Waters. This informa- 
tion will assist considerably in the interpretation of these data. 
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OCEANIC TURBIDITY AND CHLOROPHYLL AS INFERRED

FROM ERTS-1 OBSERVATIONS

Robert J. Curran

Oceanic chlorophyll is an important link in the marine food chain which leads eventually

to man. Remote monitoring of this food chain utilizing satellite platforms would be of

value in managing the efficient use of this resource. Remote monitoring can be accom-

plished by observation of the color of the ocean surface, which is known to indicate the

presence of biological organisms containing chlorophyll. Quantitative measures of ocean

color have been correlated with measures of chlorophyll concentration. However, ocean

color is also affected by the presence of inorganic sediments and bottom topography. To

remotely sense the presence of the chlorophyll-rich phytoplankton, it is therefore necessary

to discriminate against other color features.

In this study we have considered the spectral signatures of phytoplankton and other ob-

scuring effects in order to determine how to best use satellite data. The results of this

study were then used to analyze the spectral data obtained from the ERTS-1 multispectral

scanner (MSS). The analyzed satellite data were finally compared with surface ship meas-

urements of chlorophyll concentration.

The spectral signatures of the processes involved in satellite observation of ocean color

may be conceptually separated into three general classes as indicated in Figure 1. The

three areas are: the spectral reflectance of the atmosphere; the reflectance properties of

both the water surface and beneath; and finally, the reflectance properties of chlorophyll-

containing phytoplankton. The first process, the wavelength-dependence of the reflect-

ance of the atmosphere, can be modeled quite accurately under suitable assumptions. The

spectral reflectance of the ocean surface also may be separated because this quantity is

wavelength-independent. The spectral properties which remain are therefore due only to

the scattering and absorption properties of clear and turbid water and to the phytoplank-
ton.

The multispectral scanner of ERTS-1 is a four-channel scanning radiometer. The wave-

length intervals of the four channels are indicated by the four different colors on the

original photograph. We will consider the spectral features of water and phytoplankton
in relation to these four channels.

The photon mean free path indicates how far a photon may penetrate into a medium be-

fore suffering either absorption or scattering. If the absorption mean free path is longer

than the scattering mean free path, an appreciable amount of backscattering can take

place. If the opposite is true, then absorption will take place before the photon can be
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Figure 1. Spectral signatures for the processes which

affect satellite observations of ocean color.

scattered. For the values of scattering and absorption given in the figure, the first two MSS

channels would have appreciable reflectance, but the longer wavelength channels will appear

very black due to the strong absorption by the water. The properties of clear and turbid

water are contrasted with the reflectance properties of the phytoplankton as shown in the

bottom of this figure. Chlorophyll has a strong absorption band between 0.6 and 0.7tam,

thus making reflectance by the phytoplankton strong in the 0.5 to 0.6 tam channel and

negligible for longer wavelengths. This property of the phytoplankton makes it ideal for

emphasis by the ratio of the reflectances in the first two channels. Because the turbidity

is more broadband, this ratio will diminish the effects of turbidity. Some evidence sup-

porting this thesis was presented in the ERTS symposium of September 29. That study

concerned the very turbid St. John's River estuary of Florida. Results for a low-turbidity,

open-ocean study are presented in the next figure.

Figure 2 shows a portion of an image in the 0.5 to 0.6tam channel of the MSS. This image

is of the northwest coast of Africa near Cape Juby. Within two days of the satellite image,

an oceanographic research vessel made measurements of the surface chlorophyll concen-

tration along the rectangular path indicated. The measured chlorophyll concentrations are
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Figure 2. An enlargement of a portion of an ERTS-1 MSS image (0.5-0.6/am chan-
nel) of the northwest African coast.

indicated on the upper left-hand side of the figure. Photodensitometer measurements of

the ship's path were made on the MSS image. The data obtained from the densitometer

was used to determine a ratio between the 0.5 to 0.6#m and the 0.6 to 0.7/_m channels.

This ratio is plotted in the lower left-hand portion of the figure. Comparison between the

ship measurement and this ratio indicates a fair degree of correlation.

In conclusion, it is asserted that the effect of phytoplankton may be enhanced by ratioing

the two shortest wavelength channels. This process appears to discriminate against the

effects of water turbidity.
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EFFECTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE ON ERTS OBSERVATIONS

Robert S Fraser

We have been developing atmospheric radiation models and methods of computing radiation

effects that are important both in the meteorological and earth resources satellite pro-

grams. These models have a wide range of application, but today I will show you the re-

suits of using them to compute the atmospheric effects on just the ERTS observations.

The graph on the left in Figure 1 shows the sensor response for the first multispectral

scanner (MSS) channel, which lies in the yellow part of the spectrum and extends from

0.5 to 0.6 micrometers. Along the bottom axis is shown the reflectivity of the ground,

varying from 0 to 1.0, and on the ordinate is the voltage output in percent varying from 0

to 100 percent. The solid continuous line represents the sensor output in the absence of

any atmosphere. This output reaches a maximum for a surface reflectivity of about 55

percent.
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Figure l. Sensor response of the first and fourth multispectral scanner (MSS) channels.

Each successive curve here represents what the sensor response would be in the presence

of increasing atmospheric turbidity. This dashed curve is for a pure gaseous atmosphere,
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themiddlecurveis for averagehazeconditions,andthebottom curveis for stronghazecon-
ditions. A slightlyabsorbinghazeisusedin thisparticularexample.Wherethesurfacere-
flectivity is low, theadditionof hazeto themodelincreasesthe brightnessslightly;and
wherethesurfacereflectivityis ratherhigh,additionof hazeto theatmospheredecreases
thebrightnessof theimage.In manyof theERTSinvestigationsovercontinentalareasthe
reflectivityis about20percent.In this case,theatmospherehasaverysmalleffect.

Eventuallywith theERTSobservationswewill beableto establishsomemeanresponsein
thepresenceof anatmosphere,andit probablywill not bethisdash-dotcurve;nevertheless,
thiscurveis themeanfor this caseandit indicatesthat whenyougo fromanextremely
clearatmosphere(dashedcurve)to averystronghazecondition(dottedcurve),thevari-
ationsaboutthemeancausedby theatmosphereareonly about20percent.

Theresponsesof thenext two ERTSbands,from 0.6to 0.7micrometersandfrom 0.7to
0.8micrometers,areessentiallythesameasfor this first channel.

Thecomputedresponsesfor the0.8to I. 1micrometerbandareshownon theright-hand
sideof thefigure. Theadditionof hazewouldmaketheimageappeardarkerthan for the
0.5-0.6micrometerband,not somuchbecauseof thehaze,but becausethepresenceof
watervaporin the0.8to 1.1micrometerbandcausesabsorptionof theenergy.

Oneof the very important methods that is used in the ERTS investigations is to identify

surface characteristics by means of their spectral signatures (as in Figure 2). In this figure

I want to show you how some spectral signatures would appear when viewed from a satel-

lite. On the left-hand side we have for the ERTS bands the sensor response over water.

The bottom set of curves represents the responses to clear ocean water, and the upper set

of curves are the responses to turbid coastal waters.
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Figure 2. ERTS-1 MSS response to various surface features.
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You canseewhat thevariationcausedby theatmosphereis. Thereissomeseparationbe-
tweenclearandturbid waterin thefirst band,but theseparationdecreaseswith increasing
wavelength.Theseparationdisappearsin the lastband,whereonewouldnot beableto
discriminatebetweentheclearandturbid watersof thiscalculation.

Theright sideof thefigureshowstheeffectof theatmosphereon thespectralsignatureof
ahigherreflectingsubstance,standardloam-typesoilsthatarefoundin thevicinity of

Goddard. The top set of curves shows the responses of the sensors over dry soil. The sur-

face reflectivity of this dry soil varies from 25 percent in the first band to about 45 percent

in the last band. The last band has a somewhat lower response than the first three bands

because the instrumental gain setting is less for this last band and also because of the water

vapor absorption. If the soil is saturated, it becomes darker. The surface reflectivity

changes from about 10 percent in the first band to 20 percent in the last band. The MSS

responses in the presence of atmospheric conditions are shown by the bottom set of

curves. The separation between the dry and wet sets indicates that about five stages of

wetness could be specified.

We have shown the initial computations on atmospheric effects on the ERTS measure-

ments. We will continue investigating other types of ERTS problems under several dif-

ferent additional atmospheric conditions.
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SATELLITEOBSERVATIONSDURINGTHE RAPID

INTENSIFICATION OF HURRICANE CAMILLE

William E. Shenk

Tropical cyclones can intensify rapidly in a few hours. Two such instances occurred near

shore in the last decade, namely Hurricane Cleo in 1964 and Hurricane Celia in 1970. In

one case (Cleo) the increase came as a complete surprise to the residents of Miami, Florida.

In 1964, we were fortunate to observe the rapid intensification of Harricane Camille as it

moved from the north coast of Cuba into the Gulf of Mexico. These observations were

made with the spin-scan camera on ATS-3 and with the Medium Resolution Infrared

Radiometer (MRIR) on Nimbus-3.

Figure 1 shows a representation of the minimum central pressure profile as a function of

time of Hurricane Camille. As in intensity reference, a 1000 millibar central pressure is

associated with a fairly weak tropical cyclone, 960 millibars with a strong one, and 900
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Figure 1. Minimum central pressure profile of Hurricane Camille, August 14-18, 1969. The Nimbus-3 or-
bit numbers used for each observation are shown above the curve and the estimated central pressure (in

mb) above the orbit numbers.
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millibarswith ahurricaneof extreme intensity. Hurricane Camille was the greatest Atlantic

hurricane of record. According to four closely spaced reconnaisance aircraft reports,

Camille initially deepened at a moderate rate and appeared to reach equilibrium while just

south of Cuba. However, once moving across Cuba it deepened dramatically, about 65
millibars in 24 hours.

The rapidly deepening portion of the curve was constructed partly from satellite data, since

there were no aircraft reconnaisance penetrations of the eye from the time when Camille

was just south of Cuba to when it was nearly at maximum intensity over the Gulf of

Mexico. The period of interest is the two satellite observations that were made by the

MRIR during the maximum intensification phase. Two spectral regions were analyzed;

namely, the 6.7 tam and the 11 tam regions.

A hurricane is like an inefficient heat engine - warm moist air flows in at low levels, is

lifted within the interior with the release of latent heat, and then the air is ejected in the

outflow layer in the upper atmosphere, moving away from the storm and subsiding. The

subsidence compensates for the rising air within the interior.

It was expected that the two spectral intervals previously mentioned would indicate whether

there were any dramatic changes in Camille's circulation during the period of maximum

intensification. Figure 2 shows 2 measurements in the 6.7 tam region. The measurements

were taken 12 hours apart. The first observation was made just after the storm moved off

the north coast of Cuba and the second one when Camille was over the Gulf of Mexico and

had reached maximum intensity.

The first observation indicates a band of relatively high equivalent blackbody temperatures

TBB's west of the center. Other investigators have shown that regions of high TBB's are

associated with areas of subsiding air.

Twelve hours later the warmer TBB'S indicate that the region of subsiding air had increased

dramatically and the subsidence had apparently intensified. This is evidence that increased

upward vertical motion had occurred or is occurring in the interior of the cyclone, which

is an indication of rapid intensification.

In addition to the MRIR measurements, Dr. Tetsuya Fujita (University of Chicago) analyzed

the ATS-3 measurements and showed that west of the center there was an intense upper

tropospheric convergence zone which was associated with subsidence. The convergence

zone is confirmation of the inference of subsidence from the 6.5-7.0 tam measurements.

Figure 3 shows the 10-11 tam measurements for the same period. First, there is evidence
from the cloud bands southeast of the center of the movement of warm moist air toward

the center at low levels. This air is lifted near the center and a large fraction of the kinetic
energy of the circulation is obtained from the release of latent heat.

The cloud bands first appeared at the time when Camille was just beginning the rapid in-

tensification; therefore they were an indication of future development. Thus, if
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measurements were available from a geosynchronous satellite every few minutes instead of

every twelve hours, as was the case with these observations, we could have detected the

beginning of the occurrence of these bands.

In the region of subsidence west of the center there is an area of high equivalent blackbody

measurements which are close to what would be expected from the sea surface. Therefore,

the subsidence was not confined to the upper troposphere but, due to the suppression of

low-level cumulus over the ocean, was also occurring in the lower troposphere. The com-

bination of the measurements from both channels gives a reasonably good three-

dimensional picture of the structure of the storm.

In conclusion, if we had a geosynchronous satellite measuring in these two spectral inter-

vals we would be able to determine much more about the circulation of tropical cyclones.

This knowledge would provide some useful diagnostic and predictive information on

significant changes in cyclone intensity.
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CLOUDEMISSIVITY

RobertJ.Curran

TheinfraredinterferometerspectrometeronNimbus-4observedmanypeculiarbroadband
spectraleffectswhichwerefoundto beattributableto clouds.An exampleof thepeculiar
effectmaybefoundin thespectrashownin Figure1. Plottedhereis thebrightness
temperaturederivedfrom themeasuredradiances,asafunction of wavenumber. The
wavenumberintervalchosencoversthe8- to 12-/amwindowof the thermalinfrared. Most
plotsof brightnesstemperatureoverthiswavenumberregionfollowlinesof constantbright-
nesstemperature.However,thethreespectrapresentedshowa brightnesstemperature
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difference of 5 to 15 K over the wave number interval 750 to 950 cm a . The envelope of

the temperature slope is emphasized by the shading.

For some time this spectral feature was difficult to explain yet appeared to be of impor-

tance, because this is the same spectral region used to determine cloud altitude by matching

measured brightness temperatures with known altitude temperature distributions. To better

understand the physical problem of the transfer of infrared radiation through ice and water

clouds, models were developed to calculate their spectral properties. Some of the results

of these calculations are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Calculations of the spectral absorption, scattering,
and total cross section per unit volume. Calculations were

made for spherical water droplets distributed in size accord-
ing to a terrestrial cloud model.

We assumed we had a collection of spherical particles whose sizes were distributed similar

to those of known water clouds. Laboratory measurements of the infrared refractive index
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were used to calculate the cross sections per unit volume for the collection of particles.

Figure 2 shows the wave number dependent absorption, scattering, and total cross sections

per unit volume. Because of the increased emphasis on the absorption and reemission of

radiation in the infrared, the absorption cross section plays a dominant role. The slope in

the 750 to 950 cm -1 of the previous figure was found to correspond to the strong change
in the absorption cross section in the same wave number window.

The question still remained as to why this feature was not observed for all liquid water

clouds. To answer this question we took the reciprocal of the cross section per unit

volume. This new quantity is the photon mean free path, the average depth from which a

photon can be emitted in a cloud and be detected at the satellite. Photons emanating from

this depth are emitted at the temperature of that level.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the photon mean free path in kilometers and the

number density of cloud particles for six different wave numbers in the window region. If

the cloud contains 100 particles per cubic centimeter, then the 950 cm 1 brightness tem-

perature will be that of 0.2 kilometers depth in the cloud, and the 700 cm -1 brightness

temperature will be that of 0.1 kilometers depth in the cloud. However, if the number

density is 10 particles per cubic centimeter then the 950 cm -_ temperature will be that of a

depth of 2 kilometers in the cloud, and the 700 crn-_ temperature will be that of 1 kilome-

ter in the cloud. The temperature increases with depth in most clouds, and thus the 950

cm _ brightness temperature will be higher than the 700 cm -_ brightness temperature which

was observed in Figure 1. Thus, only those clouds whose number densities are small

enough to allow for an appreciable temperature difference over the 700 to 950 cm _ pene-
tration depths will show the peculiar feature.

Using the analysis above and an assumption as to the cloud internal temperature distri-

bution, we used the measured slope in the brightness temperature plots to derive the num-

ber density of particles in the measured spectra. Those spectra displayed in Figure 1 were

found to have about ten particles per cubic centimeter.

The analysis made yielded two important results which should be of use to future in-

vestigations. First, cloud-top altitude determination can be corrected for emission from

lower levels in the cloud if an estimate can be made of the number density of particles.

Second, using the wave number dependent brightness temperature in 700 to 950 wave

number region, estimates of the cloud number density can be made. These cloud number

density determinations are of interest in studies of the physical nature of clouds.
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TIDES IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE - A CONTROVERSY RESOLVED?

John S. Theon

Since the amplitudes of atmospheric tides are small in the troposphere, they are neglected

for most purposes. Such is not the case for the stratosphere and mesosphere, where tides

produce significant changes in the temperature, pressure, density, and circulation. The

tides in the upper atmosphere are driven by the heating resulting from the absorption of

solar energy by ozone near the stratopause and water vapor in the troposphere. This

periodic heating was, until 1967, believed to produce a diurnal temperature variation in

the upper atmosphere which closely followed the heat input; that is, a maximum tem-

perature near local noon and a minimum temperature in the early morning hours before
sunrise.

Unfortunately, the early rocket measurements, which were made utilizing thermistor

temperature sensors, reflected this simple-minded concept (Figure 1). These curves are
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Figure 1. Early rocket temperature measurements utilizing thermistor sensors.

based on an analysis by Hoxit and Henry of 1720 thermistor instrumented rocket sound-

ings obtained during the years 1964-69 from three middle latitude sites. On the left, the
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temperature departure from the mean is plotted as a function of local solar time for three

altitudes: 40, 50, and 60 km. Note the similarity of the three curves. Each is a sinusoidal

wave form; the amplitudes grow with altitude; and the times of maximum and minimum

temperature (or phase) remain nearly constant with altitude. The plot at the right shows

the amplitude as a function of altitude for the thermistor data compared with the appro-

priate results from a theoretical model of the thermally driven tides developed by Lindzen

in 1967. The observations exceed the theory by a factor of at least two everywhere except

near 40 kilometers. When comparing the phase of the observations with the theory, the

discrepancy becomes even more obvious. Note the nearly constant phase with altitude of

the thermistor results.

The variable nature of the phase predicted by the theory can best be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Theoretical versus measured temperatures.

Here the theoretical temperature variations are given as a function of time for 40, 50, 60,

70, and 80 kilometers. Note how the time of the maximum temperature varies from 1100

hours at 40 kilometers; to 2200 hours at 50 kilometers; to 1700 hours at 60 kilometers; to

0600 hours at 70 kilometers; to 2300 hours at 80 kilometers.

We attempted to clarify these discrepancies by utilizing the acoustic grenade technique,

but economic and operational considerations limited the quantity cf data we were able to
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obtain. With a very limited data sample one cannot rely on statistical techniques to remove

the unwanted synoptic and seasonal variations from the data, so we chose to conduct our

experiments in the tropics, where these factors would be minimal. Data from a pair of

grenade soundings conducted 12 hours apart are plotted with the theoretical curves. These

results and several other pairs of similar soundings tended to confirm the theory, especially

in regard to the variation of phase with altitude. But the controversy remained because of

large numbers of thermistor soundings on one side and the theory supported by fragmen-
tary results from grenades on the other.

It was not until last year that a comprehensive set of acoustic grenade soundings was con-

ducted in an attempt to resolve the apparent differences between the thermistor and gre-

nade results. In an experiment unprecendented in Nike Cajun class meteorological rockets,

13 grenade soundings were launched during a 56-hour period in September 1971, from

Kourou, French Guiana. The preliminary results of that experiment are shown in Figure 3.
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40

The smoothed observed temperature departures from the mean for the two-day period

are plotted at left. Note how the phase changes with altitude in agreement with the theory,

although the times of maximum and minimum are not aligned at all altitudes. The ampli-

tudes of the tide as a function of altitude are given in the plot at the right for both the

theory and the grenade results. For all altitudes above 50 kilometers, there is remarkable
agreement.
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The 1971Kourougrenadedata,representingthe mostcompletein situresultseverobtained,
will likelybethelastsuchattemptto resolvethetidal questionsin theforeseeablefuture,
sincetheprogramwhichsupportedthis workhasnowbeeneffectivelyterminated.
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SECTIONV

EARTH PHYSICS



OVERVIEW

FriedrichO.vonBun

We have been involved over the last four years with NASA Headquarters, developing a new

program in the applications area; namely, the Earth and Ocean Physics Applications Pro-

gram (EOPAP). This program is directed toward the development and the validation of

four major applications objectives: First is earthquake hazard assessment and alleviation;

second is the prediction of general ocean circulation, surface currents, and thus heat

transport (due to the mass transport); third is the monitoring of transient phenomena of

the ocean surface, such as sea state and wave conditions, the wind - surface wind particu-

larly - and storm searches; and fourth is to refine global geoid, the gravity and magnetic

fields of the earth, to satisfy the user requirements.

At present there are two geodetic spacecraft in orbit, namely GEOS-1 and -2, and in

addition there are five other spacecraft in orbit which carry laser corner reflectors. These

can and are being used for some experiments which will lead us to the solution of the tasks

I have just outlined. We also have fixed and portable high-precision lasers, as well as other

tracking systems at our disposal, to help us in this effort.

The next three papers will describe some of the results of our preliminary work in the area

of earth and ocean dynamics. The first paper, given by Jim Marsh, is related to both earth

and ocean dynamics, and describes a geoid which we constructed utilizing satellite as well

as ground-based data.

Why do we need a geoid? For instance, if we want to determine geostrophic currents, we

will have to measure the ocean surface tilt caused by the Coriolis acceleration. To give you

a feel for it, the Gulf Stream over a 50-kilometer distance (perpendicular to the water flow)

has a tilt of 3p. 10 s ( 1.5 meters). If we want to detect this 1.5-meter variation we have to

get an idea of what the geoid is, because the geoid undulations are much larger than the
1.5 meters.

The second and third papers relate more to solid earth dynamics such as earthquake

phenomena. Ron Kolenkiewicz will address himself to an experiment we finished some

time ago, where we are taking a new approach to determine the motion of the pole, by

using lasers. He will show that, in six hours, we were able to determine the motion of the

pole to within one meter.

Finally, Dr. H. Liu will discuss a theoretical model which tries to explain why certain

earthquakes occur at certain depths, based on elastic plate theory.
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A DETAILEDGRAVIMETRICGEOIDOFNORTHAMERICA,
THENORTHATLANTIC,EURASIA,ANDAUSTRALIA

James G. Marsh

During the past year we have computed a detailed gravimetric geoid covering North

America, the North Atlantic, Eurasia, and Australia. This geoid is based upon a combination

of satellite and surface gravity data and represents the first gravimetric geoid which has been

computed on this global scale.

First I would like to define a few of the terms I'll be using in my discussion (Figure 1). The

geoid is defined as the equipotential surface which most nearly corresponds to mean sea

level. The geoid is a somewhat irregular surface; therefore, for some applications it's

desirable to represent the earth as an ellipsoid.

The undulations of the geoid with respect to the ellipsoid are called the geoid heights. The

geoid can be either above or below the ellipsoid, and the geoid heights range from about

plus 100 meters to minus 100 meters. The Skylab and GEOS-C satellites to be launched in

the near future will carry altimeters which will be used to establish the shape of the geoid in

the ocean areas. Our independently derived gravimetric geoid will be very valuable for the

comparison, evaluation, and interpretation of the new data from these satellite altimeter

experiments, especially with respect to studies of phenomena such as tides and currents.

LLITC

AC KING STATION

GEOID

Figure 1. Definition of terms.
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,Anotherapplicationis in theareaof the coordinates of our tracking stations. The con-

ventional surveyors provide us with the height of the tracking station above the geoid. In

order to perform orbit calculations, we require that the coordinates for the station be

referred to the center of mass of the earth. However, if we have an accurate geoid height

at the station, we can calculate a radius vector from the center mass of the earth to the

tracking station. The geoid also forms the basis for other geophysical studies of the earth.

The satellite gravity fields provide information on the broad features of the geoid. How-

ever, the ground-based data give us information on the details. In our work, we've com-

bined the satellite gravity data with the surface data. Figure. 2 presents geoid profiles at

35 degrees north latitude, extending from San Francisco across Eurasia.

The dashed line represents the geoid corresponding to the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory 1969 Standard Earth satellite gravity model. The accuracy of this geoid is

about 10 meters. In our work, we have combined this satellite solution with the surface

data to provide what we call a detailed geoid, which is represented by the solid line. The

accuracy of this detailed geoid is on the order of about 2 meters in the land areas, and

possibly 2 to 5 meters in areas where we had less accurate surface data.
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Figure 2. Detailed gravimetric geoid and SAO 1969 geoid at latitude 35° N.
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Figure3presentsageoidmap,or a contour map of the geoid heights, as shown in Figure 1,

for the North America-North Atlantic region. Similar maps have been prepared for Eurasia

and Australia.

In summary, during the past year we have developed a computer program for the calculation

of a geoid based upon a combination of satellite and surface gravity data. Using this program

we have derived a detailed gravimetric geoid of North America, the North Atlantic, Eurasia,

and Australia.
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POLAR MOTION

Ronald Kolenkiewicz

Today I'm going to talk about polar motion and the solid earth tide. In 1970, Goddard

Space Flight Center conducted an experiment utilizing its precision laser tracking system

to track the Beacon Explorer-C satellite. The purpose of this experiment was to see how

well we could measure some parameters of geophysical significance.

These parameters are the polar motion and a measure of the solid earth tide. In Figure 1,

I've indicated a typical Beacon Explorer-C ground track, latitude and longitude. The

Goddard laser is located at the Goddard optical facility, and is capable of seeing four passes

of this orbit in a single day.

The point of maximum latitude is the point which we wish to measure very precisely. This,

incidentally, is also the inclination of the orbit which is about 41 degrees. The first thing

we can find by measuring this point is the effect of the solid earth tide, which is due to the

fact that the sun and the moon pull on the earth - which is elastic - and this force redistri-

butes the mass of the earth. This mass redistribution perturbs the inclination of the orbit,

or the point of maximum latitude.

43 J POINT OF MAXIMUM LATITUDE

/ "\q_/GODDA-RD"_ /

I _k.o LASER //v

3o #/ \
] _'/ \ -- SATELLITE BEING OBSERVED

l ___NOTO -- 
24 _ -- _L__ • i 1 t

230 250 270 290 310 330

LONGITUDE EAST, DEGREES

Figure 1. A typical Beacon Explorer-C ground track.
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Havingmodeledfor thiseffectin ourorbit calculations,wecanthengetaveryprecise
orbit, andwecanfind thepositionof theGoddardlaserwith respectto thepoint of maxi-
mumlatitude. Thisthenis thepolarmotionpartof theexperiment.Polarmotionis
sometimesknownasvariationin latitude,andarisesbecausetheintersectionof theinstan-
taneousaxisspinof theearthdoesnot remainfixedwith respectto theearth'scrust. In
otherwords,theearthwobbles.

In Figure2 I've indicatedthesolidearthtideportionof thisexperiment.Thetidal pertur-
bationof theBeaconExplorer-Clatitudeisshownplottedasavariationinmaximumlatitude
in secondsof arc,or meterson theearth'ssurfaceasafunctionof thedate.

Theopenpointsarethelaserdata, and the solid line is for a Love's number of 0.25. Now,

Love's number is a measure of the elasticity of the earth; it's a dimensionless quantity which

would have a value of one if the earth were perfectly elastic - that is, a fluid - and it would

be zero if the earth were perfectly rigid.
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Figure 2. Tidal perturbation of the Beacon Explorer-C latitude.

We see for the actual earth it's more like 0.25. This value of 0.25 seemed to fit our data

better than other values we tried. The significance of this is that this is the first time Love's

number has been obtained by laser ranging to a satellite. We've obtained it to an order of

a magnitude better than that previously obtained by satellite.

More important to our experiment is the fact that by modeling this effect into our pertur-

bation equations for the orbit we can get a very precise orbit. This enables us to use the
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orbit asareferenceandmeasurelongbaselineswith thisreference.If weput two lasersat
a distanceof severalhundredkilometersapartfrom eachotherwecouldmeasurethe
strainbuildupalongthefault by monitoringthemotion of the lasers.Thisstrainbuildup
isameasureof theenergythat wouldbereleasedshouldanearthquakeoccur.

In Figure3 I've indicatedthevariationin latitudeof theGoddardlaser.Thisis thepolar
motionpartof theexperiment.Polarmotion isshownby plotting thevariationin latitude
in secondsof arc,or metersalongtheearth'ssurface,asa functionof thedate.

You'll notethat thepolarmotionhadtheeffectof movingtheGoddardstationsouthby
about 12metersduringthe five-monthperiodshown.Theopencirclesarethelaserdata,
plottedin six-houraverages,sixhoursbeingthetimefrom thebeginningof the first passto
theendof the fourth passduringasingleday'strackingof BeaconExplorer-C.

Thesmoothline,labeledhereBIH smoothedis from theBureauInternationaldel'Heure,
aninternationalagencywhichmonitorspolarmotion onaroutinebasisby observingthe
starsastheycrossthemeridians.Thisline looksverysmooth. However,therawdatais
rathercrude,andin orderto getsuchasmoothline theBIH obtainsrawdatafrom some40
latitudestations,rejectssome,andaveragesthereststatistically.BIH takesfive-dayaverages
andthendrawsasmoothingcurvethroughtheseaverages.

TheBIHcurveisjust meantasareferencecurve,andweseethat the laserdatafits theBIH
datato within 97 centimeters.Theimportantsignificanceof thisresultis thatwecan
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obtainpolarmotionfrom lasertrackingdatato atimeresolutionof underaday,andthis
isextremelyimportantif we are to understand the earthquake mechanism.

Some authors, in recent papers, have indicated a correlation between earthquakes and polar

motion, the idea being that before an earthquake there would be a shift in inertia of the

earth. This would be followed by a strain buildup along a fault, causing the pole to move

(which we would be able to observe with a satellite), and shortly thereafter there would be

a major earthquake. If this hypothesis is true, polar motion by laser ranging could lead to

prediction of major earthquakes.

DR. PIEPER:

Do the individual fluctuations in the unsmoothed BIH data show a similar distribution to

the points that you have?

MR. KOLENKIEWICZ:

The raw five-day average?

DR. PIEPER:

No, the daily unsmooth, raw.

MR. KOLENKIEWICZ:

The noise is too large in the single station BIH raw data to be able to distinguish any trend

similar to the one shown on Figure 3.

MEMBER OF A UDIENCE:

On the previous chart, Figure 2, on the solid earth tides, I'm not quite clear on how you got

the solid line shown.

MR. KOLENKIEWICZ:

We have the solid earth tide modeled in our orbit computation. First we use a value of

Love's number of 0.25 and calculate an orbit for the satellite recording the daily values of

the maximum latitude. We then repeat this orbit computation for Love's number zero.

Taking the difference in values of the maximum latitudes for these two cases will result in

the solid line labeled Love = 0.25.

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE:

We can predict the inclination; and we assume for the polar motion, that the plane of the

orbit stands still, and that the earth wobbles.
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THEORIGINOFINTERMEDIATEAND DEEP FOCUS EARTHQUAKES

Han-Shou Liu

The origin of intermediate and deep focus earthquakes is one of the mysteries of nature.

Geophysicists have been forced to give explanations, but no satisfactory theory exists. The

purpose of my presentation is to describe the elastic theory of tectonic plates which we

have developed here at Goddard as a possible explanation.

The earth is covered by about eight tectonic plates including the American plate, Pacific

plate, and Eurasian plate, as shown in Figure 1. Each plate has relative motions. The lower

portion of Figure 1 is a block diagram of plate motions.

Physicists have measured that along the plate boundary lines, two plates are moving against

each other. In other words, under these lines the Pacific plate, Indian plate, and African

plate may thrust under the Eurasian plate and American plate.

Seismologists have determined that the intermediate and the deep earthquakes are located

along these lines. Therefore it is possible that the origin of these earthquakes is closely

related to the instability of the underthrusting lithospheric plates.

In order to correlate the depth of the instability of these plates with the depth of these

earthquakes, let us discuss the depth distribution of the intermediate and the deep earth-

quakes. As seen in Figure 2, the depths of the intermediate earthquakes in Romania, New

Zealand, Kermadec, and Izu-Bonin are centered about 150 kilometers or 450 kilometers

below the surface of the earth. The depth of the deep earthquakes in Sunda, South

America, Tonga North, New Hebrides, and the Philippines is about 600 kilometers. At a

depth of about 300 kilometers there is no seismic activity.

Now, two questions must be answered: Why is there no seismic activity in this region?

Why is the distribution of the intermediate and deep earthquakes restricted to these three

levels? These are basic and fundamental questions in earth physics which we have to answer.

Here is our elastic plate model (Figure 3). Two plates are moving against each other, one

plate thrusting under the other. The depth of the underthrusting is about 600 kilometers.

If this plate is elastic, then our problem of tectonic plate instability is simplified to a prob-

lem of the deformation of plate structure.

According to the theory of elasticity, the deflection of the plate is shown at A and B on the

figure, which are regions of maximum curvature in which buckling of the plate may occur.

C is a neutral region in which there is no deformation. Therefore the depth distribution of

the intermediate earthquakes is restricted to the regions of instability in A and B, and the

absence of seismic activity at C, 300 kilometers below the surface of the earth, can be ex-

plained in terms of plate deflection.
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If theplatecontinuesto thrustinto themesosphere,its buoyancywill act againstit
becausethedensityof themesosphereisgreaterthanthedensityof theasthenosphere.
Underthiscondition,the leadingedgeof theplatewill bedeformedwith aparabolic
profile. Soit ispossiblethat thedeformationor bucklingof theplatein theregionof
instabilityDis thecauseof deepearthquakes.
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